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Batteries and Tubes
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2 % Lo
In Square Cell Construction
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More Power at Lower Gost

Save Money
by sending
for our
Gen'l Catalog

The greatest battery value on the market today is the
new Baker Square Cell Battery. It has 20 per cent more
POWER-LONGER LIFE! The reason is explained by simple arithmetic. In the old round cell type there is much
space between cells that is only being wasted but now with
the Baker square cells these spaces are filled with e;nergycreating chemicals in correct proportions giving more life
and stamina. The square cells fill the spaces-30 of them.
Test Baker Square cell Batteries in your own set. They'll
prove their superiority!

We Sell Direct to You As Cheaply As
Your Dealer ·Can Buy in Ton Lots
''B'' Batteries - - Long Life - - Efficiency
45-Volt Heavy Duty
45-Volt Reiular
45-V. Super-1 yr. Guarantee
Unusually high-grade materials . Longlife, effic iency, and greater recuperative
power combined. For long service these
Heavy Duties
are incomparable.
2 at only $4.85,
•
3 only $7.15.
PREP AID.
EACH

Will give satisfaction in any use for
which a regular 45-volt B battery is designed.
The standard since radio began!
Compounds
are of
unusual high-grade.
2 at
$3.85 or 3 at only $5.65
•
PREP AID.
EACH
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High Test

After testing dozens of Radio Tubes we selected our present
line. They were shown to be Superior !
Our Tubes for storage
battery sets use a special tungsten filament which insures
long life.
POSTPAID.
No. 201-A All purpose Battery tube • ••• $ .80
No. 112-A Battery Power tube • • •••••• 1.70
No. 200-A Special Detector. Battery Sets 1.88

State of Iowa,

I

County of Muscatine

( 5S.
1

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
Norman Baker, who, having been duly sworn
according to law , deposes and says that he is
the owner-publisher and business manager of
the TNT Magazine and that the following is,
to . the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
statement of the ownership, ·m anagement ( ahd
if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date shown in the
above caption, required J>Y....il!~ .. A_~t_ qf. -~ -4gllSt.

$3 70

$2 49

Radio Tubes

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION,
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE
ACT OF CONGRESS OF
AUGUST 24, 1~12,
Of TNT Magazine Published Monthly
at Muscatine, Iowa for October
1st, 1929.

If our Baker 45-volt Super B Batteries
do not give you a year's service (3 hours
daily) we give you a new battery, charging only for
service
received from old one. 2 at
$7.30 and 3 at only $10.85.
•
PREPAID.
EACH

-

Supers

A. C. Tubes that have proven their superiority.
Lower
current consumption and higher efficiency at ' a real saving
to you.

POSTPAID.

Radio Engineering Co.
Muscatine - Iowa

No.
No.
No.
No.

24, 1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws
and Regulations, printed on the reverse of
this form, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, edito r, managing ed itor. and hu,siness
manager are: Publisher, Norman Baker., Muscatine, Iowa. Editor, Norman Baker, Muscatine,
Iowa.
Managing Editor, Murray
E.
King,
Muscatine, Io wa . Business Manager, Norman
Baker, Muscatine, Iowa.
2. That the owners are: (Give names and
addresses of individual owners, or, if a corpo r at ion, give its name and the names and
addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1
per cent or more of the total amount of stock.)
Norman Baker, Muscatine, Iowa. 3. That the
known bondholders , mortgagees, and other security holder s owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of total amcmnt of bonds, mortgages, or
other serurities are:
(If there are none, so
state.) • None.
4. That the two paragraphs
next above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon the books of
the company, but also, in cases where th e stockholder or security holder appears upon the books
of the c<_>rnpany as trustee or. in . any other

A. C. ELECTRIC SET TUBES
224 Screen Grid . ....... . ......... $2.95
226
$1.18
No. 171-A .... $1.70
227
1. 70
No. 401
3.00
280
2.45
No. 245 .•••.• 2.60

fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is
given; also that the said two paragraphs contain statements emb r acing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and
conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books
of the company as trustees, hold stock and
securities in a capacity other than thlcl,t of a
bonafide ow ner; a n d this affiant has no reason
to believe that any other person, association,
or corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated by him.
5. That the
average number of cop ies of each issue of this
publication sold or distributed , th rough the
mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during
the six months preceding the date shown above
is....... (This information is required from
daily publications only.)
NORMAN BAKER,
Publisher, Editor
and Business Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 23rd
day of September 1929.
(SEAL)
CHARLES , W; ·GRAY ·
(My commissio.n .eX,pires. July 4th, 1930.)
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MERCHANDISE BARGAINS
stateenvelopes,
PRINTING-Letterheads,
Pay
ments, etc., only $2.95 per thousand.
down $1.00 per 1~000; balance on delivery. Live
agents wanted. Parcel Post Printers, Miami,
Okla.
RADIO ACCESSORIES AT 50% SAVINGS.
We pay the postage to your 'mail· box. Every
article fully guaranteed. · All standard merchan- dise. No seconds, job lots, etc. Best at lowest prices.
45V "B" Batteries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.99
2 for $3.85. 3 for $5.65.
45V "B" Batteries, heavy duty . . . . . . . . $2.49
2 for $4.85. 3 for $7.15.
100-Ampere-hour Storage "A" Batteries, 2-year guarantee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $6.50
A-B-C Kodel Eliminator, does . away with ail
batteries and makes your set "all-electric."
Regular price, $56.00.
Our sale price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·$45.00
201-A Best Tubes . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .80
226 Tubes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.18
227 Tubes . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . $1. 70
280 Rectifier, full wave ..............· $2.45
"A" Eliminators, no fluid . . . . . . . . . . . . 16. 95
"B" Eliminators, no fluid ........... ,. 18.50
Trickle Chargers, no acid . . . . . . . . . . . . ·.. 7.99
M'eney back if not satisfied after examination.
GRAY SUPPLY CO., 1305 E. 5th st:,'Muscatine, Iowa.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
$7.00 to $10.00 PER HOUR. ENTER THE
from
advertising business. Travel
outdoor
Coast to Coast in your auto and earn as you go.
The Calliaphone is an automatic playing musical instrument with a volume that can be regulated to be heard a mile away. Store Sales,
Theatres, Celebrations, Fairs, Sales, National
Advertisers will all pay from $7.00 to $10.00 an
hour. The Calliaphone can be mounted on a
ton truck chassis, giving room also for living
quarters. In each town you visit, contracts for
advertising can be secured. Calliaphone costs
$1064.00. Don't write unless you mean business, and capable of handling a $3000 to $5000
vearly business. C'alliaphones sold on easy
terms of one-third cash. CALLIAPHONE CO.,
Muscatine, Iowa.

nt
...

Your opportunity may be in these
columns. Read every ad. Your advertisement accepted for 4c per word.

~
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FARMS.
60 ACRE FARM FOR SALE OR TRADE.
1 mile from paving, 6 miles from Fairfield.
Write now I
Horses, Cows, machines, feed.
Russell Slllith, Fairfield, Iowa.

MEDICAL
VARICOSE .VEl.NS CURED OR NO PAY.
Come to ··-our Institute and be cured without
operation or pain. 'L'housands of patients have
be~n cured . . Don't delay longer. ~o medicine
to send Jou. -All patients must coma to our
Institute. ' ·Requires about one week or ten days
for cure. Will arrange private room and board.
We do not conf.ine you to bed. No interference with daily . duties. Free Booklet. TANGLEY INSTITUTE, Muscatine, Iowa.

CANCER . FACTS. 'WE WOULD LIKE TO
hear from anyone suffering from cancer. We
ca:n ,furnish , references ·from cured patients who
are now enjoying health. No operation or
Radium used. · Send for information. BAKER
INSTITUTE, Muscatine, Iowa.

LEG ULCERS CURED. NO CURE, NO PAY.
We have no medicine to send you. All patients
must come to our Institute. · No operation, simply a painless treatment. Cost reasonable.
T ANGLEY INSTITUTE, Muscatine, Iowa.

FREE ILLUSTRATED FOLDER AND LIST
cheap lands in new part beautiful Ozarks just
opening up. Write, Barnsley, Ozone, Ark.

MISCELLANEOUS
LET US TEACH YOU "THE NAKED TRUTH"
of the only disease-eradicating, preventive and
health-perpetuating system of nutrition, that
you can take care of yourself by Vital Food,
and teach your students what to eat to get
well and stay well. Thomas Edison said "Instruction by correspondence is the cheapest and
best," and our graduates are awarded a degree
in nutrition which is a greater credit and of
greater usefulness than a degree from Yale or
Oxford! We invite doctors and lay students.
Write now I Inter. Qollege of Nutritioa, Inc.,
5102 Grand Ave., Suite 8, Chicago, Ill.
BUY, BUY ASAIS BEAUTY COLD CREAM
by mail. Only 60c. Postpaid or send for Free
sample, Address : Asais, Desk E, 422 W. 18th
.
St., New York City.
HIGH GRADE POWBEAUTY FOR ALL.
Sample of Face Powder;
ders and creams.
Brunette, flesh, _patural, or white, sent FREE
on request. Madella, 41 East 28th St., New York.

HELP WANTED
CREW MANAGERS-AN UNUSUAL OPPORtunity. Full outfit furnished free to live-wire
Crew Managers for handling TNT Magazine
subscriptions. TNT Magazine, Muscatine, Iowa.
SOLICITORS-AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNIFull outfit furnished free to . live-wire
ty.
solicitors ·tor TNT Magazine subscriptions.
TNT Magazine, . Muscatine, Iowa . . ,., ·.

MAKE EASY MONEY RAISING RABBITS.
We have CHINCHILLA Rabbits for sale, good
color, fine quality, from pedigreed foundation
stock. Any age, immediate shipments. Write
for Free information and rock bottom prices.
Mid-Western Fur Farms, Muscatine, Iowa.
FIVE ESKIMO SPITZ MALE PUPS FOR
Sale. Six w-eeks old. Price $10. M'rs. Harry
Sheldon, Cassyille, Wisconsin.

~--f'v.~---r--~--r---..r-..~"'-/----.r--~--r---.r-..~-A.-~

Here's Yo.u r Xmas Present--none better
This month is Christmas. Your friends will think of you each month, and it will be a monthly reminder
to them of your thoughtfulness, if you give them a year's subscription to TNT. Only $2.00 a year. We
will start their subscription with the December issue, and send them a letter stating their subscription
comes with your best wishes. Order today. Only $2.00.

TNT MAGAZINE, Muscatine, Iowa.
~.r-..~r-..-A.-~/'--A.-~~--v--~~--r---.r-..~-.r(,.~
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RID E ON PUR E GUM
R UBBER--~more miles---smoother
and easier riding
Why Cheapen a Tire by
Using Reclai med Rubbe r?
Every ounce. is Pure Gum Rubber in
Tangley Tires and every tire is Guaranteed for 16 Months against any and All
Road Hazards with a Lifetime Guarante e
against defects.
~~ ~ - =

SIZE
WGT
30:-.3 Cl. .............. . 11

Tu be Fr ee
With Each 2 Tires

A signed and sea1ed guarantee with every tire.
We claim these tires to be the only standard tires
on t he American market that are built of Pure
Gum Rubber with heavy No. 23 fabric used
throughout.
We guarantee there is not one
ounce of "shoddy" rubber used in the wearing
parts of TANGLEY TIRES.
Shoddy rubber is
the trade name for old worn-out rubber wh ic·h is
reclaimed from old junk tires and sells for 7c per
lb.
We use on1y the best "Pure Gum," costing
23½c per lb. and up.
RIDE ON PURE GUMGO FARTHER- RIDE EASIER.

Our Chal leng e
We will put a Tangley Pure Gum Tire on
your car at the same time any other tire
is put on, and if ours wears out first, we
g-ive you a new tire, the other company
dealer a()'reeing- to same. Order one today,
buy another from your dealer and "let's
go."
WE WILL SHIP C. 0. D. IM MEDIATEL Y

Tangley Tire Co.
-

-

-

PRICE- ~TUBES
-

4
13
4
15
4
15
4
20
5
- --· - - ~
21
5
32
6
23
5
27
6
6
---'C.........:
6

$5.75- 11$.1.15
6.10
1.25
6.55
1.25
7.70
1.25
11.30
1.75
- - -- - ·
11.70
1.80
15.70
2.30
12.05
1.85
15.90
2.35
13.60
1.90
1 7 .05
2.50

30x3½ Cl. ...........
30x3½ Cl. OS ....
20x3½ SS. ...........
31x4 .......................
-- - - - - -32x4 .......................
32x4½ .........
:...
33x4 ....
........
33x
........... .
34,

-

-OVEH.
BALLOON .

Dealer s' Prices save you 25 %

Muscati ne

PLY

Iowa

28x4.75
29x4 40
29x4.50
29x4.75
29x4 95
29~5.00
29x5 50
30x4 50
30x4.95

............... .
................
............... .
............... .
............... .
·················
............... .
............... .

4
4
4
4

--

30 " 5 00
30x5 25
30x5 .50
30x5.77
31 x4.95

-

................ !
.................
.............. .
...............

-·-·•·· - -

31 ~5.oo

31 x5 25
'.Hx6 .00
32x5.77
32:-.6.00
---~2 - 6.20 ···············
32x6 50 ...............
33x6.00 ............. .
33x6.50 ...............
30x3 ½ ....................
30x5 ........ TRUCK 38
32x41/z ...... AND ... . 32
32x6 ........HEA VY .. 60
42
43
34,· 7 ·······················I 80
35x5 ....................... 43
36x6 ....................... ! 61
~8x7 ......................! 95

~!~: _::::::::::~~~~:I

8
8
10
8
8
10
8
10
10

10.00
1.75
7.70
1.45
7.80
1.65
11.30
1.80
- - ' -11.50
1.90
11 .40
1.80
12.55
2.20
8.35
1.95
12.00
1.85
~ - -11.50
1.90
14.00
2.05
13.30
2.30
16.65
2.50
13.60
1.90
.2.00
2.10
2.55
2.60
2.60
---'--18. 10
3 . 10
17.25
3 . 10
16.75
2.70
19 15
3.15
9.65
1.40
-24.10
2.80
19.90
2.45
40.90
4.65
25 15
2 .90
26 .50
3.15
--'---52.45
6 65
27.25
3.30
43.00
6 .05
62.95
7.30
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jolly Christmas time with all its
pleasures and happiness , much of
which ends in resentmen t and
~ ;:f
I ,mean resentmen t
- ~ - criticism.
agai_nst hundreds of t~ous~nds of ·
]
foolish people who give 1n good
~ spirit · but fail to exercise common sense in
( selecting presents.
I remember when I was a kid the folks
used to have a large mantelpie ce in the sitting room, where we hung our Christmas
socks. On Christmas Eve we kids were put to
bed about 8 o'clock. The devil himself could
\

i
\
(
•
~
••

~
~

)

~

]
)
)
]
\
(

~

in the morning, so anxious were we to see
what Santa had put in our socks. Believe me,
we sure did have those socks hanging to the
mantel shelf! I say socks, because they are
all in the same category. But socks were not
large enough for me, so one Chirstmas I hung
up my sister's stocking because it held more.
I did that only one Christmas , however, because Sis discovered that some of her things
were put in this stocking and I got a real
scolding from her. Next Christmas , not wishing to run a chance of another scolding, I
took a pair of my overalls and tied the bottom of the legs with strings and hung them
up. The funny thing about it all was that I
didn't get any more from the pair of overalls
than when I put up the stocking. Santa
couldn't take the hint, or wanted to teach me
a lesson not to be selfish.
All in all, Christmas is a fine day. We
have a lot of fun (sometime s), a lot of good
things to eat, and go to bed with the stomach
ache and enough candy and sweets inside to
do us more harm physically than nature can
correct in three months. It will be a blessing
to humanity when the old customs change toward healthful things to eat instead of so
much candy. But of course, it wouldn't be
Christmas without some candy. Leave it to
the candy manufactu rers to tell you that
candy is the best Christmas present. It does
serve its purpose, but it is soon eaten and
gone and all ren1embra nce forgotten.
The two days in which we fail to exercise our gray matter are Christmas and Election day. On Christmas we are all overly
anxious to present something as a total surprise and generally succeed only in surprising .
If we could be a little mouse behind the door,
sometimes , and overhear the remarks made
regarding our presents, we certainly would
exercise better judgment in the future. Men
folks generally receive enough neckties to do
them for two years and out of a half dozen,
they won't find one color to their liking. Folks
who receive a couple of dozen handkerch iefs
do not comment so much because color is not
so important . The kiddies all receive their

playthings , but we expect to have them break

Page 5

them up in a few weeks like we did when
we were kids, and the young folks out of the
kiddy age continue to give presents with no
thought of service or taste, which in a short
time are forgotten.
How much nicer Christmas day could be
if we would study carefully the needs of the
one to whom we were giving, instead of giving no thought to the selection of an appropriate present until we enter the store and
start to look around. Then the decision is
made hastily while the mind is confused by
hundreds of articles, good, bad and worse
than bad.
Where is there a man who has not received too many neckties, socks, handkerchiefs and wallets? All are good and serviceable but the duplicatio n is a waste of money.
It is too bad that some way has not been found
whereby we can all be . mindreade rs and
know what others are going to give, so there
would be no duplicatio n. At the time of
writing this, I am sitting at my desk ·and in
the drawer are three fine leather wallets
rangfng in price from $1.00 to $3.50. I apprec1ate every one of them. I appreciate the
spirit of the givers, but how in the world am
I going to use three wallets when I cannot
find enough money to put in one? On the
oth_er hand, I use each day many useful things
which prove the thoughtfu lness of the giver.
It's a mighty hard job to select presents
that will please all. It is almost impossible
to do this, but you can by using a little judgment and planning ahead in buying the presents and striving to eliminate duplicatio n and
unnecessa ry expense. You may thus have
the satisfactio n of giving something that will
prove useful and a real token of remembrance. Money should not be spent on foolish things that serve no purpose in everyday
life. When you select your presents 1 egardless of price, get something that is 100 per
cent useful. It is great to have a friend say
"My, isn't that nice? Just what I wanted." '
Why not start this Chrismas by exercising common sense in your selection of presents, and if in doubt, don't be afraid to ask
the person what they would like to have. Of
course, in that way, you miss the pleasure you
anticipate in giving them something they do
not expect but on the other hand, you would
have just as great a pleasure in realizing that
they will appreciate your common sense.
Here's the best to you and yours, and the
wish that Santa will fill up to the top every
blamed thing that you hang up, and that
good health will stay with you so you can
continue to hang them up for many, many
years to come.
~

• ~~
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?x._ews As We See It
Trouble in the Stock Market
No one needs to be told what
}las happened in the stock
market. Following the debacle
on October 24 fifty billion dollars in stock values were wiped
On the day prior to
out.
the writing of this article total
stock sales in this wild dumping
were 7,761,450 shares.
The peculiar fact about the
unprecedented stock crash is
that no one seems to be able to
reveal the real cause. The cause
seems totally unrelated to present business conditions. While
small business generally has
been having a rather hard time,
as it seems destined to have from
now on under the rule of big
business, the condition of big
qusiness did not seem in any way
to warrant a stock slump of such
\lnprecedented proportions. The
enormous production of big industry, the enormous volume of
traffic on the railroads, the volume of demand, the impressive
dividends and profits enjoyed
by the big corporations, did not
seem in any way to justify a serious break in the stocks 0f these
very corporations.
In view of these facts, there
is every reason to suspect that
new and dangerous manipulative powers have been deve·loped by the brokers and other
stock traders and that the present tremendous. crash is an artificial one created by powerful
groups bent on breaking down
stock values and reaping a rich
harvest from the public, possiblv
by the "tipping off" by the brokers of the amount of marginal
If this is true
stocks carried.
we are witnessing the biggest
milking of the public in history.
, There are many ways one
might vision the operation of
s~ch an artificial stock depression. For instance, brokers or
6_ther powerful traders in stocks
have . been . known to push cer-

tain stocks· down to certain set
low levels, then reap a rich harvest and let them bound back
to normal. This may have been .
done recently on such a vast
scale that the public became
panic-stricken and began a wild
dumping that has been difficult
to stop. The artificial depression of a number of leaders
might have been the thing that
created the panic.
Another probability is that
powerful banking groups attacked some of the new groups
invading the banking and investment field, such as the investment trusts and artificially
depressed their stocks to low
levels, thus starting a public
panic. Whatever the cause of
this unexpected and amazing
crash may have been, indications point to the existence of
some new and powerful artificial process of depressing stocks.
If such there is, the American
public is facing one of the most
dangerous conditions in history. They probably can be
milked at will and wealth concentrated in the hands of a few
at a speed never known before
It is a
in American history.
situation that demands thorough
The. American
investigation.
people must know for their own
protection the whole truth about
how the stock market is operated. The present crash calls
for a Congressional investigation of the most thoroughgoing
kind.
While this investigation is going on it might be well to
thoroughly investigate stock
brokers generally. The practices of this profession are becoming increasingly rotten. The
recent mix-up of some of them
with plain racketing and extortion in Chicago is now well
known. Just before the crash
some broker companies were ap-

parently using the telephone
lists of entire cities in a process
of milking the public. One of
the worst practices of many
brokers is to take advantage of
the daily flu_c tuation of stocks
at the expense of their own
customers. For instance, you
wire your broker to sell Radio
on a certain day when it reaches 55. An order like that means
that if it goes above 55 during
that day he is supposed to get
the best price possible for you.
On that day Radio goes up from
50 to 60. The broker sells for
60, but his invoice to you indicates that he sold for 55. You
get the 55. Does he, your trusted
representative, steals the 5 from
you in addition to his commission? Something should be done
to force brokers to re pert on
each invoice the exact time the
stocks were sold or purchased.
The public can then check up on
stock exchange records and prevent inflation and deflation by
brokers. Tipping off by brokers of amounts of stocks held on
margins should be prohibited.
Another thing that needs investigating and regulating is the
practice of statistical groups and
firms of spreading panicky reports when such a process is
dangerous and retards recovery.
One such Eastern firm in the
midst of the present crash
spread the "confidential" statement that we were entering a
period of depression that would
last, possibly, a year or more.
It predicted that American Telephone & Telegraph stock could
be purchased for as low as $125
within a year. Such information, or guesses, whichever they
may be, doefj a panicky public
no good, but helps to bring the
very condition predicted and ·
lines the pockets of a few insiders.
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Secret Laws by .Corporation Lawyers
Few people realize that as a
result of something that happened in the United States Sen- ·
ate early last summer the owners of corporation property enjoy greater privileges 1n the
holding of office and in the
wielding of governmental power
than the owners of individual
property.
Andrew Mellon's right to hold
the position of Secretary of the
Treasury was challenged by
Senator Norris, on the ground
that -a plain provision of the constitution prohibited the holding
of this office by anyone interested in trade or commerce.
As a result of Senator Norris'
protest a committee was selected to settle this question. The
report of the minority consisting
of the following progressivesCaraway,
Norris,
Senators
Walsh of Montana and Blaine
-was to the effect that Secretary Mellon cannot legally hold
his present position. This report quotes section 243 of title
5 of the Code of Laws of the
United States as follows:
"No person appointed to
·the office of Secretary of
the Treasury shall D 1RECTL Y OR INDIRECTLY be concerned or interested in carry ing on the
business of TRADE OR
-COMMERCE or be owner
IN WHOLE OR IN PART
, of any sea vessel, · or purchase by himself or another
or in trust for him any public lands or public property."

The minority found that Mr.
Mellon had resigned from all
directorates in various corporations in which he is interested.
He sold all his bank stock, but
that he still owned great amounts of stock in various corporations. They found that
when he took the office of Secretary of the Treasury he owned and does still own "a substantial amount of stock in the
Gulf Oil Corporation of Pennsylvania, the Aluminum Company of America, the Oil Cor-

poration of America, the Standard S~eel Street Car Company
and various other business corporations, all of which were engaged in the business of trade
or commerce.''

The minority,
reported:

furthermore,

"The stock which he
does own, in connection
with the stock owned by
members of his family and
close business associates,
does, however, in many
cases, constitute a majority
of the stock of the corporation, and, in some instances
( including some of the corporations above mention- ·
ed), constitutes ownership
of practically the entire
outstanding capital stock."

The minority of the committee drew from these facts the
only conclusion that could possibly be drawn; Andrew Mellon
in owning these vast blocks of
the stocks of great corporations,
and in owning a control, in connection with his family and immediate associates, of gigantic
corporations generally classed
as trusts, plainly" was barred
from the office he held by the
constitutional provision that the
holder of such office shall not
"DIRECTLY or INDIRECTLY
be CONCERNED or INTERESTED" in such businesses.
The proofs given by the minority that the law had been
clearly violated were overwhelming and unanswerable . .
Their findings showed that Mellon is one of the chief trust magnates of the United States and
one of America's richest men.
He and his family control the
Aluminum Company of America, generally known as the
Aluminum Trust. This corporation owns power plants producing 500,000 horsepower, railroads, and mines, and dominates
the production of aluminum
from the ground to the consumer. It is doubtful if any corporation in the world answers
more clearly than this one the
description of a monopoly.

In the light of these facts, the
report of the majority of the
committee and the interpretation given by Senator Borah and
others are truly amazing.
The majority consisting of
Deneen,
Senators, Overman,
Gillett, Robinson of Indiana,
Stephens, Steiwer, Waterman,
Hastings and Burton, reported
as follows:
"It is clear to the signers of
this report that the statute con- .
demns ONLY an interest or concern, direct or indirect, "in carrying on the business of trade or
commerce." With respect to a
corporation this means that the
Secretary of the Treasury shall
not hold office as a director or
as an officer and that he shall
not by any means, either direct
or indirect, PARTICIPATE in
any activity carrying on the
business of a corporation if the
corporation is engaged in trade
or commerce. This, in our opinion, is a reasonable, proper and
correct interpretation of the statute."

Senators Borah, King and Dill
go the majority committee · one
better in this amazing kowThey
towing to corporations.
actually try to read in the words
"CARRYING ON" in order 'to
justify them in favoring the
great corporation magnate. In
an effort to do a little mindreading and tell what the original framers of the law meant,
but didn't say, they arg,ue as
follows:
"But evidently they ( the original framers of ·t he law) did not
intend to exclude everyone who
might have an interest in such
Evidently they inbusinesses.
tended to exclude only those
who were directly or indirectly
interested in
concerned or
'CARRYING ON' the business,
or who PARTICIPATED in
MANAGING or RUNNING the
business, or in COUNSELING
and ADVISING in reference to
the MANAGEMENT of the
busniess."

The whole tendency of stockholding corporations is to pro-

\
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duce an increasing number of
non-working and non-producing owners having no active connection with business-.in other
words a breed of rich, idle parasites who ride on the backs of
Instead of
the produc~s.
cffecking this baneful growth
our Senate has tried to change
a law in such a way as to give
this class special privilege in
government. It has tried to
hand to these non-producing
parasites a monopoly on the
United States Treasury - a
on the purse
stranglehold
strings of the nation. It tried
to retain Mellon as United
States Treasurer because he has
retired from active, productive
work in trade and commerce
and at the same time it refused
to bar him when he was shown
to be one of the biggest, richest,
most influential and powerful
trust owners in the United States
connected with trade and commerce.
It makes no difference to us
whether or not Mellon is an able
financier, or even a "good fel-

low;" Mellon, the trust owner,
is bound to see matters from the
viewpoint of a trust owner
or monopolist, and will act accordingly. It is significant that
the present tariff legislation involves Aluminum trust profits
to the extent of fully $300,000,000 a year. Under such circumstances should the biggest aluminum magnate be the TreasA
urer of the United States?
raging
is
great controversey
throughout the country as to
whether or not aluminum cooking utensils are poisonous. Very
naturally the Aluminum Trust
is fighting with all its power
against all claims that aluminum
In a situation
is poisonous.
wherein it is possible that aluminum is poisonous, and wherein
it is possible that the trust aided
by government might be able to
suppress that truth and slowly
poison a whole nation, is it fair,
just o_r reasonable to retain as
Treasurer of the United States
the biggest aluminum magnate?
What business, anyway, has a
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controlling personality in aluminum, power, oil and other great
interests which conflict with the
public interest to direct the public treasury? What right has
Mellon, the trust magnate, to
function as a public official
when we have had for years on
our statute books anti-trust laws,
which if strictly enforced might
put Mellon out of business or
land him behind the bars?
It has been more than six
months since these Senate reThe
ports were submitted.
next step would have been to
vote on them and determine
Mellon's status. The Senate has
timidly dodged that vote and
that decision. If it continues to
dodge them the people of the
United States will be face to
face with a case of secret legislation by corporation lawyers to
elevate the corporations to a
privileged position in the control of government. This is the
price we pay for electing corporation lawyers to make our
laws.

Corporati on Far,ns vs. Family Farms
The United States Chamber
of Commerce recently completed an investigation of large
scale farming in the United
States and has presented some
interesting facts and conclus1ons.
"Large scale farming in the
United States," the report says,
"is a well established industry of
considerable magnitude. In 1926
over 9,000 corporations engaged
in farming, made reports to the
income tax unit of the Bureau
Their
of Internal Reven·u e.
gross incomes that year aggregated $709,000,000, almost 6
per cent of the gross income of
Ame,r ican agriculture."

The Chamber of Commerce
investigators studied seventyfour large farms averaging in
value $553,743 and 11,797 acres
in extent and with an average
gross income in 1928 of $102,676 per farm. They found that
these corporation farms experienced all degrees of success
from highly successful enter-

prises to practical failures.
There _is, however, a large
scale
1a r g e
of
number
farms which have reached a
high state of efficiency and are
These
making high incomes.
prove that the big corporation
farm can succeed in a big way,
says the report.
These big farms are managed
and operated like big factories,
employing wage earners and using big machinery which a small
farm cannot do. In Montana
the Campbell wheat farm contains 95,000 acres, 40,000 acres
of which is planted each year.
Machinery does almost everything. This farm is one of the
most successful in the world.
These facts raise the question: Is there any danger of the
corporation farm supplanting
the family farm? We think so,
unless the farmers employ the
right method to meet this challenge. Some of our reasons for
thinking so are as follows:
Farm machinery is being constantly improved. Machinery
0

especially adapted for very
large farms is being invented
every year. This will naturally
make corporation farming more
easy and successful as the years
pass.
The chemists are making won-:derful discoveries particularly
in the line of producing power
on the farm from farm waste
and utilizing farm wastes as
valuable by-products. In other
words, the chemists are rapidly
creating an ideal condition for
factory methods and mass production on the farm, and these
things are just what the corporations are waiting for.
With the de"\Telopment of machinery, the concentration of
capital and the growth of trusts
and monopolies, the corporations are accumulating larger
surpluses every year. These accumulating surpluses have to be
invested somewhere. So great
has become this problem that
the investment trust has appeared. It is bound to happen
that these growing surplus · s
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will try every field of inves tment to the limit. Every thing
that is possi ble in the way of
corpo ration farmi ng is boun d to
be tried as the years pass, with
incre asing capit al, bette r machine ry, bette r condi tions, an increas ing salva ge of waste and
with adde d exper ience each
year. In view of these facts it
is pract ically certa in that co,r porat ion farm ing will cover the
entir e field of agric ultur e in the
not distan t futur e unles s the
farme rs find a bette r way.

Now, as to that bette r way.
Wha t we want is to keep the
famil y and the famil y unit on
the land in an indep enden t and
prosp erous condi tion. How can
this be done in the face of the
move ment ·of the corpo ration s
into this field? There is only

one way and that is by the build ing up of a great . indep enden t
co-op erativ e move farme rs'
ment. The farme rs will have to
meet mach inery with mach inery, organ izatio n with organ ization and capit al with capit al, if
they hold the soil again st corpo rIn this age of
ation farmi ng.
mach inery and organ izatio n
there are only one of two possible outco mes for agric ultur ethe corpo ration or the co-op erative.
By joinin g the co-op erativ e
and build ing _it up the farm er
can provi de a way ,to enjoy the
advan tages of big capit al, big
busin ess, big mach inery and big'
organ izatio n and at the same
time prese rve his indep enden ce,
keep the famil y on the soil, and
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great ly incre ase his prese nt
prosp erity. This would be so
becau se he would own the big
capit al, run the big busiiness,
and own and opera te the big
mac hine ry- hims elf- instea d
of lettin g Wall Stree t do it for
him and grab the profit s.
This mom entou s choic e is beThe
fore the farm er now.
Unite d State s gover nmen t is
backi ng the co-op erativ e: organ izatio n of the farme rs with its
suppo rt and a half billio n dollars. Every farm er shoul d get
in the co-op erativ e move ment
now . . He will never have anThe
other chanc e like this.
famil y farm will beat the corporat ion farm to it if the farmer will grab this prese nt oppor tunity .

Wh at the Re cen t Elections Sh ow
r Party and socia l-

•

With a few excep tions the recent electi ons in part of the
states and cities are witho ut
signif icanc e. The "solid South "
show ed a disco uragi ng tende ncy
to rema in solid. The big cities
show ed an appal ling tende ncy
to retain the rotten politi cal machine s that ruled them whet her
these mach ines were Repu blican or Demo cratic . The average Amer ican voter displ ayed
his usual tende ncy to stay in a
politi cal rut, vote with the big_g est local crow d in order "to
make his vote count ," and to
yield to the stron gest local poNot that a
litica l influe nce.
Demo cratic "solid South " is any
worse than a Repu blica n "solid
East, " or a Tamm any mach ine
is worse than a Repu blica n city
mach ine. They are equal ly
hopel ess. Solid local votin g is
one of the most evil and dang erous tende ncies in Amer ica today. It denot es woefu l lack of

think ing and woefu l lack of indepen dence in the voter s. Solid
votin g indic ates that the heads
of the voter s are solid ivory .
Neve rthele ss, the electi on was
not wholl y disco uragi ng. The
electi on was not witho ut indication s that a trend is devel oping towa rd an indep enden t political move ment of the comm on
peopl e direc ted alike again st
both old politi cal party machine s and the great financ i?,l
and indus trial intere sts that control them . In not a few cities
labor candi dates or candi dates
who were indor sed by labor
were electe d. In New York
city a comb inatio n of socialis ts, labor voter s and liberals gave Norm an Thom as 17 4,931 votes , the bigge st indep endent vote ever cast in New York
city. In Read ing, Penn sylva nia,
the socia list and labor force s
electe d all their candi dates but
one and will conti nue to gover n
that city. In Niag ara Falls , N.

Y., the Labo
ists incre ased their vote fourf old
and becam e an impo rtant facto r
in that city. In many other localiti es the same trend towa rd
was
indep enden ce
politi cal
show n. .But one of the most encoura ging electi ons happ ened
prior to the recen t electi on,
when Paul Kvale , son of the
late Cong ressm an Kvale , who
met with an accid ental death ,
was electe d on the Farm erLabo r Party ticke t over hfo. Republi can oppo nent to succe ed
his fathe r. He recei ved three
votes to every one his oppo nent
recei ved. The, Farm er-La bor

party is the secon d stron gest
party in Minn esota and this
electi on indic ates that it is rapidly gaini ng stren gth. We believe that out of all these local
tende ncies will finall y devel op
the real politi cal party of the
comm on peopl e of the Unite d
State s.

Be ati ng ou r Sw ord s into Plo ws ha res
The comp letion of a ninefoot chann el for freig ht boats
in the Ohio river from Pittsburgh to its junct ion with the
Missi ssippi was celeb rated in
Cinci nnati recen tly by the

Presi dent of the Unite d State s
and a cheer ing, roari ng crow d
of 150,0 00 peopl e.
This event mark s the first
stage in the great est inlan d
water ways progr am ever under -

taken by a Presi dent of the
Unite d State s since the railro ads
becam e all powe rful in inlan d
traffi c and in traffi c legisl ation.
In his Cinci nnati speec h President Hoov er outlin ed his plans .
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The completion of a nine foot
channel from Pittsburgh to
Cairo has been accomplished at
a cost of $125,000,000. This
channel has already developed
a surprisingly large tonnage of
coal, which can be transported
much more cheaply by river
than by railroad.
The next step, the President
announced, will be to complete
the canalization of the entire
Mississippi river system within
five years. This system consists
of 9,000 miles of navigable
streams. Of this, 2,200 miles
have been modernized to nine
feet in depth and 1,400 miles to
at least six feet, leaving 5,000
miles to be completed. To our
present 7 46 miles of intracoast-

al canals 1,000 miles will be
added. The levels of the great
lakes will be stabilized by the
completion of a channel system.
The St. Lawrence river waterway is to be completed so that
ocean-going vessels can enter
the great lakes. The government is now spending $85,000,000 a year on this program and
an increase of $20,000,000 a
year is needed to complete it.
President Hoover said:
"This annual increase is
equal to one-half the cost
of one battleship.
If we
are so fortunate as to save
this annual outlay on naval
construction as the result of
the forthcoming naval conference in London, nothing

could be a finer or more
vivid conversion of swords
into plowshares."

President Hoover is undoubtedly an able engineer. If he
sees that inland water navigation can be restored in America despite the power of the railroads and that it will result in a
great decrease of rates and a
great increase of prosperity,
there must be something to this
gigantic plan. It deserves the
backing of the people, but above
all, the sentiment expressed by
the President regarding the
building of this great constructive enterprise with money
saved by the reduction of armaments, deserves the backing of
the people.

Flashes from Current Happenin gs
State Sale of Liquor
Wins in Canada
Two more Canadian provinces-Ontario
and
Nova
Scotia-have endorsed by overwhelming vote the system of
state manufacture and state
sale of liquor in gov~rnment
stores, now rapidly extending
all over Canada.
In Ontario where the system
of government manufacture and
sale was already established,
the people overwhelmingly defeated the proposal to return to
prohibition. In · Nova Scotia,
where prohibition was in operation, the people voted for government ownership by a majority of 27,000.
The government ownership
system has been in operation in
some of the western provinces
for years.
From there it has
gradually spread until Prince
Edward Island is now the only
Canadian province that has a
prohibition law.
It is claimed by those who believe in this system that it abolishes the saloon and the evils of
legalized private traffic and
private profits in liquor on the
one hand, and at the same time
abolishes the evils of bootleggjng on the other, while it lends
itself to strict regulation of the
consumption of liquor in such a

way that it greatly diminishes
drunkenness.
Supporters of government
ownership are increasing in the
United States. A law similar to
the Canadian laws has already
been introduced in Congress.
Whether or not the American
people ever abandon prohibition
and adopt the Canadian system,
one thing is certain; we cannot
afford to let the saloon and
legalized private traffic in liquor ever come back.

The Old Age Pension
Movement Grows
One of the most progressive
steps taken by the American
Federation of Labor in its recent
convention at Toronto was its
endorsement of the movement to
extend the granting of old age
pensions to all parts. of the
United States.
Although the
labor movement outside of the
United States has been solidly
behind old age pensions and has
established old age pensions in
the leading civilized countries,
the American Labor movement
has ·been slow in this regard.
The · movement, however, has
steadily progressed in the
United States until ten states
have old age pension laws.
Four states passed such laws in

1929 - California, Minnesota,
Utah and Wyoming.
Such laws usually provide
that aged men and women who
have no income above a stated
maximum shall receive from the
state a certain sum monthly for
their support. This is granted
them, not as a charity, but as a
right-a settlement il! liquidation of their former long service to the nation as citizens,
workers, producers and rearers
of the nation's children. It is a
sacred obligation we as a nation owe our venerable fathers
and mothers, and the payment
· of this ' debt has been delayed
long enough.
Every citizen should work for
an old age pension law in his
state. One of the cruelest and
most inhuman conditions that
now confronts most men and
women is that after lives of useful and faithful service they will
face stark want or humiliating
dependence in old age.
An
overwhelming majority of the
younger men and women, boys
and girls, living today will suffer this condition if old age pension laws are not passed in the
38 remaining states. N:o thing
will promote the happiness and
contentment of the people more
than the certainty that the nation they have supported all
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their lives will care for them
when they are old.

Senato r Norris to Run
Again
Senator Norris has announc ed
his candida cy for re-electi on.
This is good news. There is not
a more progress ive, straight
fighter for the common people
in the United States Senate than
Norris. His life as a national
legislato r is one continua l service for good governm ent a_nd
democra cy. Though perhaps not
as spectacu lar a leader or resourcefu l a politicia n as La lfollette was, his courage and honesty are as great as La Follette 's
was and his ideas have been
more consiste ntly progress ive
than La Follette 's were. He has
nobly filled the place La Follette left vacant when he diedhe has held together as an effective fighting force the progress'ives. He wants to retire on
account of his age, but the eagerness of the reaction aries to
supplan t him has undoubt edly
stirred his fighting blood and
caused his decision to remain on
the fighting front of the people.
His decision to remain in the
fight is a real sacrifice that
should be apprecia ted by the
America n people. Just at this
critical juncture we could not
spare Norris.

State Hail Insura nce a
Big Succes s
Last month in an article on the
insuranc e graft TNT called attention to the success of the
hail insuranc e law of 'North Dakota. A report has since been
issued by the state of North Dakota giving the rates that will
be paid by the farmers -for hail
During 1929
losses in 1929.
hail losses in North Dakota have
only been about half what they
were in 1928. Consequ ently the
farmers will be charged only
about half what they were
charged in 1928. The state is
divided into four districts graded accordin g to hail damage.
The farmers of the first district
will pay only 22 cents an acre

instead of 43 cents they paid last
year. Those of the second district 27 cents, as compare d wi~h
51 cents last year; those of the
third district 31 cents instead of
60 cents; those of the fourth
district 36 cents instead of 69
cents. These rates and the
rates last year just cover hail
insuranc e paymen ts plus the
cost of the service. The state
makes no profit; there is no
graft by the state. There are no
heavy paymen ts to high power
insuranc e agents. The farmers
. have their crops insured for only
a fraction of what private insurance would cost. Last year the
state paid the farmers $3,867,263.03 to cover hail losses. This
vear it will pay them $1,606,714.45. That's the reason the
farmers ' insuranc e was cut in
two. No private compan y would
do this. Hail or shine. it would
charge them all the traffic
would stand. Gan we never
learn that the people should insure themselv es instead of letting a lot of grafters insure
them?

his sister for some time, but revealed later to Stevens.
This evidence was not necessary to clear Mooney of the
crime. His innocenc e had been
establish ed so complet ely by the
confessi ons of the perjured witnesses whose testimon y convicted him that the trial judge who
convicte d him and every juryman who was alive at the time
were
these . confessi ons
of
thoroug hly conviced of Mooney's innocenc e and all have
worked to obtain a pardon for
him.

There is no case of injustice
in the whole annals of America n
courts so glaring and cruel as
It has been
the Mooney case.
several years since Mooney was
cleared, but he still remains in
prison. After Mooney was thus
cleared of the crime the trial
judge asked for a new trial.
It develope d that the Californ ia
law will not permit a new trial
in case a man's innocenc e is establishe d after a court has convicted him. Could anything be

more abomina ble than that?
The only recourse left was to oby
Moone
Tom
Is
Why
,, tain a pardon from the Gover- Californ ia
nor of Californ ia.
Kept in Prison ?
has had two or three governo rs
An alleged deathbe d confe,s- since then and all have refused
sion has again brought up the or failed to pardon him. Under
case of Tom Mooney, former such circums tances there is onSan Francisc o labor leader, who ly one conclusi on to draw: for
has served thirteen years in some reason they are afraid to
prison for a bomb explosio n pardon this innocent man.
which killed a number of people
It would not be hard to visualparade.
ness
prepared
a
.
during
ize the reason. The utility corFrank 0. Stevens, an aged in- poration s who sent Mooney to ·
mate of the Soldiers ' Nationa l prison for life did this, not bewritten Senator cause they deemed him guilty of
Home, has
Schaff that Lewis Smith, a 1nurder, but because he was a
Clevelan d man, confesse d to the fighting labor leader who rebomb murders on his deathbe d
fall in with their crookin 1922. Stevens is willing to fused to
make an affidavi t that prior to ed plans. In order to obtain his
Smith's death, Smith who knew convictio n incredib ly corrupt
"Moone y is methods had to be employe d. If
Stevens told him.
not doing his own time; he is do- Mooney is pardone d, it will
ing some one else's." He would cast serious suspicio n on this
not explain this remark, but gang and may cause the revelag facts
later on his deathbe d he con- tion of very damagin
fessed to his sister that he about them. Mooney remains
0

hurled the bombs that killed the
persons in San Francisc o. This
confessi on was kept a secret by

.

in prison in order to make the
world safe for the conspira tors
who put him there.
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Cleaning the City's Back Yard
By Norman Baker
11

VERYWHERE one trav- Iowa, four years ago. Musca- club house and grounds of the
els, every city one visits, tine is a city with about 18,000 Motor Boat Club of which the
when coming in on the inhabitants located on a beau- writer was a member. The pictrain one usually sees the worst tiful section of the Mississippi ture here shown on this page
part of the city.
Most cities' river. It spreads picture~quely was taken during that period.
back yards are where their front over a horse shoe-shaped basin It does not begin to do justice to
yards should be and most com- and surrounding tree-covered the general filthiness, ugliness
munities seem to lack civic hills and bluffs, over the highest and desolation of 1\1:uscatine's
pride. The inhabitants take of which towers radio station then waterfront. It was actualgreat pride in cleaning up and KTNT, presenting a picture of ly a dumping ground for the
beautifying their own yards, beauty few cities can match.
city. The picture on this page
The community is a typically represents only the section of
back and front, but utterly fail
to take an interest in creating a American community. It kept the· garbage dump near the
beautiful front yard for the city up privately many beautiful bridge pier. This dump extendwhere the main stream of human homes and front and back yards, ed along nearly the whole
but publicly it possessed a back front of Muscatine facing the
traffic enters and leaves.
river.
The first impresSo essential is a
sion of a city is genwaterfront
to a riverally the lasting
er city that will afone. I recall the
ford access to the
first time I entered
river, that the peothe city of Los Anple would
come
geles about fifteen
down into this filyears
ago.
The
th
y,
ill-smelling
sights that met me
zone where even
will never be forgotdead animals were
ten. _I had read so
dumped to see the
much about Los Anriver and view boat
geles that I had anraces and take part
ticipated a vision of
in river fireworks
things
beautiful.
and other celebra• We think more or
tions.
Apparently
less of flowers when
not one of them ever
we think of Califorstopped to visualize
nia. I don't know
this . garbage, dump
why, because there
converted into a
are as many flowers
sweetin other parts of the Picture of section of Muscatine river front before it was turned into a pleasant,
country and those in par½. The enti~e river front opposite th_e business section of town was smelling beautiful
·
.
used as an unsightly garbage dump. Views .of the park are shown on
park.
colder sect10ns have the opposite page.
m or e
fragrance.
One day "Fitz"
yard
where
its
front
yard
·
ought
However, it wasn't flowers that
and I were talking the matter
greeted me when I first entered to be that was horrible to con- over.
Fitz and I were felLos Angeles, but dirty railroad template. Its front ·yard, sure- low loafers at the boat house.'
yards in ugly surroundings.
I ly, should have been on the river We decided that we would
have never been able to eradi- front where the railway trains persuade the garbage dumpentered and left, where the river ers to dump the garbage in
cate that impression.
Some towns are fortunate in traffic came and went and , such a way as to form a roadarranging their entrances so where the citizens went, even way along the river's edge. If
that they look like front yards. then, on hot days to watch the measures were taken to keep the
The majority of towns are not passing boats and view the river from washing out the garso fortunate. Most any one can mighty and impressive Mississip- bage as fast as it was put in, the
_recall scores of cities they have pi, and even for celebrations and river would carry silt and fill in
seen adorned with
railroad boat races. But among what behind this levee. We · finally
yards located in sight of ugly, surroundings!
arranged this, and a road bed
The only presentable spot on was built up along the water·' s
evil smelling rubbish piles. Such
was the condition at Muscatine, the whole river front was the edge forming a basin behind it~
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After the ground filled and settled there was room for a riverside park.
Then th_e usual
thing happened. The railroad
grounds bordered right on this
new strip of made land.
The
railroad company saw that this
filled-in land might become a
park, and decided that the time
had arrived to secure it for railroad tracks. Then the fight
started.
The people were beginning to
realize the advantages of a park
right in front of the city on the
river front and the disadvantages of extensive railroad yards
barring them from the river
and polluting their city with
smoke and · grime and ill-smelling cattle and hog cars.
Usually commercial clubs in
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against itself. The larger capitalistic interests and the majority of the merchants wanted to
give the land to the railroad. All
citizens · with community spirit
and civic pride wanted it for a
park. With the strongest interests and groups in the city on
the side of the railroads, I
deemed it imperative to render
whatever help I could in favor
of the park. To this end I gave
full and free use of my radio
station, KTNT, in advocating the
building of a park. The battle
was carried into the City Council where there was doublecrossing, criss-crossing and all
other kinds of crossing. At last
the people won; the railroad
company did not get the land,
and today a beautiful park, one

..
,,
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to lose. The park is constantly
filled with visitors who come in
over the railroad, properly appraise it and leave spreading
praise that builds up the reputation of Muscatine. Ampl~ and
well equipped children's play
grounds have been provided
which are filled with joyous
children all through the summer
months. Shoppers from the surrounding towns and villages
have found this park indispensible. The women folks come in
groups. They leave one woman
to watch the children and go
shopping without a care on their
minds. After a while one returns and takes the place of the
one on guard. Thus dollars, joy
and prosperity are added to
Muscatine. On summer even-
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Views of Muscatine's river front park, built on the site of former garbage dumps, some of which are shown in picture on opposite page. Children's playgrounds, which are not visible in these views, lie farther to the east.

the various cities work eagerly
and energetically to get anything for the railroads that the
latter want regardless of the
needs of the citizens. Muscatine's commercial club was no
exception to this rule. The city
had but one daily newspaper.
This organ lined up with the
utility interests and ran columns
of matter depicting the improvements the railroad company was g oing to give the city
"aft1e r" the r ailroad had secure'd the deed to this strip of
land. Railroad companies always put in improvement s "after" they get what they want,
and generally a very long time
after, if ever.
The city was thus divided

of the finest on the entire Mississippi, of which every citizen
in Muscatine is justly proud,
adorns the site of the once hideous garbage heaps, thanks to
all who helped and to the work
·of the Levee Commission.
Muscatine's experience demonstrates how easily a garbage
heap can be transformed into a
beautiful park; it demonstrates
the value of civic pride, collective action and public ownership
in providing a city with a front
yard. Muscatine's front yard is
where e;very river city's front
yard ought to be-on the river.
It establishes a vital and valuable connection between the
river folk and the river. which
no river community can afford

ings the many benches and
ample walks are always crowded with citizens resting, breathing the cool and pleasant air
that comes in from the Mississippi, drinking in the beauty and
rnaj esty
of this
matchless
stream, watching the boats.
Pageants of rare beauty, fireworks, river processions, draw
thousands, who could not view
them if it were not for this park.
Some of the old romantic riverlife of the past has come back
to Muscatine because it has laid
down its front yard and adorned
it with beauty on the river bank.
Railroads are important in the
life of a city and should be given room and accorded treatment
{Continued on Page 43)
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Our Experience With Aluminum
(By the Associate Editor)

(EDITOR'S NOTE-The following
concludes our present series of articles
on aluminum poisoning, which has been
running continuously since the June
issue of TNT. Back numbers containing these articles can be obtained from
this office or your · newsdealers at 20
cents per copy.)

ly at any time by a series of experiments in the cooking of food
in aluminum? How are we to
judge this matter? What can
the common people do in the
presence of such an amazing
situation? Which is right: the
sc'i entists who positively assert
that aluminum kitchen ware is
poisonous, or the scientists who
state just as positively that it is
not poisonous? Whom are we
to believe? How are we to
know the truth?

to raise the question of poisoning. If this metal does i:iot dissolve into compounds in the ordinary processes of cooking and
enter the food in -appreciable
quantities
the question of
aluminum poisoning would be
settled at once. We would not ·
be justified in running articles
alleging that aluminum kitchen
ware is poisonous. We would
not run them.
First of all, we decided to
find out if possible a single
primary fa.ct-would

N his interesting series of
articles completed in the
last issue of TNT, Dr.
Charles T. Betts of Toledo, Ohio,
massed a tremendous array of
evidence to show that aluminum
kitchen ware is poisonous. Included in this evidence was Dr.
Betts' own experience
after using
pure boiling water
Makes
Remarkable
Coffee
Test
aluminum and after
corrode aluminum?
Dear
Mr.
Baker:
I
have
listened
very
closely
to
everydiscarding it;
the
If pure boiling water
thing you have had to say concerning the cooking of foods
testimony of an awould corrode alumiin aluminum ware. Not only did I listen but I tried several
of the tests and found them as you said.
mazing array of eminum in appreciable
After
listening
to
one
of
your
talks
in
which
you
adphysicians,
nent
quantities, the fact
vised testing out the difference between coffee made in
chemists, scientists in
would be established
aluminum and in china, I resolved that I would make a test
that
very
evening
for
supper.
So,
saying
nothing
to
any
one,
.
America and Europe,
beyond doubt that
I
made
two
pots
of
coffee-one
in
an
aluminum
percolator
who stated authoriordinary cooking will
that we had been using for some time and the other in a
tatively that the,y
dissolve aluminum in
new granite one. When supper was ready I poured the
coffee out of the granite percolator, my husband not notichad tested aluminum
quantities that would
ing but what it was the same one we had always been using.
and found that it
make poisoning posAfter he had begun drinking his cup of coffee he looked
sible. For among all
causes injurious comover at me and said, "Wifie, this is the best coffee you've
made
for
some
time.
What's
happened?
Did
you
get
a
new
pounds to form in
metals water contain,kind of coffee? "
foods; the testimony
ing salts, acids or alI said, "No: it is the same kind of coffee." Of course I
of government exkalis will dissolve
could hardly keep from laughing. WeU, he asked for another
cup. This time I poured it out of the aluminum pot that
perts in .the celebratmetals in far greater
we had been using and gave it to him. I noticed he looked
ed case before the
quantities than pure
at me kind of funny, for it did look riley, but he did not say
Federal Trade Comanything until he began drinking it. Then he said, "What
water. The primary
happened
to
the
coffee
so
suddenly?"
Of
course
I
laughed
mission known as
fact about cooking is
and told him and added that I wanted to see if he could tell
1
Docket N o. 540; nuthat salts, acids and
the difference. But you don't know what he said. I'll tell
you what he said: "'\Veil, wife, next payday you can throw
merous cases of sickalkalis are brought in
all your aluminum ware away and I'll get you a new set of
ness, violent poisoncontact · with the
enamel ware to do your cooking in."
ing and fatalities evicooking utensils in
If you were to come to our house, Mr. Baker, today, you
couldn't find a piece of aluminum ware, for all I have now
dently traceable to
connection with boilin
my
kitchen
is
enamel
ware,
and
if
it
hadn't
been
for
Mr.
aluminum
cooking
ing water.
Baker we probably would be using aluminum ware yet.utensils.
We
decided to
Mrs. Perry Thomson, Clinton, Iowa.
While the readers
make this test with
of TNT were peruspure boiling water
We
believe
that
the
best
way
ing these articles this magazine
conclusive, convincing and auto
clear
the
·
ground
in
preparawas receiving from the defendthoritative.
The University
ers of the aluminum interests tion for answering these ques. . of Iowa has a department in conrnumerous articles and pamph- Hons is to relate the experience nection with the State Hygienic
lets containing the statements of the staff of TNT in connec- Laboratories that conducts tests
of eminent physicians, chemists tion with the whole aluminum for the public gratis. To this
and scientists that aluminum is controversy.
end and to insure care .and purEditors
Test
Aluminum
harmless and safe in connection
ity in samples sent to it, it ships
with the cooking of foods.
Before publishing any articles approved containers to those
How can such a situation ex- on aluminum poisoning the staff who desire tests. We sent for
ist? How is it possible that of TNT decided that it would
one of these-a large bottle
doctors, scientists, chemists, can establish to its own satisfaction
be divided into two equally pos- whether or not aluminum kitch- with box for packing and maitive groups on a question that en ware corrodes in ordinary terial for the most careful sealcan be determined scientifical- cooking in sufficient quantities Ing.
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How Test Was Made
The test we made was as follows:
We carefully cleaned a new aluminum
pan. Into it we poured three pints of
pure water from the Muscatine city
water system. We had let the water
run from the tap 15 minutes to insure
as much freedom as possible from impurities from the pipes.
Muscatine
city water is as pure as any in Iowa.
It is drawn from wells some distance
from the Mississippi River. It is Mississippi River water after it has -filtered through several hundred yards of
sand and gravel, which leaves it crystal clear and practically free from ordinary impurities.
We boiled this water three-fourths of
an hour in this aluminum pan, reducing it to a trifle less than a quart by
boiling. We poured it into a bottle
that had been thoroughly cleaned to
see whether or not it would show a
cloudiness said to be caused by aluminum. In a little while the cloudiness
was very distinct.
Muscatine dty
water boiled in iron, copper or enamel
ware does not show this cloudiness.

Amazing Result of Test
We sealed this bottle carefully and
kept it over night in order to note its
appearance next morning. The next
morning the material that had caused
this cloudiness had settled to the bottom leaving the water clear, but covering the bottom of the bottle with a
distinct white precipitate.
We expressed this water containing this
white precipitate in a carefully sealed
bottle to the Iowa State Hygienic Laboratories of the Iowa State University,
at Iowa City.
On June 12, 1929, we received the
following official report of the test of
this water for aluminum conte·n ts:
State University of Iowa,
· Iowa City, June 12, 1929.
Mr. Norman Baker,
Muscatine, Iowa,
Dear Sir:Our examination of the specimen of water which you wished
analyzed for its aluminum content,
showed the water to contain 28
parts per million by weight
of alumina.
This is equivalent
to 14.8 per million of the metal
aluminum. This seems to be quite
a little of aluminum, as ordinary
filtered water from rapid iand
plants using aluminum sulphate for
coagulation purposes will run 2
parts per million or less.
I am sorry that we have not
been able to report this examination to you sooner, but it was
necessary that we give first place
to our routine examinations.
Jack J. Hinman, Jr., Chief, Water
Laboratory Division.

Aluminum Highly Solvent
Seven times as much aluminum (by
weight) in pure water boiled in an
aluminum pan, than a rapid sand plant
using aluminum sulphate for coagula-

tion purposes, is indeed, "quite a little
bit of aluminum," and proves to the
hilt how easily this metal dissolves and
forms compounds in cooking.
With this point established, there
remained to be determined if these
comparatively large quantities of aluminum compounds in food are really injurious to the human body. The experience of one of the members of the
TNT staff, Murray E. King, associate
editor, with aluminum, the testimony of
others connected with the magazine,
and the various letters received from
readers of TNT after Dr. Bett's articles
began to appear, has convinced the
staff of the strong probability of the
injurious effects of aluminum compounds in foods and coffee.

Associate

Editor's

Experience

Mr. King and family used aluminum
kitchen ware. Mr. King and his wife

Poisoned
by
Vegetable
Stew in Aluminum ··
Cheyenne, Wyoming,
September 19, 1929
Dear Mr. Baker:This morning while in the office of a local physician I ran
across a copy of your TNT magazine for July and August.
I
would like to have you enter my
subscription for a year. Your
article on aluminum ware was
one of the best I ever read.
Some years ago in my home we
left some vegetable soup over
night in an aluminum kettle.
There were tomatoes in this soup,
and the next day when it was
served both my wife and myself
'had an extremely nasty attack
of ptomaine or dysentery. From
that day to this I have been
against aluminum ware in my
house.-William K. Hamilton.
both suffered from headaches, ,nausea
and symptoms resembling auto-intoxication after eating. Mr. King noticed
that he suffered most severely after
eating meat and vegetable stews. Why
should good beef and vegetable stews
act like poisons? At that time Dr.
Betts was telling TNT readers that
alkali compounds dissolved aluminum
muc:h more rapidly than acids or salts.
Meats and vegetables contain more alkalis than any other foods. Mr. King
asked his wife to cook a meat and
vegetable stew in enamel ware. She
did.
No severe after effects were
noted after eating this. This was tried
several times. The stews no longer
acted like poisons. All aluminum ware
for boiling purposes was discarded, and
other ware was purchased. Both Mr.
King and his wife were sure that meals
from then on were much less distressing and that their general health improved.

Aluminym Coffee
Proved

Poisoning

But they were still drinking coffee

15

made in an aluminum container. They
drank coffee only at breakfast. Breakfasts were still followed by the former
symtoms. In fact the coffee had such
a distinctly bad effect on Mrs. King
that she quit drinking it except at rare
intervals. On these rare occasions biliousness and headaches and gas attacks invariably followed drinking coffee. It was decided to discard the
aluminum percolator and get one with
a non-metallic finish.
A great improvement was immediately noted. Mr.
and Mrs. King suffered no ill effects
from the first coffee drank in a nonaluminum percolator. They have never
felt' any bad effects from coffee drinking since and drink from one to two
cups each every morning. Since discarding the aluminum percolator they
use no aluminum whatever in the
kitchen and note a decided improvement in their health.
Here are Mr. King's conclusions:
"I do not pretend to believe that
the use of aluminum kitchen ware
was the only cause of our ill health.
Much of it arose from bad eating
and health habits, especially in
earlier years. Nor do I believe the
discarding of aluminum ware bas
or will entirely remove it. Nothing will bring us perfect health
but perfect living. But I do know
beyond any doubt that the discarding of aluminum ware in our family has removed at least 75 per cent
of our former suffering, and I am
firmly convinced that any amount
of careful eating and living would
not hav~ accomplished half this
much if we had continued to use
aluminum ware."

Mr. Baker Discards Aluminum
Mr. Baker, owner of TNT, was so
thoroughly convinced of the poisonous
nature of aluminum cooking utensils
that he discarded all aluminum utensils of whatever character at his KTNT cafe in Muscatine and purchased
a complete new set of kitchen ware.
In the meantime letters poured into
this office from readers of TNT te.stif ying to the bad effects of using
aluminum cooking utensils. We are
reproducing some of these letters in
connection wiith this article. In sharp
contradiction we were continually receiving information from other sources
stating most positively that aluminum
is entirely harmless and safe in connection with the cooking of foods. How
could there be such a sharp difference
on such a simple issue? Which side
was right? Our experience with the
Aluminum Trust threw light on these
questions.

Aluminum Trust Begins Attack
Before the first of Dr. Bett's articles
appeared in our June issue we received
a letter from Donald McKaig, executive secretary of the Aluminum Wares
Association, Pittsburgh, Pa., protesting against our saying anything against
aluminum. Among other statements,
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we quote the following from this letcal Association, Chicago, . Ill., the MelMr. Baker Makes Second Offer
ter, dated June 1, 1929:
lon
Institute of lIJ.dustrial Research,
On June 13 Mr. Baker-wrote:
Pittsburgh,
Penn., the Department of
"It has been reported to us that at
"Answering your letter of June 10,
Agriculture, U. 'S. Government, Washabout noon on May 1, you announced
we read with interest about the matter
ington, D. C., or your own State Uniover the air that the June issue of your
you stated you were sending. We would
versity."
magazine, TNT, was going to feature
like to have you write an article for
Following our receiving this selected
an article entitled, 'Is Aluminum Ware
TNT, as we are willing to give both
list of references for the truth about
Poisonous?' In the spirit of fairness
sides of the case, but, of course, we
aluminum poisoning, TNT has come
and truth, not idle curiosity, we are
want only facts and not hearsay. We
into possession of the following facts.
anxious to know why you have taken it
have made tests of our own and have
upon yourself to condemn aluminum
received some analyses made by govChosen Defenders of Aluminum
cooking utensils. We are at a loss to
ernment institutions and know whereunderstand why you have taken such
The Medical Association has been
of we speak. . . • Your Mr. Bond
an attitude in view of the fact that
running
for some time considerable adcame to our place of business some
yo,u are apparently a successful busivertising
matter for the aluminum
months ago in a bluffing, threatening
ness man and pu.blish a magazine claiminterests
in
its official publication. The
manner. Such tactics as these are ening to tell its readers 'The Naked
editor
of
this
publication has blossomed
tirely uncalled for. If he continues, it
Truth.'
~
Surely, Mr. Baker,
out as a regular apologist for alumimight be good subject matter for the
a:s a man seeking and preaching the
num.
United States Senate to investigate in
truth, in his daily endeavors, you will
The Mellon Institute of Industrial
the same way that they placed the
have no objection to co-operate with us
Research
has for its principal benefacAmerican Telephone and Telegraph
in accepting the truth of this subject.
tors
and
patrons the Mellon's themCompany in the hands of the Federal
There is no doubt but that an exchange
selves,
dominant
owners and personalTrade Commission.''
of ideas and views will be mutually
ities in the Aluminum Trust.
Mr.
beneficial.''
McKaig might as well refer one for
information on aluminum to the AlumiAluminum Double Cooker
lnvit~d t~ Write Article
num Trust as to the Mellon Institute.
Poisoning
The Agricultural Department of the
Mr. Baker replied to this on June 3.
Government of the United States is
Part of his letter follows:
Donnellson, Iowa
September ,13, 1929
another of Mr. McKaig's referE;nces as
"We do advertise our magazine, TNT,
Dear
Mr.
Baker:a source willing to testify to the harmin various ways, in which the story, "ls
Our
family
had
all
been
eating
lessness
of aluminum in cooking. It so
Aluminum ·Poisonous," is to appear. In
oat meal cooked in aluminum
happens
that another branch of the
the story we are asking this question.
ware for several years. There
same
administration-the
Federal
There has been much contention on
are five of us and they all got
Trade
Commission-had
proved its loyboth sides, as you well know, as to
sick of it and quit but myself. It
alty to the aluminum interLsts by
whether or not it is poisonous. What
got so it did not taste good to
suppressing Dr. Averill's report conme. So I told my wife I would
appears to me a good thing would be to
demning aluminum cooking utensils.
not eat any more cooked in alumihave both sides of the story carefully
It suppressed this report by declaring
num. So she cooks it in enamel
presented in our magazine. We would
ware
and
it
tastes
as
good
as
it
it
a secret and confidential document,
welcome a story of about 2,000 words
ever
has
before.
although
Dr. Averill's investigation
presenting your side of the story. . •
I had the same experience with
was
a
part
of the public investigation
We could use your article for the
coffee. As long as we made it
r
o
f
aluminum
by the Federal Trade
August issue of TNT, and same should
in aluminum I felt like I had the
Commission.
The
Agricultural Departbe in our hands by the 15th of June. If
spring fever the year round.
ment had already shown its loyalty to
you cannot have it ready by that time,
When we got rid of the alumithe
trusts by turning against the movewe could use it in the next issue, a
num, I gradually improved, but
ment to establish the cornstalk paper
it took a long time for the illness
month later.''
industry after it had investigated and
to wear off.
Trust Ignores ln:vitation
TNT is second to no magazine
declared in favor of the cornstalk inin America. ·Today there is no
dustry.
In turning against the cornIn replying to this letter on June 10,
better.-Charles
C.
Broenneke.,
stalk
industry
it sided in with the
Mr. McKaig ignored the invitation to
wood
paper
and
power interests. reprecontribute an article on aluminum poisenting
one of the most powerful trust
soning from the side of the aluminum
Trust
Selects
I
ts
Defenders
combinations
in America.
interests. Instead, he sent several
Thus
of
these
three main references
In
his
reply
on
June
19,
Mr.
McKaig
booklets giving aluminum a clean bill
as
sources
for
the
truth about alumiagain avoided the issue of putting the
of · health. Part of this letter follows:
num,
the
first
was
heavily subsidized
Aluminum Trust on record in black
"Since ·writing you on June 1st, we
by
aluminum
advertising
and had aland white in an authoritative article
regret very much to learn that on Page
ready
established
a
reputation
as a destating over the signature of a high
33 of the April issue of TNT you made
f
ender
of
aluminum,
the
s.
e
cond
was an
official that aluminum is non-poisonquite a derogatory reference to alumialuminum
institution,
the
third
was
an
ous.
Instead of doing this Mr. Mcnum cooking utensils. . . . We are
administration that had already proved
Kaig
did
a
very
significant
thing.
He
under separate cover sending you copits loyalty to aluminum in more ways
wrote ref erring us to a selected list of
ies of several of our booklets which we
than one and has been notoriously pro
sources for an article on the non-poitrust you will find not only of exceptrust in all its activities.
sonous
nature of aluminum. We quote
tional interest, but containing suffidirectly from Mr. McKaig's letter:
cient evidence and bonafide facts to
A Professor Bends the Knee
"As it is your apparent intent and
conclusively prove that aluminum cookNow comes our final "alumi-nating"
desire to secure an article on the subing utensils are perfectly safe for cookexperience in the form of a letter from
ject of aluminum cooking utensils, it
ing purposes and on account of their
Prof. S. C. Prescott of the Massachus,.
is our suggestion that you endeavor to
physical and chemical properties are
etts Institute of Technology.
secure same from some higher instituquite desirable for this use. As a matHere is Prof. Prescott's letter t"
tion of learning or some organizatfon
ter of fairness to all, would jt be askTNT:
whese integrity is beyond reproach. It
ing too much to request that you make
"Norman Baker, Esq., Editor,
is highly probable that you might be
no further derogatory reference to
"Dear Sir:favored with such an article if you
aluminum cooking utensils until you
"My attention has been directed to
made
your request to such institutions,
have had
ample
opportunity to
an article in your magazine for Septhoroughly investigate this sub~ect."
or organizations as the American Meditember entitled "Coffee Poisoning by
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ous. What a chance he and the institute he represents are passing up while
cases of alleged aluminum poisonings
and deaths are reported almost daily!
We can think of nothing that could
prevent this institution and professor
from rendering a service so obviously
reasonable, sane and needful as this
but an aluminum trust protecting its
profits.
Regarding this conspicuous failure,
Mr. Baker in replying to Prof. Prescott's letter said:
"Answering your letter of October
4, don't you think a man in your position connected with such an institution
as you are, that one of the biggest
pieces of work you could do would be
to get busy immediately and determine
to your own satisfaction whether or
. not aluminum cooking ware is poisonIf you don't know
ous?
these facts about aluminum, you ~an
find out. . . . Too many professors
connected with America's leading industries are too cowardly and fear for
their positions, which no doubt they
But you must
have good cause to do.
admit that it is a terrible condition
when men in such positions fear to say
. • I
what they know to be true.
realize what pressure must be brought
upon men like you in your capacity,
and no doubt you realize what pressure
is brought on men like me in my capacity; in fact, a representative of the
aluminum interests has been in my
office twice trying to intimidate nie
with threats of what they were going
to do. But here is one man in the
United States that all the aluminum
companies of America cannot bluff."
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Aluminum," by Dr. Charles T. Betts,
In this article Dr.
of Toledo, Ohio.
Betts has drawn certain inferences regarding the work which I have carried
out in the preparation of beverage coffee in aluminum pots, which are not
warranted by the statements actually
made in my reports. To this ex.tent
the articles which he has published in
your magazine and in another one are
misleading to the public and unfair
both to me and the aluminum industry.
"I hold no brief for the use of aluminum cooking utensils and have not discussed the matter of thei~ use in any
way other than in the brewing of beverage coffee. .It is manifestly unfair,
therefore, to quote from a newspaper
review of my work and to draw conclusions or inferences which Dr. Betts has
drawn as to my opinion in the matter.
"May I request that in the next issue of your periodical you make the
statement that I have protested against
the use of my name in this way. I
have never obtained direct evidence that
coffee made in aluminum utensils is
poisonous. Until such evidence is obtained and verified I shall not make
such an assertion. I have written to
Dr. Betts asking him to discontinue any
reference to my work since I find he is
apparently unable or unwilling to
quote correctly.
Very truly yours,
S. C. Prescott."

Prescott's Amazing Attitude
Dr. Betts article in our September
TNT does not pretend to quote Prof.
Prescott. It quotes from a report on
the work of Pr,o f. Prescott of the Department of Biology and Public Health
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology on the reasons why most coffee
made is of an inferior or injurious nature and on the proper methods for
making the best coffee. Prof. Prescott
did this work for the Coffee Roasters
Association of America-three years of
investigation at a cost of $30,000. Report of this work appeared last January in the Chicago Herald Examiner
and about 20 other publications. Prof.
Prescott does not criticise the report
as published in these papers; he does
not repudiate it; he does not charge
Dr. Betts with quoting it wrongly: he
protests against Dr. Betts' conclusion
that the report brings out the fact that
coffee made in aluminum containers is
poisonous.
Here are two statements in the report from which Dr. Betts was undoubtedly justified in drawing his conclusion: "In a metal container there is
a certain corrosion remaining inside the
pot which going into the next brew produces a form of metal coffee poisoning.
"In the experiments every known
type of coffee pot was used-enamel,
aluminum, earthenware and glassbut the verdicts were all for the coffee
brewed in glass with earthenware running second."
In other words, this report on Prof.

Prescott's. work, which he has never repudiated, says that metal containers
produce metal coffee poisoning, and the
metal containers considered and examined were aluminum containers. Because Dr. Betts concludes from these
two statements that aluminum containers for making coffee produce coffee poisoning, Dr. Prescott takes him
to task and virtually denies him the
right to draw any further conclusions
from this report.
Not only does Prof. Prescott refuse
to draw the logical conclusion from
these statements, as Dr. Betts did, but
he makes the following surprising
statement: "I have never obtained
direct evidence that coffee made in
aluminum utensils is poisonous. Until
such evidence is obtained and verified
I shall not make an assertion." Ye
Gods! If fhe fact that "metal containers produce a form of metal coffee poi-

Dea.th from Aluminum
Acid Poiso,n ing
September 10, 1929
Dear Mr. Baker:A recent well authenticated
case of fatal aluminum poisoning
has come to my attention. Not
long ago a man named Charles
Hale of this state (Illinois) prepared two glasses of lemonade in
an aluminum vessel. He left it
standing in this vessel and drank
it next morning. I am told he
died within twenty-four hours.
Thirty years ago I was taught
at a dental college to make aluminum plates. The professors at
that time did not realize the danger of aluminum; nor did I The
first ten years of my practice I
made seven aluminum dentures.
Three of those receiving them
died in later years with cancer.
The other four Ief t town and I
have not been able to trace them.
A lady came to me last week
wanting an aluminum denture. I
told her "no" and explained why.

(We have the name and address of the
writer of the above in our files.-Editor.)

soning" and the further fact that these
containers are aluminum, isn't direct
evidence that aluminum coffee containers produce coffee poisoning, then what
would it take to constitute direct evidence? Clearly, the professor is unable to draw a logical conclusion from
two simple facts-he refuses to put
two and two together and refuses to
let others do it for him. We cannot
think of any influence strong enough
to cause a professor to act in this
queer manner but the influence of an
aluminum trust.

Why Such Strange Neglect
It is strange, indeed, that this professor with all the wonderful scientific
resources of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at his disposal has
gone so long in the midst of the aluminum controversy without getting direct evidence as to whether or not
aluminum cooking utensils are poison-

An Interested Defense
The foregoing facts about aluminum
and the aluminum interests aroused
our suspicion that the whole defense
of this metal was an interested or
paid-for defense. This suspicion was
increased when we begin to read the
various articles in defense of aluminum that significantly appeared after
Dr. Betts' series in TNT had been
Significantly enough,
running awhile.
these articles did not emanate from the
aluminum interests directly: Oh, no;
they were written by high-minded and
patriotic professors and "experts" who
purportedly were interested in nothing but the truth. Considering their
authoritative
purported high and
sources, these articles were considerable of a revelation themselves. We
will take one of these articles, a typical one, and consider it for a moment.
It is an article by Dr. A. S. Cushman, originally published in Good
Housekeeping magazine in March, 1915,
and rushed back into print and republished in September, 1929, while Dr.
Betts' articles on aluminum poisoning
were running in TNT. Dr. Cushman
made an investigation of aluminum
cooking utensils in 1915 expressly for
Good Housekeeping magazine, which is
an advertiser of aluminum ware. Dr.
( CQntin.ued on Page 43)
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The Tricks of Mediums Exposed ·
(EDITOR'S NOTE:-It is not the
purpose o.f this series of articles to disturb any one's belief in the existence
of spirits or a hereafter. Man's hopes
and fears in this direction are so strong
that regardless of the question whether
or not under certain conditions we can
communicate with the dead, many dishonest frauds and fakers exploit these
hopes and fears for profit. This exploitation is carried on to such an amazing extent that most of the manifestations known as spiritualistic man if estations are accomplished in a natural way
by trickery. This being the case, TNT
hopes to perform a much needed service by exposing these tricksters. We
will never arrive at the truth about
psychic or spiritualistic phenomena until all frauds and fakers are driven out
of this field.)

Article I
Sealed Letter Reading
Nearly everybody has seen or
heard about sealed letter reading. You write a question on a
piece of paper and carefully
conceal the question by folding
the paper.
The medium is
blindfolded. She sits at a table
in front of a pile of such written questions. She takes up the
pieces of folded paper, one at a
time, presses them against her
head, or does something else
with them calculated to put her
in touch with psychic forces '
and calls out the question. The
writer of the question acknowledges he wrote the question.
She then gives the answer.
These manifestations at times
have been so remarkable that
they have led to a wide-spread
belief that the medium gains her
information and is able to answer the questions either because she gets in touch with
spirits, or else sees the questions
and devines the answer by
clairvoyance. Clairvoyance is
defined as the ·power while in a
hypnotic state to discern objects
not normally discernible. How
.
.
'
otherwise, people ask themselves, could a blindfolded medium read questions from folded
pieces of paper, reveal things
about the questioner that he
alone knew about, and see into
the future far enough to answer the questions?
'

Fully Exposed as Tricks

As a matter of fact, this seemingly remarkable manifestation
of "occult" powers has been
thoroughly exposed time and
again as a very clever standard
trick pra,ctised by mediumistic
frauds all oveT the world. Not
only has there been many individual exposures of this fraud,
but the authorities of the law
have exposed it and have gained
possession of the confidential
books written for the members
of this profession explaining this
and other mediumistic tricks in
detail.
Apart from the question of
whether or not there are such
things as spiritualistic materializations or psychic manifestations, it has been proved beyond
any doubt by the investigations
of scientists and lay observers,
the confessions of mediums
themselves, and by information
gathered in police ra.ids and
court revelations, that there exists all over the civilized world
a regular profession, which has
its books, its standardized tricks
its "blue books" filled with locai
information about individuals·
and by means of these it takes'
advantage of the passionate
human desire for immortality
and the passionate human lo"ve
for the departed and defrauds
millions of victims of their money. The trick we are about to
expose in this article is an old
one listed by these fakers as
"Washington Irving · Bishop's
Sealed Letter Reading."
Typical Seance Discribed

A certain person who has
made a business of exposing the
tricks of these mediums describes as follows a seance
wherein he discovered the trick
of sealed letter reading.
My friend and I together with
some thirty or more other guests
assembled in the medium's parlor at 8 o'clock. The Rev. Madame E., "Celebrated Occultist ,
Trance .Medium, Clairvoyant,
Possessor of the Sixth Sense,
etc., etc.," delivered the open-

ing sermon, which seemed to be
devoid of all ideas except that
contained in the statement,
"there never was an imitation
of anything until after there had
existed the genuine thing to be
imitated; thaf accordingly there
never was a fraud until after
there was· something genuine of
which the fraud was an imitation; now as there is fraud in
mediumship, there must be the
genuine mediumship of which
the fraud is the imitation."
This seemed to thoroughly
convince the listeners, so the
"Occultist" proceeded with her
tests, giving every one in the
room a test, which performance
was really very effective. •
Tests Described

I will now describe the tests.
Slips of paper were passed
around with the request· that
each sitter write on the slip of
paper given him a question
which he · desired to have answered. The sitters were instructed to address the question
to a spirit, and to sign their own
names to the question.
After
writing they were requested to
fold the slip in halves with the
writing inside. This was done.
The manager then collected
these questions in a hat and
turned them out on the center
table. The billets made quite
a display in quantity as they lay
carelessly on the table, and the
medium paid no attention to
them: whatever. The medium
now invited some spectator to
blindfold her; and taking a
lady's kid glove, she· first placed
it over her eyes as an additional
precaution, and then placing a
large handkerchief over the
glove she had the spectator tie
it tightly behind her head. She
then held her face toward the
audience and asked them if
they were satisfied that she was
properly blindfolded. As there
seemed no doubt on this point
the medium proceeded ..
She first informed the sitters
that she would make no attempt
to answer the question~ asked,
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or even to read them, but that
she would simply give them the
impression s she should receive
from them, no matter how they
applied or to what they referred. She also requested that
each spectator -speak right out
and identify his message as soon
as he should recognize the same
as being for him. She now felt
her way to the table, and took
a seat at the side opposite the
audience, so that she faced the
audience with the billets between her and the spectators .
She next nervously fingered a
few of the billets; and opening
some of them she stacked them
on the table smoothing them
out.

an aged lady among the spectators.
"You recognize her, do you?"
"I do."
''You are her mother, for she
comes to you as your daughter. "
"That is right," replied the
lady.
th is
recognize
"Y o u
thoroughly , do you," asked the
medium.
"I do."
"She says, 'Tell mother that
nothing could have been done
for me,"; said the medium.
"She says that, does she,"
asked the lady as she began crying.

"Yes, she says, 'Mother, noth~
ing · could have saved me; you
did all that was possible to do,"'
Another Test
answered the medium.
She now took one of the bil"Thank God for that," said
lets, and smoothing it out, the lady with tears rolling down
pressed it tightly against the her cheeks and her withered
bandage on her forehead and hands trembling violently. "I
began:
have worried much about that;
"I get the vibration of a man I thought that perhaps she
who passed out very suddenly._ might have been saved."
It was entirely unlooked for,
"No she could not have been,"
and I get the name of Fred."
answered the medium.
"That is for me," remarked a
A Slight Discrepan cy
spectator.
The medium now took an"Do you recogn~ze him?"
other slip of paper and pressing
"I do."
"Yes, he was shot-sho t right it to her forehead, gave the
through here," said the medium, third test.
"I feel the influence of a
placing her hand to her breast.
"Do you recognize this as a lady around me, a rather young
lady who died of consumpti on.
fact?"
I get the name of Priscilla."
"I do," replied the sitter.
"That is for me," replied a
"There was a baby, was there
spectator.
not," asked the medium.
"You recognize her, do you?"
"There was," re~d the sit"I do."
ter.
"She was your sister?"
"Where is the baby?"
"Yes."
"That is what we want to
"She had high cheek bones
know," the sitter answered.
and tawny brown hair, did she
The medium then said, "I see not?"
that she is well and growing.
"She did."
She is 1n the care of an elderly
"Several of your family had
lady who is kind to her. She consumpti on, did they not?"
is east, for I go east to get the
"Yes, there are three dead,"
vibration. She was taken by a replied the spectator.
young lady and given to this eld"All from consumpt ion?"
erly lady. Are you satisfied? "
"Yes."
The medium now took an"There are four of you alive,"
other sljp of paper, and pressing
it tightly to her bandaged fore- said the medium.
"OnJy three," corrected the
head, gave the second test.
"I get the influence of a young sister.
"I get the vibration of four,
lady. Her name is Mary."
"That is for me," remarked or rather seven in your family:
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I am certain of this," stated the
medium.
"There are but six," corrected
the gentleman .
There
"There were seven.
was a little girl of whom you do
not know," asserted the medium.
These three tests are a fair
sample of some thirty or more,
all about equally successful .
The audience was visibly affected and impressed by this seance.
The three tests I have given are
very accurately reported as they
occurred, for I exerted my memory to the utmost to literally fix
them in my mind. She made a
few errors; but when she discovered she was following the
wrong clue, she quickly adopted
another course. She explained
her error by saying that the vibration was broken or the influence weakened . When asked
what good it did her to have
written questions if she did not
answer or read them, she replied that this helped to get
''corucentra tion. ''
Investigat or Gets Test

Later on she came to my
question and gave me a test as
follows:
"Mr. Abbott, I get for you the
name of James. I feel the vibration of an elderly man with
short chin whiskers. He is quite
portly built, has very bright
eyes, and was always sarcastic.
Do you recognize him?"
"I do," I replied. (I hope to
be forgiven in the hereafter for
this statement, but I did not
want to throw discourag ement
on the seance.)
"I see you give something
wrapped up to this James, but I
cannot make out what it is," she
said.
"You are correct," I replied.
I was thoroughl y convinced
that she was reading the questions, and that she was getting
her informatio n from the questions asked. I was sure she took
what · informatio n she could
from each question and added
to it from her fertile imaginatio n
and from the replies of the sitters; and that thus she produced
the effect, which was certainly
quite great-wi th the audience.
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The Medium Trapped

voice of the spirit, but in reading
the writing of the mortal.

Accordingly, after the seance,
As to my own question, I adI sauntered around to the ce_n ter
table, and got an opportunity to dressed it to the name of a dead
read a few of the questions that friend. The name was "Will
were written on the slips of J - - - " I wrote it hurriedly
with no support for the paper
paper.
One read: "Fred, who fired but my hand, and the last name
the fatal shot? Where is the resembled the name "James,"
was signed but was another name entirely.
This
baby?"
"George." This was the ques- I signed my own name plainly,
tion from which the first test and the question read, "Did you
was given. If the reader will read what I sent you?" It can
compare the first test with this thus be seen that the test given
question, it will be seen that me had no bearing on the facts.
there is no information con- Mr. J - - - was a young man
tained in the test that could not and wore no whiskers. I know
be surmised from the question no "James" answering the
medium's description.
itself by a shrewd person.
One question read, "Mary,
An Old Trick
could anything have been done
And now to explain the meththat would have saved you?"
the quesThis was signed "Mother." This od she used in· reading
a well
question was the one from tions. This is an old and
The
which the second test was giv- know trick in a new dress.
en. It can be compared with trick of which this performance
to the
the test with the sarne results is a variation, is known
profession as, "Washington Irvas in the first case.
Another question read, "Pri- ing Bishop's Sealed Letter Readit many
scilla: Are we all to die of con- ing." I have performed
it at
sumption?" This was signed times, and I recognized
place I not"Jam es H-." In this case I once. In the first
kid
feel sure that the medium knew iced that she used a lady's
by the gentleman's voice and glove when being blindfolded.
of
position in the room whom she This is precisely the method
inthe
1n
was addressing► The writer of blindfolding given
menthis question had high cheek structions for the above
is a litbones and hair of a color that tioned trick. The kid
matwould indicate the description tle stiff; and it is an easy
person
the medium gave of his dead ter for the blindfolded
table
sister. It is possible that this to look down upon the
gentleman had attended her from under the bandage. There
top
former seances and she knew is thus a strip of the table
in
him from former experiences. I some six inches wide easily
feel sure she studied the dif- view of the medium. It is also
ferent characters in her room easy to shift a bandage of this
thoroughly while the company style slightly upward by a mowas gathering; and that she re- tion of raising the eyebrows. In
membered the peculiar looks of fact it is impossible to thorougheach, and in some cases, their ly blindfold a person by binding
a glove, handkerchief or towel
voices.
In one test she said, "I get the over the eyes. If a wad of cotname of Frat or Prat, or some- ton were bunched over each eye
I cannot and the bindings tied over these
thing of the kind.
quite catch it." A spectator re- it would "stop" the fraud.
It is
plied, "That is for me.
· How It Is Done
Frat."
A close observer would have
I found this question. The noticed that the medium first
name was poorly written so that unfolded a couple of papers,
one could not tell with certainsmoothed them out and laid
ty whether it began with "F"
or "P." This proved that her them on the table writing side
difficulty was not in hearing the up; that these lay between the
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pile of unread papers and herself; that she next took another
paper and pressed it to her forehead, and at the same time
placed her right elbow on the
table and apparently rested her
head in her right hand, which
at the same time pressed the
paper against her forehead;
that when she did this she
leaned forward on her hand,
thus the part of the table on
which lay the opened papers
came directly in range of her
concealed eyes. When she gave
the first test, she was reading
the question on the table under
her eyes, AND WAS NOT GET-

TrNG IT FROM THE PAPER
AGAINST HER FOREHEAD.
As soon as she finished the
test she laid the paper in her
hand on top of the opened ones,
writing side up; and opening
and placing another one against
her head, she gave the second
test. Meanwhile she again
leaned her head on her hand so
that she could read the writing
on the paper she had just laid
down. She was thus all the
time one billet behind in her
reading, and was really reading
the one under her eyes, while
pretending to draw inspiration
from the one pressed against
her forehead. A close observer
would have noticed that she invariably held the side of the
paper on which the writing was,
next to her head. The specta-.
tors thus never could see the
writing and thereby discover
the deception. She could tell
the writing side of the paper by
feeling, as this side was folded
in ward in all cases.
Springs Another Trap

A few evenings after this
seance I attended her Sunday
The hall was
night meeting.
packed and even standing room
taken. The tests given were of
the same character as those given at her private seance; and
as she gave them they· met with
quick response from the persons
over the hall. The effect was
really fine, and I was surprised
that such an old and well known
trick could affect so many per(Continued on Page 42)
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Making America Safe for Monopoly
(EDITOR'S NOTE:-This is the
second article of this series, which will
run for sometime in TNT and will
. cover the various phases of the fight
now being made by big business to pre. vent the people of the United States
from taking a hand in the conduct of
·business through the exercise of their
governmental powers. These articles
are based on governmental statistics
and· investigations. They reveal an as.t6unding control of propaganda, edu. cation, political parties and government
by big business. Those who wish to
follow these articles from the first may
obtain back numbers of this magazine
from their newsdealers or this office
for 20 cents per copy.)

Article II
THE HYDRO-ELECTRIC
PROPAGANDA PLOT

HE public utility interests
1--power,
telephone,
telegraph, radio, gas,
street car, railroad companiesstarted the present nation-wide
fight to destroy the public ownership movement and the very
idea of public ownership in
America in order to make
America permanently safe for
monopoly. The reason these
interests led in this fight is because they are undeniably public in their character, come most
closely in conflict with public
rights and are first to face the
issue of democratic or governmental control. This struggle
took shape before the World
War and has advanced rapidly
since that event until now practically all big business, including the banks, insurance companies, manufacturing and mining interests and great commercial interests regard the
public ownership movement as
the principal menace to their
-power and direct their propaganda against it more than
against any
other movement;
I
for back of the widespread idea
of public regulation and control
of monopolies is the idea of
public ownership as a last resort. And these interests recognize the fact that the general
belief in America that monopolies should be regulated or · controlled by the public may be
changed by circumstances at

any time to a general belief that
monopolies should be owned by
the people.
Ontar10',s State-Owned System

the private utility interests
against this state-owned system
is that it lets the household consumers have electricity for less
than cost and makes the owners
of industry bea1 this extra burden. This lie has been exploded repeatedly. Ontario rates to
homes is less than 2 cents per
kilowatt hour.
The average
rate to homes in the United
States under private ownership
is 7.4 cents per kilowatt hour-

A development rig.ht on the
borders of tne Unned States
plunged the great ut111ty interests into tne present nationw1ae war of big business on public ownersnip. Tnis development was trie Ontario Hyctroeiectric system, owned and operated by the government of Ontario in the interest of the peo- nearly' four times as much.
ple of Ontario. It is said to be Spokesmen of the trusts say
the biggest publicly owned hy- that these figures are not fair,
dro-eiectnc
system
in the because the Ontario government
world. Its great power plant at in taking advantage of Niagara
Queenstown on tne Canadian Falls to produce electricity posside of Niagara Falls utilizes sesses a natural advantage far
above that of the average privpart of the power generated by
ate utility corporation in the
the enormous drop at these
United States. This trust alibi
falls. This plant cost $75,000,has been thoroughly exploded
000. The entire state-owned
by Senator Norris,
Senator
hydro-electric system of Ontario
Blaine of Wisconsin, and many
is said to represent an investother progressives.
ment of $300,000,000. The system covers Ontario with a netTrust Lies Exploded
work of wire~ carrying electriIn order to determine the
city to the homes, farms, industries and municipalities of On- merits ·of this contention, Senatario at the cost of the service. tor Norris investigated the rates
This cost is so low that it has of several private power corporliterally revolutionized indus- ations on the American side of
trial, home and farm life in On- Niagara Falls who produce
tario. In no other place in the their power under exactly the
world is so much electricity same conditions as the Ontario
used for heating and cooking, government. He found that the
for turning machinery, lighting monthly bill of the man in Niaand heating on farms, for ex- gara Falls, New York, who
panding industry. Despite the owns a 7 room house and conmost vicious attacks of trust sumes 256 kilowatt hours of
newspapers,
trust lobbyists, electricity, was $6.44. The same
trust politicians, the people of man with the same kind of home
Ontario have never been turned just across the river in Ontario
against this great public prop- consuming the same amount of
erty of theirs. It has grown in electricity would pay $2.96
popularity and expanded until per month-less than half a,s
this year additional power much.
At South International Falls
plants and power sites were purin
Minnesota, which is across
chased for a notable further expansion of this great democratic the border from Ontario, Senaenterprise . . In the meantime it tor Norris found even a greater
difference. Under public ownsteadily improve,s service iand
reduces rates, despite the fact ership on the Canadian side the
that the trust agents shout that rates were, 3 cents per kilowatt
hour for the first hundred kilothis cannot be done.
watts, 2 ½ cents for the next
The Trust Alibi
The commonest lie spread by hundred, 2 cents for the third
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title of Mr. Wyer's organization. It
Organized capital was succeeding in
hundred and 1 ½ cents for all over 300.
United
tells the whole story-it was a weldkeeping the people of the
On the American side under private
ing together of all the public utility jnStates from operating this plant. The
ownership the rates were, 12 cents per
terests. for "educational" purposes. Its
question of the control of the flood
kilowatt hour for the first 60 kilowatts,
purpose was to "educate" the American
waters, of the Colorado river then came
11 cents for the next 120, 9 ½ cents
govthe
for
necessary
people, especially school children, in a
became
It
up.
cents
8
and
kilowatts
540
for the next
Colthe
on
dam
a
build
to
way that would make private monopoly
ernment
idenfor all over 720 kilowatts, under
proThis
floods.
in America safe forever. Mr. Wyer
the
control
to
orado
tical conditions of production.
what
of
question
the
raised
dam
jected
had already proved his value to the
Senator Blaine of Wisconsin, in a
utility trust. He had written a large
would be done with these impounded
speech in the senate on January 21,
number of pro-corporation articles and
flood waters. Would they be allowed
1929, compared rates in Windsor, Ongovernment
the
As
waste?
to
go
to
booklets for public consumption and estario, with rates in Madison, Wisconthe
dam,
the
pecially for consumption by school
own
and
build
would
sin. Madison's electricity comes from
was
question
this
children. While thus engaged by
o,f
solution
natural
hydro-electric
corporation-owned
a
power
a
interests and receiving highly
erect
private
government
the
have
to
plant at Prairie du Sac, which is 25
elecproduc;e
pay from them, he had
and
dam
the
at
remunerative
here
plant
miles away, and sells for 7 cents per
authorlaws
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without pay,
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patriotically
organized
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izing this. Thus
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faced with two great publicly owned
gara Falls, 238 miles away, and sells
be
must
These
projects.
World War. In this capacity he had
hrdro-electric
to the consumer for 1.6 cents, per kilothe
of
out
gotten
destroyed,
been a great help to the trusts, as an
wrecked,
watt hour. As a result of the cheap
the
of
become
would
what
or
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impartial scientific investigator who
rates in Windsor, Senator Blaine exStates?
United
the
in
always happen~d to find facts that
monopoly
power
plained that out of the 22,000 homes
be
people
American
up the monopoly system.
the
could
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Shoals
Muscle
of
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get
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He was the logical man to put over
and 5,000 water heaters. Cheap power
consystem
Ontario
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Smithsonian ",monogram" /Showing
a
revolurates have produced almost a
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Everything
ownership?
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jects
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propaganda
tion was made at a meeting 6f the
by electricity, cheap~electricity is builddisto
order
in
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been
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truth
• directors of the public relations nationing up hundreds of industries all over
credit the Ontario system, but the
al section of the National Electric Light
the province.
truth was leaking through to the AmerAssociation in Chicago in Sept., 1924.
ican people. Something new and efA Damaging Comparison
Three thousand dollars was voted Wyer
fective in the way of propaganda must
The National
to begin this work.
Senator Blaine visited the great govbe tried. It was at this point that the
Electric Light Association, by-the-way,
ernment-owned plant at Queenstown,
utility trust crowd concocted one of
is compos,ed of power and utility comOntario, and learned that it cost the
the most treacherous and dastardly
panies representing 90 per cent of the
government of Ontario about 3 mills
propaganda schemes ever attempted.
electrical production in the Unit~d
per kilowatt hour to produce electriStates. · It denies that it is a trust.
The Hatching of the Plot
city. The cost of production at Prairie
For carrying out this plot against the
du Sac, which supplies Madison, is
American people Mr. Wyer received alWhy not put the government stamp
about a half cent per kilowatt hour
together from the National Electric
on the propaganda concerning the
more than this, yet this private corAssociation, the Duquesne Light
Light
state-owned system in Ontario? Why
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Company and other interests
Power
and
not make it appear to the people of the
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a total of $16,190 according to his own
United States that their government
cents more.
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after an impartial scientific investigaImagine the effect of such success
Commission.
tion had found that public ownership
and such cheap rates under public ownas exemplified in Ontario was a snare
Willing Governmental Tool
ership on the private monopolists of
and a delusion?
America! It not only undermined their
Pursuant to this plot Mr. Wyer went
In Washington was a government inmonopolistic rates, but it undermined
to Washington and obtained a letter of
stitution ostensibly devoted to impartheir whole monopolistic system.
introduction from Dr. Walcott, secretial scientific research. This instituFace to face across the international
tary of the Smithsonian Institution, to
tion in the minds of the American peoboundary line were these two systems.
Mr. Gregory, chairman of the Gregory
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The Canadian system built up, owned
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reliability, authority. Literature emaand operated by the people at a cost of
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owned hydro-electric system. As an
a profound effect on the American peo1owned and operated by gigantic private
and
government
indication of the extent government ofple. It would be their
corporations and representing ten bilficials in Washington are owned and
impartial science telling them the
lions of dollars in organized private
operated by the private monopolists,
truth. This institution was the Smithwealth! And twelve corporations conDr. Walcott accommodatingly lent himsonian Institution. The private utility
trolled 65 per cent of this enormous agself at once to this scheme. In fact the
monopoly decided to have this governgreg·ation of capital!
Federal Trade investigation shows that
ment institution issue a final, authorhe acted with full knowledge of the
itative statement on public ownership
Monopoly System Endangered
purposes for which the proposed bookin Ontario that would settle the quesAmerican
of
was to be used. He gave Wyer an
let
minds
the
in
tion forever
What capitalistic lying, lobbying and
introduction to Mr. Gregory on stacitizens.
attempts at political and governmental
tionery p;inted with the Smithsonian
control in Ontario, had failed to do,
Man
ts
I
Picks
Trust
letterhead and he signed the letter as
had to be accomplished in some other
Alan official of this institution.
way. The Ontario project had to be
To this end they selected S. S. Wyer
was
Wyer
Mr.
thltt
knew
he
though
developing
was
it
because
discredited
of Columbus, Ohio, a consulting enbeing paid by private corporations and
a situation in the United States truly
Fuel,
the
organized
had
who
gineer
going to make a report such as
was
alarming to the private utility corporaEducational
and
Transportation
Power,
were paying for, he concealed
they
tions. As a result of the World War,
facts in the letter and permitted
these
Foundation, as a branch of the ChamAmerica had a publicly owned power
the letter to convey the impression to
ber of Commerc~ of Ohio. Notice the
plant at Muscle Shoals in Tennessee.
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be made safe for monopoly-the people
"Do you know how many copies went
Mr. Gregory that Mr. Wyer was in
must be turned against Muscle Shoals
to the schools?"
Canada as a representative of the
and Boulder Dam and these threatened
Mr. Wyer: "Well, I am assuming
Smithsonian Institution for the purowned projects in America
publicly
has
distribution
the
of
two-thirds
that
Smithpose of making an impartial
and gotten out of the
wrecked
be
must
schools."
the
been to
sonian report on the state-owned hydroway.
calculatcoldly
Could anything more
electric system. In other words, an
ing and sinister than this be conAmerican governmental agency was
Mr. Wyer was employed by the utilceived? The older generation was not
used to deceive a Canadian governmenity interests and paid $2,000 for a bookso important to these trust magnates.
tal agency in order to get from the latlet against the Boulder Dam project.
The old generation would soon be a
ter fraudulently facts calculated to deHe was likewise employed to investithing of the past. By concentrating on
ceive the American people.
gate and prepare articles calculated to
the plastic minds of school children the
turn the public against Muscle Shoals.
Government Stamped Lies
corporation magnates could go further
The Muscle Shoals job was to have
and build permanently for the future.
done and the booklet issued as a
been
Introduced in this manner, Mr. Wyer
It was literally an attempt by the
Wyer was paid
report.
Smithsonian
was given unlimited access to the
masters of finance and industry to train
the Duquesne
by
job
the
for
$3,400
He was
Gregory Commission report.
a race of obedient and profitable slaves
Company, but the
Power
&
Light
allowed to take it from the government
and thus make America permanently
Smithsonian connection with this plot
building to his own hotel room. Taksafe for private monopoly.
to deceive the American people slipped
ing advantage of this trust in his sinHere is a partial list of Wyer's mana cog when a newspaper reporter overcerity, Mr. Wyer used the Gregory reuscripts spread broadcast among adults
heard the plot and revealed it to the
port as he saw fit to show, falsely, as
and school children by the utility interAmerican public.
was shown in the testimony before the
ests:
This part of the testimony is worthy
Federal Trade Commission, that the
of reproduction in full, as Calvin
Ontario publicly owned hydro-electric
P9isoning the People
Coolidge, then President, is involved,
system is a failure compared to hydrothe methods of the Federal Trade
and
acwhich,
Economics,"
of
"Primer
electric systems owned and operated
in trying to shut off tesCommission
prea
of
cording to Mr. Wyer, consists
by private monopolies. This "Smithit led to higher-ups is
when
timony
sentation of property rights from the
sonian Monogram" for which the trust
revealed.
clearly
capitalist-corpor ation · viewpoint. Dispaid $16,190, was then shown to · Dr.
tributed to schools and agricultural
Walcott. He approved it on January
President Coolidge Involved
groups in every state in the Union. The
. 5, 1925, thus placing upon it the stamp
pamphlet is against the public owning
of governmental and scientific ap"And that
Commfssioner Healy:
utilities.
printing
proval. It was placed on the
work you were doing under the pay of
'qSt. Lawrence Waterway Project,"
press in Baltimore on January 10. The
the Duquesne Light & Power Comwhich falsely states that domestic conDuquesne Light & . Power Company
pany?"
sumers of electricity in Ontario are
paid the printing bill. Large numbers
Mr. Wyer: "Well, you have only
carried at the expense of other consumof co,pies were purchased and distripart of the picture. I want to disers, and that . domestic consumers are
buted by the National Electric Light
close something you, apparently, have
arbitrarily given a rate that the situaAssociation and it was distributed
not got. After some study at this
tion does not warrant and without rewidely not only among adult citizens,
point the interest in the Niagara Falls
gard to the cost. The proportion of
but among the school children ab:>ve
study" convinced Dr. Walcott, notwiththese sent to the schools was 70 per
the sixth grade by teachers and school
standing there had been vigorous opcent, acco,r ding to Mr. Wyer.
authorities who had been gathered into
that it would be very desirposition,
"The Electric Light and Power Serthe great utility trust propaganda net.
public interest, to have a
th~
in
able
vice."-Eighty per cent distributed to
The above facts are taken from
concise statement on the fundamental
the schools. Wyer testified that the
volume No. 14 of Utility Corporations,
facts of Muscle · Shoals. I cannot tell
"education" of school children by trust
being the report of the Federal Trade
you, because I do not know, what the
.literature begins in the sixth grade. •
Commission investigating public utility
arrangements were behind the scenes,
"Fundamentals of Our Fertilizer
corporations. The facts concerning the
but Dr. Walcott put that up to me, ::.s
Problem." Under this harmless head is
Ontario hydro-electric propaganda plot,
to whether or not I would be willing,
crowded all phases of private utility
Mr. Wyer and Dr. Walcott begin on
without compensation, on behalf of the
propaganda. Falsely quotes the Toronpage 197 of this volume and continue
Smithsonian Institution to go to Muscle
Globe as saying that householders
to
to the end of the vo.Iume.
Shoals and get the first hand fundain Ontario are getting electric current
mental facts and prepare a short stateCorrupting School Children
at much less than cost, while commerment.
cial users are paying $800,000 more
many
the
of
one
"My first reaction was that I merely
Mr. Wyer is only
than they should.
laughed at him, and I told him it would
propaganda agents used by the trusts
in
used
Falls
Niagara
on
Article
be absolutely impossible to get access
in the drive against public ownership
Pennsylvania and Oregon to defeat
to the records. He assured me that the
and public control. This story is only
elections involving public ownership.
matter had been discussed with the
one story among many, equally sen"A Study of Natural Resources as
President, and that the way would be
sational. Mr. Wyer has written many
Applied to Pennsylvania Resources,"
cleared whereby I would be given acbooks and articles for the utility
a trust propaganda pamphlet printed
cess to the records. I cannot answer,
monopolists. and the striking fact about
document.
Smithsonian
a
as
two-thirds
I do not know--."
that
is
because
literature
his
most of
for
schools
the
of it was distributed in
"Manufactured Gas in the Home,"
Commissioner s Gag Witness
the consumption of children. The privpaid for and distributed by the trust
ate utility interests built up a constantbut put out as a Smithsonian document.
Commissioner McCulloch (interposand
teachers
school
ly growing list of
ing) : What is the purpose of this ? "
Internal Wrecking Plot
school officials favorable to the spread
Commissioner Healy: "Well, I do
With the brunt of the trust attack
of this trust propaganda. The investinot know. I thought Mr. Wyer was gopubOntario
the
against
turned
being
ing to give me some explanation in congation showed that these teachers and
of
minds
the
and
system
owned
.
licly
nection with the an·s wer that has just
officials were bought or influenced in
the people and school children throughbeen made."
many ways to do this nefarious work.
out the country being poisoned against
Commissioner Healy: "Was there a
During the taking of Mr. Wyer's testiit, there remained two more big jobs
(Continued on Page 42)
to be completed before America could
mony, Commissioner Healy asked:
0
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Article I
ANGER is conquered.
The greatest discovery
in medical science · in
years-a positive cure for cancer, that dread disease which
has taken toll of millions of
lives, caused thousands to com-

cer

The investigation has covered
several months of painstaking
observation of selected cases. It
will be continued for sometime
and results will be reported in
TNT magazine. The results observed to date have thoroughly ·
convinced Mr. Baker that cancer
has been conquered. He has decided, in consequence, to place
TNT magazine and radio station
KTNT wholeheartedly and unreservedly behind a campaign
to spread this truth throughout
the world.
Importance of the Discovery
It is hardly necessary to ex-

Photo No. 1

mit suicide and driven other
thousands ~o insanity-has been
revealed by an investigation
conducted by Norman Baker,
publisher of TNT magazine and
owner of the 1Norman Baker Enterprises
and radio station
KTNT, who was assisted by a
physician and member of his
staff.
Seeing is believing. Mr. Baker and his fellow investigators
have seen with their own eyes
enormous and malignant cancers in advanced stages of
growth rapidly yield to a new
and. painless treatment, soften
and disappear. They selected
the cancer cases themselves for
observation after they had determined beyond any doubt that
they were authentic cases of cancer. They have watched these
true cases of cancer under treatment and have seen the cancers
grow smaller and pass away.
Will Spread the Truth
As a result of these investigations, Mr. Baker is ready to announce to the world that a treatment has been found that permanently cures cancer.
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to eat solid food and subsists on
liquid food until the end comes.
Photo No. 2 shows a cancerous breast, with one breast removed. This is the most prevalent from of cancer.
Men
will never realize the untold agony women suffer from it.
Photo No. 3 shows another cancerous breast. Here the cancer
is spreading to the upper part
of the shoulder and under the
arm.
What Caused the Investigation

The investigation that revealed this great discovery was
started by Mr. Baker after a
number of seemingly miraculous
cures of very severe cases of cancer had been brought to his attention. The physician who was
effecting
these remarkable
cures had encountered determined opposition from his pr6f ession and was having a hard
fight to retain his license. This
situation appealed to Mr. Baker
as demanding attention. Was a
valuable, truth about to be suppressed because it might disturb or upset established methods and an organized and intrenched interest? An impar-

plain the importance of this discovery. Cancer is one of the
most painful, hideous and terrible diseases known to Man. It
is advancing at an alarming rate
in its inroads on mankind. One
person in every ten now has incipient or malignant cancer. Unless it is checked by medical
science its rapid spread will
make it the major disease menace to the human race. Statistics show that more than 100,000 persons die yearly of cancer.
Science is engaged in a literal
war of defense against it and is
steadily losing ground. As a result, cancer has become one of
the chief concerns of medical
science. No disease claims more
attention and causes more scientific investigations. A positive
and' permanent cure has been
found for this disease. A priceless blessing has been conferred
on the human race. One of the
greatest causes of human suffering will soon be removed and
the hearts of millions will be
gladdened.
The frightful nature of this
disease is indicated by the pictures on this page: Photo No. 1
shows cancer of the face. The
photograph was mutilated so
that the patient's features would ·
Photo No. 2
not be recognized. A cancerous
growth like this eats its way tial investigation ought to refrom the outside into the mouth veal the truth. A successful inso that the patient is not able vestigation would either estab-

Photo No. 3

ing numberless prospective victims from losing t heir money
uselessly or to their physical ·injury. Added t o these motives
was Mr. Baker's motive as a
publisher keenly on the lookout
for a feature article.
Real Test Planned

The investigat ion was started
without bias or prej udice either
for or against t h e alleged cure,
but sole_Iy for the purpose of reve,aling the trut h. The first
step was a visit with t he ph ysician who had the cancer formula. The interview impr essed the
investigators very m uch. Patients were seen in various
stages of the treatment and the
evidence t hey supplied as t o the
efficacy of the treat ment was
overwhelming.
The formula
was not only being applied to
the cure of cancer, but to the
cure of ot her diseases arising
from bad nutritional condit ions;
such as diabetes, Bright 's disease, tuberculosis, goiter, stomach ulcers, gall stones and rheumatism.
j
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The physician gave the investigators many names and addresses of patients whom he
stated had been cured for years
and were now living without a
trace of cancer. He asked the
invest igators to interview them.
Acceptance of this offer was def erred for t he time being in f avor of a test that would be of a
much more fundamental and
con;vincing nature. The t estimony alone of alleged former
patients would not be conclusive, as testimonials are often
obtained by payments or personal influence.
As the basis of the investigation, Mr. Baker proposed that
he select five test pat ients for
the treatment after it had b een
positively determined that they
had cancer. The actual results
obtained from the treatment of
these select ed patients would
fairly guage the value of the
remedy. He proposed to obt ain
these patients by giving talks
over his radio st ation, KTNT, in
which he would call for volunteers for a test treat ment for
cancer. Th e selection was t o be
made, if possible, from patients
coming from different parts of
the country, showing cancer in
different st ages of growth, and
in different parts of the body.
In a ddition Mr. Baker and his
assist ants would avail th emselves of the offer t o interview
or: write to patients said to h ave
been cured years ago and wh o
had not suffered the return of
the cancers.

dat a will be present ed.
We
will n ot publish t he names and
addresses of t he patients as they
do not wish undue publicity,
but assure our readers that the
original phot ographs, letters and
affid avits connected with the investigation, and t he id ent ity of
the patients, are a matter of
:record, and will be furnished
any government or private institution, physician,
medical
group or association desiring to
investigat e for the p urp ose of
giving the t ruth t o t h e public.
As a p ublish er , Mr. Baker
does not desire credit for being
th e fir st to reveal this discovery
to the wor ld. H e has, therefore,
sent copies of this art icle t o the
press and has invit ed t he newspapers to verify t he facts claimed as a result of his investigation, or use a ll or a ny p art of
this art icle.
First Patient Treated

Th e first patient t o respond
t o t he r adio call for t he test
treatment was a woman who
lives 22 miles from Muscatine
a nd was suff ering from a very
bad ab domina l cancer. She had
been treated by local physicians
and th e Medical College of the
St at e University of Iowa for cancer. As a last resort radium

Five Pa.tients Selected

This challenge was immediately accepted. A stipulated
price was agreed up on for the
test patients, and Mr. Baker
agreed to pay the expenses of
some of the patients. In the accompanying pages are presented
pictures of the t est patients select ed showing the cancerous
growths. In the January issue
of TNT pictures of cured patients together with complete

Photo No. 4

was used. The result of these
radium b urns are shown in the
phot ograph of this woman,
mark ed P hoto No. 4. This radium burn was a bout f our inches
long and when spread out was
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An
fully three inches deep.
orange could have been inserted in it. After the radium
treatment this woman was dismissed as incurable.
In order to make sure that
everything known to medical
science had been done for her,
Mr. Baker wrote to the president of the American Medical

Photo No. S

Association at Chicago. He informed that official that he had
a patient suffering from cancer
who had been given up to die by
local physicians and the Medical
College of the University of
Iowa after they had used radium
and everything else at their command. He asked if there was
any cure for cancer, or any
place he could send this patient.
An official at the Chicago office replied that if this woman
had been treated by the State
College of Iowa, nothing more
could be done for her. Mr. Baker wrote again stating that he
had heard of a certain physician
reputed to have a cure for cancer and gave the name of this
physician. The reply was that
the physician mentioned was a
"crude quack" and Mr. Baker
was advised to have nothing to
do with him.
This convinced the investigators that they could expect no
co-operation from the organized
medical fraternity in any investigation of cancer which was
likely to challenge or upset the
established methods of treatment such as cutting the cancer
with a knife, scattering it with
X-rays, or burning it with radium.

Results of Treatment
This first test patient had suffered such untold pain that she
had become addicted to narcotics. However, within three days
after the treatment started the
pain had been alleviated to such
an extent that narcotics were no
longer necessary. The hard,
cancerous mass in the abdome!l
started to soften and diminish.
In the midst of her rapid recovery, however, her mother became very ill and she was obliged to return to her home. At
the time she left tYle radium
burn was about half healed. The
treatment was only about half
completed and she is expected
to return. The investigators do
not regard her as cured. Our
investigators
and
physician
called on her after her return,
made an examination and reported that the cancerous mass
in the abdomen had softened
and most of it had passed away.
Only a small amount of cancerous growth was left around the
edge of the burn, which no doubt
will be eliminated when she resumes the treatment.
Patient No. 2
The next patient selected was
a man from Moline, Illinois. He
had just returned from the
Mayo Clinic at Rochester, Minnesota, where his case had been
diagnosed as cancer of the
throat and the removal of the
vocal organs had been recommended. He had told them he
would rather die than become
completely speechless for life
and refused to undergo this
operation. He came to Mr.
Baker's office with his wife,
who had to serve as his interpreter, as his throat was in
such a condition that he could
hardly make himself understood.
He had practically lost the use
of his voice. Mr. Baker had
him placed under the treatment.
It was believed that three
months treatment would be required to competely cure him.
A month after starting the treatment he walked unannounced
into Mr. Baker's office. Greatly
surprised, Mr. Baker concluded
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that he had given up the cure
and was returning home.
"-What in the world are you
doing here," he asked the patient.
The patient astounded Mr.
Baker by answering the question
in a normal tone of voice. · He
explained that he had left because he had feared tubercular
infection of the throat. Two
other patients had been placed
in his room. One of them was a
tubercular patient so far gone in
the last stages of consumption
that he had to be brought in on
a stretch er.
This patient now talks as
readily as the average person,
but at the end of the day his
voice becomes somewhat husky
from the strain on the newly recovered tissues. He went back
to work at his trade as an iron
molder a few weeks ago. He
will continue the treatment. His
picture is marked No. 5.
The Third Patient
The third patient selected for
the test was a man from Muscatine, Iowa, a painter by trade.
Doctors had started an operation, but after opening the abdomen decided it was too late to
try to remove the cancer, and
sewed him up and sent him home

Photo No. 6

to die. In connection with this
serious affliction he had tuberculosis. He stated that he had
not eaten solid "food since February. He had subsisted entirely on liquid nourishment about
six months. This magazine paid
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the expenses of his treatment. visit friends at Davenport, Iowa,
His picture is marked photo No. and Moline, Illinois. Some of
these friends had heard of the
6.
His cancer had developed to investigation being made by
such a serious stage at the time , TNT magazine and brought him
the treatment began that it had to Mr. Baker's office. He was
practically closed the entrance accepted as one of the test pato his stomach so that even wat- tients. Unfortunately we have
er could not enter the stomach. no picture of him taken prior to
This retarded the treatment the treatment. However, Picture No. 7 will give an idea of
his condition. The reader's attention is called to the hole in
his jaw caused by the operation.
Notice the swelling and hard
cancerous mass on the upper
lip and under the chin. This
man had so firmly made up his
mind that he was going to die
that he dared not even think of
a cure. -Mr. R. A. Bellows, one
of the investigators whom Mr.
Baker sent to report on the test
cases, was present when this last
-named test patient arrived for
treatment. For some time Mr.
Bellows observed the uniform
and rapid improvement of this
patient under treatment. Withthree weeks the swelling of
in
Photo, No. 7
the upper lip was entirely gone
adminthe
about two weeks but
and the entire solid mass under
istration of the formula brought the chin had started to soften.
such. improvement that these The mass at the• edge of the jaw
conditions were gradually over- where the operation was percome·. A few days after the formed showed signs of heal-treatment began the cancerous 1ng.
mass had softenf~d sufficiently
At this writing the patient has
to permit food to enter the stom- recovered sufficiently to begin
ach. He was soon eating solid to worry over the fact that due
foods for the first time in many to the operation he is destined to
months. At this writing the go through life disfigured. He
cancer which originally covered keenly feels that had he known
practically the entire abdomen about the treatment sooner he
has been reduced to a lump could have saved both his life
about the size of a small walnut. and his face ·from disfigurement.
It seems certain from his present On this account, he harbors concondition that the treatment will siberable · resentment towards
not only cure his cancer but will the doctors who performed the
free him entirely from tuberoperation. One . day he entered
culosis.
Mr. Bellows' room and excitedTest No. 4
ly exclaimed:
The 1next patient came to us
"Look, Mr. Bellows, look at
following an operation for cancer at the Mayo Clinic, Rochest- my lip! It is as soft and natural
er, Minnesota. They had re- as yours! Feel how the swelling
moved the greater part of his under my chin is softening!"
jaw. The operation was very
Clinching his fists and raising
painful.. He was sent home as them above his head, he swore
incurable and believed to be by the eternal that he would go
mighty close to the grave. On back to the doctors who had
his way back home he stopped to operated on him and blister
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them with his denunciations for
disfiguring him for life.
The Final Test
Our fifth test case was a woman from
Galesburg, Illinois, afflicted with cancer of the breast. This lady was present in a Sunday afternoon audience at
radio station KTNT while Mr. Baker
was calling for cancer test cases during a speech. She walked up to the
platfo.rm where the program was being broadcasted from the lawn studio
and offered herself as a patient. She
was immediately examined by Dr. Barewald of the Tangley Institute and ac-.
cepted as Patient No. 5. She has improv~tl rapidly under the treatment.
The cancerous mass on the breast is
softening rapidly and disappearing.
We have not had the opportunity to see
this patient for three weeks because
she left to visit her home. She will return and resume the treatment. Her
picture is No. 8.

Results Summarized
The remarkable results from these
five selected test cases established in
the minds of the investigators the following facts:
Malignant · cancer in various stages,
especially in very advanced stages, and
in various parts of the body, responds
quickly to the treatment and disappears
very rapidly leaving healthy, normal
tissue in the place of cancerous tissue.
All cases tested were proved cancer
cases. In fact, all of our cases but one
had been previously diagnosed and
treated as cancer by physicians or institutions of high repute, two of the
cases having been diagnosed as cancer
by the famous Mayo Clinic. The majority of our patients, in fact, were cancer
cases wherein the established medical
profession had exhausted all its resources and failed.

Photo No. 8
The treatment is painless and in no
case did it cause even temporary injury to a pati~nt.
It may appear to the reader that
these test cases do not show a complete
cl~aring up of the cancer-in other
words, are not yet completed. The fact
that in the short time since the test
began all traces of the cancers have
not yet been eradicated, has been taken
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The Power of Mind Over Body
By N. Tangley
(Copyrighted, 1929, by N. Baker.
(EDITOR'S NOTE-Articles on this subject
by Mr. Tangley have appeared in every issue of
TNT since the first issue last April.
The
series will continue a few months longer. In
subsequent issues the methods of obtaining the
results described will be explained in detail, so
that those who wish to attain proficiency in
the use of their mental powers will be provided
with every detail connected with the process.
This series will be published in book form and
will no doubt prove to be one of the most instructive and practical courses ever given on
the Power of M'ind. Mr. Tangley writes from
actual life experiences .
Back numbers containing articles in this series may be obtained
for 20 cents a copy from this office or your
newsdealer.)

0 become proficient in
exercising the powers of
mind the "will" must be
trained to act in the proper
channel. Next in importance
are .two other faculties which
only a small percentage of the
people possess~ namely, vision
and imagination.
The latter ~wo, v1s10n and
imagination, cannot become a
real asset to one without the will
to do things. If we possessed
imagination without the will to
materialize our visions and follow them to the goal of success,
our friends would class us as
"dreamers."
A fine line must be drawn between the dreamer and the one .
who materializes his dreams.
e often meet people with vision and imagination who can
converse for hours and they can
picture beautifully the outcome
of an enterprise, but they never
get farther than the picture-it
remains a picture with them for
life. On the other hand, we
meet persons who draw just as
·true mental pictures of the future, but they materialize these
visions by their efforts each day
of their lives with accomplishments to be proud of. It would
be impossible for them to materialize the imaginary picture
they paint unless they possessed
a will to drive them forward and
force them on an on to the completion of their tasks.
It is easy therefore to see the
difference between the one who
pictures and dreams and the one
who pictures and realizes his
dreams. One is . called the
"dreamer;" the other the "ma-

,1/
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terializer." The difference between them is entirely a difference of will. We often hear
people remark that others are
''bull headed" or that they
ha:ve the tenacity of a bull dog
or that they are so blam~d bullheaded that eventually, they will
accomplish what they are after.
Such remarks are made only by
those who do not know what the
power of will actually means.
Will yourself to do a thing-and
do it.

Right here a fine line should
be drawn between will power
and bull-headedness.
I don't
know whether or not I can draw
the line successfully, but in a
feeble attempt to do so, I ask
that you recall among your
friends those who have accomplished things they set out to
do and those who worked like
beavers along particular lines
and never accomplished anything. The successful ones happened to be on the right track
and the others upon the wrong
track. The first used common
sense -and knew their accomiplishment was along lines that
were possible
while others
worked along lin~s that were
like foolish persons attempting
to discover perpetual motion.
They spend years and years of
their lives and spend thousands upon thousands of dollars in study and work because
they have an idea and never
stop long enough to consider
whether or not it is against the
laws of nature. Such conduct
I would term bull-headedness
mixed with ignorance. On the
other hand, a chemist might set
out to perfect a certain compound and work for years along
common sense lines and meet
with failure on every turn until
at last, he accomplished what
he set about to do. That would
be a good case of will powerdetermining and willing himself
to succeed in what he undertook.

It is the

will power that
makes us determined.
There
could be no concentration or determination without strong will
power. In speaking of a strong
will one is apt to class those who
possess it as "headstrong," and
many times that one reflection
upon their make-up isolates
them and they may remain in a
category by themselves.
It is mighty hard to outline a
test for strengthening the will
power. Perhaps the best procedure would be to "will" to do
things a little better than you
did yesterday and strive to take
on tasks of a greater scope than
the day before. Do not take
on impossible tasks, but gauge
your own ability and set your
standards a little higher. Learn
to believe implicity in yourself
and never let a stray thought enter your mind to cause you to
wonder whether you can do the
· work or not. If you start a debate in your own mind or permit a spirit of hesitancy or a
lack of confidence to develop,
at that moment you weaken
your will or prevent its expansion.
At every opportune · time
think, believe and suggest to
yourself, "I WILL," "I CAN
AND WILL DO IT," or make
other resolutions to that effect
and you will be surprised to
note within a few weeks the
spirit of determination and will
power that has developed within you. You will experience
a new line of ideas, a new line
of thought and a new spirit of
confidence, determination and
will power that will startle you.
That does not mean that one can
simply suggest those resolutions
to themselves and go about
without the spfrit and a sincere
desire to accomplish them, and
still be able to reach the stage
of strengthened will power.
When you suggest to yourself,
that "YOU WILL DO IT," you
must make up your mind that
"YOU ARE G-0-I-N-G T-0 D-0

"
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I-T." And actually try with all
your strength.

Right here, let me remind you
of the illustration drawn in a
previous article regarding the
mind being like a house with
the objective mind on the outside of the door as a guard and
the subjective mind on the inside as a servant. Remember,
the subjective mind, or servant,
iis very alert and fully awake
·e very moment of your life and
that the objective mind is dormant in sleep, active only while ·
you are conscious. That force
which continues to suggest "I
WILL" combined with your
firm belief that you can and will
do the thing, will be planted as
a suggestion upon your subjective mind and will unconsciously become a part of you, thus
shaping your activities mental. ly and physically until success
is attained. The main reason
the average person does not succeed along these lines is because
he does not have the faith to believe that he can and starts this
training in a half-hearted way.
Perhaps he tries for a day or two
willing that he will do a certain
thing, and because he does not
accomplish a difficult undertaking within a week or two he
imagines that he is wasting his
time. He feels that these things
come about in a magical way
and that all you have to do is
think and it will be done.
You have ·to think more than
once. You have to keep on
thinking, thinking, thinking until you force yourself into a
change of your entire mental
make-up, so that when you set
out to do a thing today you will
keep on until you do it, even
though it is something · that
you attempted to do before and
failed. You must go at it again
with the deliberate determination that you positively will not
fail. Don't even as much as stop
to think what the conditions
would be if you did fail, but
look forward always to what the
conditions will be after you succeed.
When you once get your will
power strengthened and trained,

it will give you more pleasure
than numerous things that you
now imagine you enjoy in life.
The pleasure of accomplishing
things that heretofore were impossible and entirely out of the
scope of your thought will give
you a pleasure that is hard to
explain in words. It requires
only the accomplishing of one
thing which in the past you have
. been unable to do to start you
on the road to success. That one
thing will induce such a spirit
of confidence and determination
that, more than anything else
in the world and above all
things, it will push you on and
on to do greater and greater
things each day.
There is no better way to
start your effort along lines of
developing your will than by
using auto-suggestion. Of the
majority of the powers of suggestion few are ever realized.
The greatest power of suggestion is auto-suggestion. While
auto-suggestion can be given to
oneself through the day while
performing the daily work,
still it is much harder to rivet
auto-suggestion upon the subjective mind during the hours
of toil than it is in the evening
after we retire.
In the evening our day's work
is done. We are more or less tired and go to bed with the idea
of resting our bodies. As we lie
in bed in our waking state two
minds- are with us, the subjective and the objective. (Here
again, it will be well for the
reader to recall the article in the
May issue of TNT regarding the
distinction between the two
minds.) Remember the objective mind is capable of intelligent reasoning and the subjective is not. If while lying in bed
with muscles fully relaxed, you
will concentrate your mind on a
few determined thoughts, keeping such thoughts to yourself
mentaily but not expressing
them aloud and making no
special effort in any way that
would cause you to be nervous
or interfere with your relaxed
state, you will find that sleep
will soon overtake you.
Sleep
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comes during the period when
you are running these thoughts
over in your mind. As you pass
into the sleeping state these
thoughts become suggestions
firmly planted in your subjective mind and remain there
while you sleep. This may seem
strange, as many other instructions may seem regarding the
development of the mental powers, but the entire mental makeup is such that it can be developed by extremely simple methods without physical exertion.
If you are not successful at first
follow the old saying; ,"Try
again, try again".
Do not expect to a waken _the next morning with the vim and vigor and
determination sufficient to upset the world, because this will
not c9me about at once, but by
· continuously
practicing and
willing yourself into the proper
channel of thought and action
when you retire, it will bring
you the results desired in a remarkably short time. Some of
the thoughts to be impressed
upon the subjective mind when
retiring are as f oIIows:
"I will be determined more and more
each day." "I will feel my will power
growing stronger and stronger each
day."
"Whatever I undertake, I will
accomplish." "I will not give up, but
will become more determined each day."
You can apply these expressions as
auto-suggestions to the thing you wish
to do or be, but in doing so do, not repeat them aloud, or strain your mind to
the point ·that keeps you awake. Don't
fret or wonder if you will go. to sleep or
if the suggestion will take effect in your
subjective mind. Rather, while you are
repeating the suggesti9n, suggest to
yourself that you are getting drowsy,
sleepy, tired; that you are feeling com-·
fortable and that you will go sound
asleep and awaken in the morning with
a degree of will and determination never experienced before.
B~ause this process is simple, don't
let 1t shake your confidence in it.
A
good way to impress the suggestion as
you lay in the dark in your room with
your eyes closed is to picture a blackboard with the suggestion written in
white chalk on it. Read it, word for
word. · Learn to thus visualize the writing and you will be surprised over the
results. Vary these auto-suggestions
to suit each case. For instance, if you
have_ a headache, give yourself the suggestion that your headache is leaving,
and that you are going sound asleep,
and that not a trace of it will be· left. ·
(Continued in our Janua.r y i.ssue.)
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Are Investigators Always Fearless?
This is the age of investigatio,n-congressional , senatorial,
legislative, social and scientific.
The theory upon which investigations are based is that a radically wrong condition is revealed in its true light by an investigation, and· that when the
people know the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but
the truth about a certain evil,
that evil will be corrected.
These observations are occasioned by our experience with
a scientific investigator-Prof.
Samuel C. Prescott of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Prof. Prescott was employed
by the Coffee Roasters Association of America at a cost of
$30,000 to find out why most
coffee made today is more or
less unsatisfactory in taste and
injurious to health. Prof. Prescott and his assistants worked
exhaustively for three years in
this field before he made a report. TNT now hsts in its possession Prof. Prescott's own report of this investigation, a re.port issued by the Hearst papers
and the American Weekly in
January, and a letter from Prof.
Prescott regarding Dr. Betts' article in our September TNT on
"Coffee Poisoning by Aluminum."
Discrepancies in these
documents have proved very
"alumin-ating" to us, and perhaps will have a like effect o,n
our readers.
The Hearst papers reported
the following regarding a certain conclusion reached by
Prof. Prescott :

(l

"Prof. Prescott suspects
that after making coffee in
a metal container, there is a
certain corrosion remaining
inside the pot which goes
into the next brew, producing a form of metal coffee
poison.i ng."
·

That Prof. Prescott actually
made statements justifying this
report by the Hearst newspapers, appears from the following
facts:
The Hearst newspaper report

Why Did Prescott Change?
His Report in Newspapers
Regarding Metal Poisoning
"Prof. Prescott suspects that
after making coffee in a metal
container, there is a certain corrosion remaining inside the pot
which goes into the next brew,
producing a form of metal coffee
poisoning."
How His Book Deletes
Reference to Poisons
"It is fairly obvious that many
metals might yield pronounced
FLAVORS. Iron has long been
known to do so, and we find simirar results with tin, aluminum,
tinplate, copper and nickle."

appeared in about 20 newspapers all over the United States
on January 20, 1929. We have
not heard that it was repudiated or denied by Prof. Prescott.
In a letter to TNT of the date of
October 4, 1929, Prof. Prescott
complains bitterly because Dr.
Betts in an article on "Coffee
Poisoning by Aluminum" in the
September issue of TNT, quotes
from this article and draws the
conclusion that it shows that
coffee brewed in aluminum pots
is poisonous. In no place in his
letter to us does Prof. Prescott
repudiate the Hearst report of
his work or a single statement in
that report. He merely protests
against the perfectly logical
conclusions that Dr. Betts drew
from the Hearst report.
That he did not deny the
Hearst statement that he suspected that coffee produces "a
form of metal poisoning," and
yet at the same time protested
against Dr. Betts drawing this
conclusion, convinced us that he
had made that statement to the
Hearst papers. That statement
stands against Prof. Prescott as
a most damning accuser in the
light of subsequent statements
in hjs letter to us and in his own
report.
His own report entitled "Report of an Investigation of Coffee," is a paper-bound booklet
of 84 pages. The moment we received it we looked eagerly

through it from cover to cover
to ascertain if it contained the
statement about "metal poisoning." We looked in vain. In
Prof. Prescott's booklet, the result of three year's investigation
for the information, guidance
and protection of his fell ow
men, THERE IS NOT ONE
WORD
TO
INDICATE·
WHETHER OR 'NOT ALUMINUM
COFFEE
POTS OR
OTHER
METAL
COFFEE
POTS MAY BE POISONOUS!
His report tells how coffee is
grown, where it is grown, who
grows it, how it is harvested,
when it was discovered, how
long it has been used, how it is
prepared for the consumer, how
it is brewed and scores of other
facts that an intelligent schoolboy would learn from his geograp_h y. He tells about its chemical composition and presents
many ordinary facts about it
any one could gather fro-m
scientific works. He tells how
poor coffee is made and how
good coffee is made-useful
facts in themselves-but as to
the most essential and basic
fact about coffee-what effect
the usual coffee pots may have
on health-he manages to avoid anything of a fundamentally en.lightening nature.
Finally, on page 32 he reaches the subject of the container used in making coffee-a
rather hard subject to avoid
-and actually before the subject is exhausted the reader
manages to glean the fact that
there are such things as aluminum containers. Space is taken
up discussing the question as to
the_effect of metal containers on
the FLAVOR of the coffee, but
not one word to tell us whether
or not metal containers might
produce
"metal
poisoning,"
which he had "suspected"
while investigating. Here is the
sum of all that is said about
aluminum in Prof. Prescott's entire book:
"It is fairly obvious that many
metals might yi~ld pronounced
(Continued on Page 42)
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Why Rocks Won't Burn

Wood, coal, oil and gas will
burn; rocks, dirt and water will
Burning consists
not. Why?
of a substance uniting with the
oxygen of the air . Wood, coal,
oil and gas are substances that
are capable of uniting with oxygen, but have not yet united.
They will all burn in the air.
Rocks, dirt and water are composed of substances that HA VE
ALREADY UNITED WITH
OXYGEN. They will not burn
BECAUSE THEY HA VE ALREADY BEEN BURNED. Wat:er is burned up hydrogen, that
is, hydrogen united with oxygen. Rocks are ~he ashes of
certain metals that have been
burned in the air. Sandstone is
the ashes of silicon united with
oxygen. Limestone is the ashes
of calcium united with oxygen
and carbon. Clay is the ashes
of aluminum burned by oxygen.
Iron metal left in the air long,
enough will burn up-that is,
turn to rust. If you plunge a
bar of red hot iron into a jar of
pure oxygen the iron will burn
into rust in a minute or two with
a bright, sparkling flame.
Why the Air Never Gets
Used Up

The oxygen of the air is consumed continually in prodigious
quantities to feed all the fires in
the world and to keep the bodies
of all the animals in the world
warm and supply them with energy. Yet there has · always
been about the same amount of
oxygen in the air since Man has
been on the earth. How can this
be? Because all the plants in
the world work night and day
to put this oxygen back into the
air again. When oxygen is
burned in fires and in the living
bodies of men and animals it
produces carbon dioxide which
Carbon
goes into the air.

dioxide is the special food
Plants take it in
of plants.
through their leaves. They then
separate the carbon from the
oxygen and keep the carbon to
build up their bodies, and
breathe the pure oxygen back
into the air. · These same plants
are eaten by men and animals
and supply the carbon for the
bodies of the men and animals.
Plants that are not eaten either
decay and are consumed directly by the oxygen of the air, or
else they turn into coal, oil or
gas and are ultimately burned.
Thus animals live on the products of plant life and plants
live on the products of animal
life and the oxygen and carbon
of the air circulate eternally between these two forms of Iif e.
What a Bubble Is

One of the most wonderful
things in nature is a bubble.
Just what is a bubble? A bubble is a. shell of water the shape
of a perfect sphere and of an
It is
inconceivable thinness.
much thinner than the thinnest
tissue paper ever made. How is
it possible for a liquid like water
to spread out to such a thinness
and hold this perfectly spherical shape with nothing to keep it
in this shape but air on both
Water -- especially
sides?
water with a little soap in i t takes and holds for a time this
shape because the air on the inside presses out equally in all
directions and has a slightly
greater pressure than the air
For instance, a soap
outside.
bubble made by a child when
launched into the air is filled by
the warm breath from the child.
Because it is warmer than the
outside air, it presses outward
equally in all directions against
the walls of the bubble making
a thin shell of water between
the inner and outer air. The
bubble bursts because the water

runs down and drops from the
bottom of the bubble making it
thinner and thinner and the air
inside the bubble cools and contracts.
Why So,m e Things Feel Colder
Than Others

In the same room and subject
to the same temperature some
objects feel colder to the touch
than others. For instance, iron
articles feel colder than wooden
objects, although the thermometer would show that they were
the same temperature. Why is
this? It is because some substances are BETTER CONDUCTORS, OF HEAT than
others. That is, heat travels
faster through some substances
than others. Iron is a good
conductor of heat. Wood is a
poor conductor. If I pick up a
piece of iron colder than my
hand the heat of my hand passes
quickly into it making the surface of my hand feel cold. If
the iron is hotter than my hand
the heat passes out of the iron
quickly into my hand producing
a quick sensation of warmth. If
I pick up some wood, which is
a poor conductor, and it is colder or warmer than my hand, the
heat flows into or out of tre
wood slowly so that the wood
does not feel very hot or cold.
Put one end of an iron poker
into a fire and the whole poker
will soon become hot because _
the iron is a good heat conPut one end of a
ductor.
stick of wood in the fire and
the opposite end will remain
cold because
comparatively
wood is a poor conductor of
heat.
"A WAY TO HEALTH"
for only 50 cents
SAVES DOCTOR BILLS-LOTS OF PAIN
C'onstipation Easily Removed,-50 cents
Literature FREE
Correct Dieting-$1.00.

H. WILDMAN, Graduate Specialist
1723 Pine St., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Old Remedy for Pneumonia

proved by putting a shovelful
or two of sand in the manger
for him to help himself to as nature dictates. Charcoal or even
coal, if you haven't any charcoal, should be left within reach
of hogs that are confined in
pens, as these supply much
needed carbon for digestion.D. S. Fraser, Providence, Rhode
Island.

Dear Mr. Baker: I have an
old remedy for pneumonia
which I have used for over thirty-five years with good success
and have had a lot of experience
with it and have never lost a
case, although I have handled
some pretty bad cases.
One
case was my husband whom the
doctor said he never expected
to see on his feet again.
To Clean a Pipe
Take six large or ten medium
Cut a half inch from end of
sized onions. Chop fine. Put cork and fit tightly into bowl
in a large skillet over the fire. of pipe. Then with a knife
cut
Add vinegar and rye meal to a hole through the cork big
make a thick paste.
If you enough to admit the nozzle of a
can't get the rye meal, corn ' water tap with a little pressure.
meal will do. Simmer mixture Turn on the water gently until
5 to 10 minutes. Apply to .chest the flow through the stem is
sufin a cotton bag as hot as can be ficiently strong, and let it run
borne.
When cool apply an- until the pipe is clean.
other. Heat these poultices and
For Earache
apply until chest breaks into a
perspiration. In a few hours
Evaporate the alcohol from a
the patient will be out of dan- teaspoonful of laudanum. Add
ger.
half as many drops as you startThis remedy was used by one ed with of glycerine or sweet
of the most skillful physicians oil. Make this milk-warm and
New England ever produced. pour into the ear, taking hold
He never lost a patient from this of the upper tip and pulling todisease, but cured many thous- ward the crown of the head.
ands after other physicians had
Cement for Crockery
given them up to die.
Of course you have to be very
One of the strongest cements
careful not to let the patient and the easiest applied for
take cold. Keep him, in bed mending crockery is lime and
several days until he is out of the white of an egg. To use it,
danger. I wouldn't be afraid take a sufficient quantity of the
to take the worst case, and egg to mend one article at a
would come out all right. This time. Shave off a quantity of
will also cure croup.-Mrs. Gora lime and mix thoroughly. ApIhrig, Iowa City, Iowa.
ply quickly to the edges and
place firmly together, when it
To Keep Eggs from Popping
In frying eggs if you will put will soon become set and strong.
a pinch of flour in the lard, Mix but a small quantity at a
bacori grease, cooking oil, or time, as it hardens very soon so
whatever you use to fry the eggs that it cannot be used.
in, this will prevent the popping
Good Kitchen Cem,ent
of the grease.-Mrs. 0. W.
Add plaster of paris to a
Shoemaker, Ottumwa, Iowa.
strong solution of alum until the
For Housed-in Animals
mixture is of the consistency of
The condition of horses con- cream. It sets readily and is
fined in a barn or stable is im- said to unite glass, metal, por-

celain, etc., quite firmly. It 1s
particularly suited to cases
where, large rather than small,
surfaces are to be united.
To Clean Blankets

Put 2 large tablespoonfuls of
borax and 1 pint of soft soap in
a tub of cold water. When dissolved put in a pair of blankets
and let them remain overnight.
Next day rub, and drain them
out, and rinse thoroughly in two
waters and hang them up to
dry. Do not wring them.
To Clean Out Drain Pipes

.Just before retiring for the
night pour into the pipe enough
liquid potash lye (not soda lye)
of 36 degrees strength to fill
the "trap," as it is called, or
bent portion of the pipe just below the outlet. About a pint
will suffice for a washstand, or
a quart for a bathtub or kitchen
sink. Be sure no water runs in
until next morning. During the
night the lye will convert all of
the offal in the pipe into soft
soap and the first current of
water in the morning will remove it entirely and leave the
pipe as clean as new. Persons
who have tried this method for
thirty years ave never had occasion to make more than two
applications of it in any one
case. Don't use the ordinary socalled potash lye sold in small
tin cans, as it makes hard soap
instead of soft soap. Get liquid
potash lye which does not act
upon metals or corrode the
pipes.
r:

25 XMAS CARDS$J00
Box Assortment

-

Fancy
lined
envelopes
included.
These cards are distinctive in color,
des ign, and beauty and are worth
$3.00.
Order today.
Money cheerfully refunded.
We will ship immediately upon receipt of cash, or
money order. 100,000 Satisfied Customers.

Jones Distributing Co., (Not Inc.)
P. 0. Box 54, (Cicero Station) Cicero, Ill.
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Winter Salad

Irish Potato Stew

White Cake

Slice 12 small cucumbers and
6 onions. Sprinkle some salt
over them. Let them stand with
a weight over them for an hour.
Then prepare the following mixture:
1 tsp. salt,
1 tsp. mustard seed,
1 tsp. celery seed,
1 tsp. ground white pepper,
½ tsp. ginger,
½ tsp. tumeric,
1 pt. cider vinegar,
1 cup sugar.
Add this mixture to your
cucumbers and onions. Boil together for 10 minutes and seal
while hot.-Mrs. 'Nick Bokholdt,
Fulton, Illinois.

Take 6 to 8 large potatoes.
Peel and slice thin. Cut three
thick slices of salt pork into little squares and put into the botFry
tom of the soup kettle.
thoroughly and add the potatoes
with salt and black pepper and
a little sugar, if liked. Add two
peeled and
large tomatoes
sliced. You may add onions,
carrots and cabb,age, if desired.
Cover with water and closely
cover the kettle. Cook until the
potatoes begin to break in
pieces. This is a cheap and
very good stew.-Mrs. Marie
Kelly, Galesburg, Illinois.

1 ½ cups sugar,
½ cup shortening,
1 cup milk,
½ cup water,
2 cups Baker's All Purpose
flour,
3 tsps. KTNT Baking Powder,
4 egg whites,
1 tsp. vanilla,
pinch of salt.
Cream the sugar and shorten- ·
ing well. Add the n1ilk, water
and vanilla. Sift the flour, salt
and baking powder together
and add these. Fold in the
whites of eggs after they have
been beaten dry. Bake in layers for 15 minutes.-Miss Dorothy ·Burmahl, Charlotte, Iowa.

Mincemeat
3 pints

meat,

cooked

Apple Tart Cake

¾ cup butter,
½ cup sugar,

and

ground,
_
5 pints apples,
3 pints raisins, run through
grinder,
1 pint sorghum,
1 tbsp. salt,
3 tbsps. cinnamon,
3 tbsps. cloves,
1 tbsp. nutmeg,
1 pt. fruit juice,
1 qt. cider,
1 glass of tart jelly,
1 pt. of suet.
Boil slowly about 1 hour and
seal while hot.-Mrs. George L.
Kuehnle, Earlville, Iowa.
Shepherd's Pie

Line a baking dish with
mashed potatoes about 1 inch
thick. In the center place
cooked meat that has been
seasoned and cut into cubes.
Pour a gravy over the meat.
Cover with a rich biscuit dough,
either rolled to fit top of baking
dish, or cut in biscuits and
placed close together on top of
the meat. Bake about 25 minutes and serve hot. This is a
good way to use cold mashed
potatoes.

1 egg beat very light,
2 tbsps. milk,
_2 cups Baker's All Purpose
flour,
½ tsp. KTNT Baking Powder.
Knead these together well.
Put in cake tin and press apart
with spoon, making a rim on
sides. 'Now peel and cut fine 6
large apples. Roll 8 tea rusks
fine. Mix apples and half of
crumbs with ½ cup of sugar.
Now
Put these in pie crust.
and
meats
nut
of
cup
½
take
rest of crumbs and mix and
sprinkle on top of apple mixture.
Sift over this a little cinnamon
and sugar and bake in moderate oven until apples are tender.
-Mrs. C. SchlaefkQ, Davenport, Iowa.

FORM DEVELOPED
By Safe and Sensible Methods
based on Natural and Scientifi~
Principles. Evolved after 26 years
of successful experience. Nothing
that is not safe and easy to do.

FREE INFORMATION AND SAMPLE

I will send a generous box of my
Peerless Wonder Cream to convince you how easy and pleasant
it is to use; also full information about my Complete
Method for development of Arms. Lel!'s, Neck, or any
part of the body. Send no money. Write today.

MADAME WILLIAMS, Suite 16, Buffalo, N. Y.

Corn Custard
2 cups of corn,
3 tbsps. butter,

1 ½ cups of milk,
2 tsps. sugar,

½ cup of cracker bread
crumbs.
2 eggs,
2 tbsps. corn starch,
salt and pepper.
Mix all together and pour in
butter dish and cook 15 minutes
at 15 lbs. pressure, or bake in
oven till done.-Hattte Kroeger.
Wilton, Iowa.
Lemon Cake Pie
1 cup sugar,

butter size of walnut,
juice and grated rind of lemon,
2 tbsps, flour,
yolk of 2 eggs,
1 cup milk,
whites of eggs beaten light.
Add
Mix dry ingredients.
butter melted. Add lemon · juice
and grated rind. Add egg yolks
and milk. Lastly add lightly
beaten egg whites. Turn into
an unbaked shell and bake.Mrs. R. R. Ulm, Maquon, Illinois.
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Always
B y E clna Clymes

"When is 'Always,' Mother,"
A little chap asked t oday.
And I turned my h ead to listen
To what she'd have· to say.
"When is 'Always,' Sonny,"
She answered with a smile ;
"Why Always is for ever
"Not just for a little while.
"Its till the sun ha s stopped shining,
"And there is no morning dew;
"When the flowers h ave lost their
fragi-ance,
"And the sky is no longer blue,
"It's till the hills have vanished,
"And there is no land or sea --."
"Oh, now I know," the lad spoke up,
"It's 'till you stop loving. me."

Let's Follow Suit

Minerva's quit makin' butter just because
There's so many fool sanitary laws:
€:ream of cow-juice just has to go it
plain.
Jehosophat, that pain! It's goin' to rain.

A ten-year sentence has just begun;
Ten to waken, ten to sleep,
Ten to rejoice, or ten to weep. ·
Ten-then freedom-life galore!
That's what the City of Sing Sing
is for.

Corn borer's here! Drat his onery hide!
'Spose he brought his family and his
la test bride!
Can't tell Nature a solitary thing!
She has her way with Winter m the
Spring!

And thus it stands from day to day,
On a bank of the Hudson, far awayCity of Silence-Dean of Correction,
Open for anyone's inspection.
Never too full - always room for
moreThat's what the City of Sing Sing is
for.

This Day
By Jo e B. F. Washington

Lord, for a great name and perfect
ease,
I do not pray:
Keep me, my God, from hate and
anger,
Just for this day.

By H arry W . Burgess

Aluminum ware, all battered up,
Upon the kitchen floor;
Hammer with handle broken off ;
_L atch, minus the door.

Let me love most faithfully
To work and pray.
Helped me be kiHd in act and word,
Just for this day.

Among th_e ruins could be seen
New aluminum roaster,
(Wedding present from granddad),
And an electric toaster.

If today my life should slowly end,.
And no word could I say,
Send me Thy Sacraments divine, my
Lord,
Just for this . day.

Piepans that were silvery bright
Now were bent and torn;
And everything made of aluminum
Looking most forlorn.

•

And as Mother questioned Dad
This here was his answer :
"I have read in TNT
"Them dang things cause cancer.

"And I swore I 'd never again
"Eat of any baking ,
"That had aluminum of any kind
"Connected with the making.
"That's the reason of this mess :
"We'll stock up this minute
"On ware that will not poison us:
"There'll be no aluminum in it."

Job's Lamentations
· By E . S . L. Th ompson

Old Job Plunket aleanin' on his cane:
I'm dead certain it's g oin' to rain!
There's a storm abrewin', less my ol'
knee
Is a natural liar , true and certainlee.
'Spose the crops will spile this year;
mostly always do;
Wheat crop a failure, and cor n with
mildew!
Whoa there, blazes! Dod blasted pain!
I'm sure certain that its goin' to rain.

So, for a great name and perfect ease
I do not pray:
But keep me, shield me, lead me, Lord,
Just -for this day.

City of Sing Sing
By Jack R. "Dolly" Davis
(Inspired by a letter from the Warden)

On a bank of the Hudson, far away,
Stands the City of Sing Sing, solemn,
grayA sinister city, of sinister men,
Whom fate has placed in a steel- .
barred den.
Some will never again portray
The beauties that lie far, far awayAfar beyond the river's bend,
Where man meets man, to gain a
friend.
A graybeard nods, and I hear him say,
As he strokes his hair, a mass of
gray:
"Life they gave me, years agoLif e-but how can they call it so?
Life, because of a single breathLife-life, but a living death!" ·
Life as his sentence, death as his
scoreThat's what the City of Sing Sing is
for.
A lad comes forth of twenty-one-

Night Melodies
By Lillian Lam phre

I like to waken in the night,
When all the household sweetly
sleeps,
And listen to the varied sound,
That through the rural stillness
creeps:
The faintest twitter of a bird,
Love-note to mate that nestles near;
The raucous voices of the frogs,
Filling the air with mightly cheer;
Tbe distant barking of a dog,
With answering note, from o'er the
way ;
A cricket chorus, full and strong,
- . A band of minstrels, blythe and gay;
Myriad insects strike their harps
And sing their songs in wild abandon,
While others, with strange, strident
tones,
•
Fill in the time with notes at random;
The hurried rush of motor car,
Driven, per chance, by amorous swain,
Who long has tarried with his love,
Trying, now, vainly, the time to regain;
The roaring
A screech
The restless
Tired and

of a passing train;
owl's wild and treble call;
tramping of a horse,
weary of its stall;

A clarion call from wakeful fowl;
The babbling cheer of flowing
stream;
The stirring of a dear one, near,
Rousing from sleep and happy dream.
But soon, I fall asleep again,
Lulled, by the old, familiar sound,
And dream that an angel chorus sings,
With shining glory all around.
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TNT Bombs and Dubs
Most people nowadays
mean "just us" when they
say justice.

A Philadelphia workingman saved his roll from being found by a holdup by
wearing two pairs of pants.
This plan wouldn't work
in case a man was heldup
anyway,
wife,
his
by
what's the use of knocking a
poor bandit out of a living
in order to make a holdup
out of your tailor or clothing merchant?

-TNT-

ACCOrding to the secretary
of the National Industrial
Council 43 states passed
The
16,921 laws in 1929.
rema1n1ng five states and
congress passed a few thousand more. In a few years
it's going to be an awful
strain on the nerves and
memory to be a law abiding
cjtizen of the United States.

-TNT-

In Mexico they just had
an election where they voted
with bullets as well as ballots. They sure mean what
they say when they talk
about "running" candidates
in Mexico. Some candidates
run for office and some run
for cover.

-TNT-

By the way banks have
been robbed lately-from
the inside-the best way to
bank your money is to deposit it on the outside of
the bank.
-TNT-

Daughter-Daddy, what is

your birthstone?
Daddy-I am not sure, but I
think it is a grindstone.

-TNT-

Daddy-What are you going
to be when you grow up?
Bobby-I'm going to be a
lobbyist?
Da.ddy-For heaven sakes!
...---..-..,
Why?
Bobby-Lobbyists get two
salaries for one job.
-TNT-

Cheap Labor

The poor benighted Hindu,
He does the best he kin do;
His pay will hardly stretch
Enough to feed the wretch:
For clothes he makes · his
skin do.

-TNT-

~¾-

In. future wars robots will
fire the anti-airplane guns
for the American:. army.
Why not put off the next
war until we make robots
that can do all the fighting?

_j_

'J\..._ ---lfJ-

May I have
with you?
evening
the
of
dance
last
the
Pretty Partner: (Who is weathering
an ordeal) You're having it.
Heavy Footed Dancer:

-TNT-

•

ScientiStS announced recently that the
human body contains just 98 cents worth
of metals and other elements at the preJust think of a
vailing market price.
98 cent man spoilin~ a $4 meal!
-TNT-

JUSt before the recent market crash a
financial journal gleefully announced
that the American public had bought out
big business and was living high. Since
that announcement the American public
dropped their big business stock after it
had depreciated about 70 billion dollars.
We wonder who owns big business now
and who is riding high!
-TNT-

These Catty Women!

"Alice sure is filled with
Why,
plenty of vanity.
she stands for hours in
front of the mirror admiring her good looks."
"That isn't vanity; that's
imagination !"

A Kansas young woman robbed two
men of $14,000-with a gun. She is a
disgrace to the female profession and all
its time-hGmored methods of separating
men from their dough.
-TNT-

The Stat~ Game and Fish Department
of Iowa has developed a new breed of
odorless skunks, and we don't mean politicians either.

Still Has the Dough
First Gold digger: I sup-

pose you know
married money?

Patricia

Oh, yes!
They're separated now,
aren't they?
First G. D.: No; just she
and her husband are separated.

Second Same:
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Little Missionari es
By Carleton H. Miller
Uncle Bill met Charlotte at
the station in his big car. Her
cousin, Donald, was there, too,
sitting stiffly in the rear seat.
Charlotte had never met him before. He seemed very shy and
it made Charlotte shy, too.
But Uncle Bill wasn't shy.
"Hello there, Charley," he cried,
picking her up and giving her
a big kiss, then setting her down
in the deep-cushion ed seat beside her cousin, Donald.
Charlotte liked her Uncle
Bill. He always called · her
Charley just as though she were
a boy. She did act like a boy
son1etimes, though now she carried her big doll "Sally."
This was Charlotte's first visUncle Bill
it to Uncle Bill's.
Jived on a fann and Charlotte
had never been on a farm before.
While they were driving
home, Charlotte sat in one corner of the wide seat, holding
Sally, and Donald sat in the
Donald didn't
other corner.
seem to know what to say and,
for once,Charlott e didn't either.
Before they reached the
farm, it began to rain. The big
drops splashed against the windows of the car. In a short time
they drove into the farmyard.
"Oh, what big buildings,"
cried Charlotte. "It's just like
a little town."
Uncle Bill laughed. "It is a
"Only
little town," he said.
pigs and cows and horses live
in it instead of people.
Aunt Lila came out to meet
them. "You two children must
She
get better acquainted."
laughed as she saw how shy
Charlotte and Donald were with
"Come into the
each other.
house and you $hall hav~ some

.1'-·'•.

"Oh, is it a lady cannibal,"
nice- fresh cookies and milk."
asked Charlotte.
While they were busy eating,
"You'll see," promised DonAunt Lila was busy unpacking
ald. "It will be a long climb."
Charlotte's bag.
"Missionaries are used _to
"You ought to have some
overalls like Donald," said Aunt climbing," said Charlotte as she
Lila. "Your mother says you pulled herself up the, great hay
like to romp and play. If you pile.
wear overalls, you won't soil
You
"How do you know?
your pretty frocks."
never were a missionary be"That will be fine," cried fore," said Donald.
Charlotte, he-r mouth full of
"I am now," panted Charcookies. "But we can't play lotte. "And I'm getting used to
outdoors today, can we, - when 1·t. "
it is raining so hard?"
With much laughing they
the
in
play
may
you
"No, but
scrambled up the mountain of
barn, if you wish," said her hay.
Aunt. "It is full of hay and
"How will we get down
there are no animals in it to again," asked Charlotte looking
hurt you, now that it is summer down. "It seems a long way."
time."
"When we go down we won't
Charlotte squealed with de- be missionaries," promised Donlight as she hurriedly changed ald. "We'll be Eskimos a:qd go
her pretty dress to Donald's sliding on an iceberg. There'll
overalls.
be a big snowdrift of hay at the
''IN ow Uncle Bill will surely bottom of the iceberg, so we
call me Charley," she giggled.
won't be hurt."
"I'll race you to the barn,"
"But now we're still missionchallenged Donald, getting over aries," said Charlotte. "Where
his bashfulness.
are the cannibals," she asked
So a way they raced across looking around the loft. They
the green grass to the big red were now way up near the roof
and cobwebs hung down and
barn.
Charlotte :won and burst into brushed their faces.
Donald led the way, far into
the barn all out of breath, folthe corner. The roof was low
lovved by Donald.
"Oh, how dark," cried Char- and they had to creep on their
lotte, "and how nice and smel- hands and knees.
"Here are the cannibals,"
ly!"
"It's the hay that smells so .. said Donald reaching down into
Donald. a comfy round nest where an
explained
sweet,"
"Doesn't it look like a moun- old cat lay with five little kittain," he asked as they stood tens.
"Oh, pow cute," cried Charbefore the great pile of hay.
"Can we climb it," asked lott:e, forgetting that she was
dressed like a boy, and was supCharlotte.
Donald. posed to be a missionary.
replied
"Sure!,"
"They must be cannibals," ex"Let's play we are missionaries
on a desert island." Then he plained Donald, "because their
whispered, "I know there's an mother catches a mouse and
old cannibal way up on top of brings it to them every day, and
the mountain. Let's go up and though I have never seen them
(Conti~ued on Page 42)
see her."

.
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Facts for Farmers
Cornstalk Gas to Heat
and Light Farm Homes
Gas produced by cornstalks and sewage that will furni sh light, heat and
power for farms from plants that ~ny
farmer can install at a very low price,
is the promise made at the seventyeighth annual meeting of the American
Chemical Society at Minneapolis rec ently. Not only is shredded cornstalks
:acted upon by sewage bacteria so that
they will produce a fine illuminating
:and heating gas at an unbelievably low
cost to be used by farmers on their
farms, but will be practicable and highly advantageous to ~upply ga_s ~or the
cities in this way, thus furmshmg an
unlimited market for farm wastes, declared the discoverer, Dr. A. M. Buswell, Professor of. Sanitary Chemistry
at the University of Illinois.
Assisted by C. S. Boruff, Dr. Buswell is already
producing
from
cornstalks and sewage at the University of Illinois large quantities of
methane gas, usable foir heating, for
operating autos in place of gasoline and
driving engines producing electricity.
They also are recovering the principal
ingredients of "dry ice," and they swat
the corn borer.
They believe they have an apparatus
so simnle that it can be installed by any
farme; to make his family sewage turn
his cornstalks into cheap cooking gas.
It requires no machinery; bacteria from
sewage do the work. Dr. Buswell said:
"The materal used is dried cornstalks
after husking. The stalks are shredded
with an ordinary shredding machine,
boiled, soaked in water or soaked in
lime.
"The apparatus is simply a small
tank provided with a cover to collect
gases. A farmer could produce enough
gas to supply the needs of a !amily. of
four or five from the material which
could be fermented from a gas tank
eight feet in diameter and eight feet
deep.
"The author estimated that a circle
eight miles in diameter of corn land
would produce enough cornstalks to
supply the usual gas consumption of a ;
city of 80,000."
The discoverers claim the residue
left in the tanks after the gas is used
is perfect for the manufacture of cornstalk paper. The corn-borer pe~t, ~hey
claim, is eliminated by ten distributions of the stalks.

Government Warns
About lnsectides
The Department of Commerce has
issued a warning to farmers, suburban
dwellers. housewives and others against
fake preparations purporting to kill
insects, fungus and serve as disinfectants. It says:

"One of the misbranded preparations
sold to control lice, mites, ticks and fleas
on poultry and other animals, by being
taken into the system with the food and
drinking water, officials of the administration found, could be bought for l 'B
cents a gallon. This preparation, retailed in small containers, netted the
producer $64 a gallon. Neither this
mixture nor any of the many similar
mixtures could produce the results
claimed for them.
"Liquids, powders, and capsules to be
placed in a hole in the tree, under the
bark, or in the soil, and paints to be applied to the trunk of the tree, have been
examined for their alleged powers to
control fungus diseases and to kill insects when, according to the advertising literature, the substances are taken
up by the sap and carried to all parts
of the tree.
"Not only is the value of these "remedies" very questionable, the administration reports, but many of them actually
harm the trees. They may cause serious damage to shade and orchard
trees, and in case of the latter, endanger the crop through failure to control insects and diseases.
"Housewives ar~ especially cautioned
not to believe the glittering promises
made for attractive little cases containing a chemical, which, when merely
hung in a room, will drive away or kill
moths, ants, roaches, flies, and mosquitoes, and at the same time disinfect
the room, purify the air, and prevent
disease."

Improved Plow May
Remove Corn Borer
The· Department of Agriculture has
found the proper design for plows in
order effectively to turn under stubble
and cover any source of infestation
from the Eur~pean corn borer, it was
announced orally on Sept. 19 by S. H.
McCrory, chief, division of agricultural
engineering, Bureau of Public Roads.
The Department, in intensifying its
roo-ram
of research in the use of agriP o
d.
cultural machinery in efforts to era icate the pest, Mr. McCrory said, has
learned considerable about plowing,
shredding, and burning. As a result of
exhaustive tests under a wide variety
of field conditions, the division of agricultural engineering, he explained, has
developed an effective low-cutting attachment for fou:;:- makes of corn binders and a low-cutting hand device or
hoe, either of which can be made at little cost.
The necessity for this device is outlined in a statement prepared by Frank
Irons. associate agricultural engineer,
and W. J. Parvis, agent, division of
agricultural engineering. Mr. Irons developed the attachments for the corn
binders and Mr. Parvis developed the
low-cutting knife for hand harvesting.

Removal of all cornstalks from the
field for later shredding, ensiling, or
burning, according to their statement, is
one of the most effective means of controlling the European corn borer, it
was stated.
"For satisfactory control by this
method," it was pointed out, "it is necessary that the stalks be cut off at
ground level, thereby leaving no stubble. By this means most of the borers
can be removed from the field in stalks.
"The standard corn binder will not
cut closer to the ground than 5 or 6
inches. In the resulting stubble there
may be sufficient . number of borers to
cause an increasing amount of infestation the following year. Hand cutting
with an ordinary corn :knife leaves stubble considerably longer, which may contain even more borers."

Bots and Scabies
Bad in December
(From " A C'alendar of Livestock parasites,"
issued ,by th e U . S . Depar tment of Agriculture.)

Treat horses for bots.
Strive to keep livestock comfortable,
thereby favoring more profitable production .
Lice and mange (scab or scabies) are
commonly prevalent in December. If
you didn't dip last fall, use such paliiative measures as are possible at this
season of the year, and be sure to dip
next fall.
Now that the adult botfly has ceased
to fly, except in parts of the South, call
in your veterinarian and have him
t r eat your horses for bots with carbon
bisulphide. Treat the bot eggs with a
2 per cent coal-tar-creosote solution or
shave them off with a safety razor.
Bots interfer with a horse's nutrition
and in heavy infestation may even
cause death. One of the bots, the nose
botfly, is exceedingly troublesome as
an adult fly, as horses are badly
frightened by it and may run away,
sometimes with serious consequences.
Write the U. S. Agricultural Department, Washington, D. C., for Farmers'
Bulletin No. 1503 (4).

Start to Fertilize
Your Pasture Now
Many permanent pastures need lime
and fertilizers. Fall is probably the
best time to put on lime potash and
SUPERPHOSPHATE.
These require
several months to get in their good
work and application now will benefit
spring growth. Nitrogen should not
be applied until the early spring. Of
course the quantity of lime needed will
vary with the acidity of the soil, but
from 1,000 to 2,000 pounds an acre
should, help on nearly all well drained
pastures. Four or five hundred pounds
of SUPERPHOSPHATE an acre is
about right for most well drained soils.
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How to Get Rid of Fleas
on Farm

Many farm animals are infested with fleas, especially
hogs, cats and dogs. Hogs and
hog lots are generally the source
of the fleas . Clean up the hog
houses
animal
and
lots
Then spray these
thoroughly➔
places with undiluted creosote
oil. A force pump, preferably
of the bucket type, -is probably
the best equipment for spraying,
together with about 15 to 18
feet of high pressure hose. After
all such sources of fleas are
treated in this way, treat the
hogs by dipping the animals in
a vat containing one of the
standard dips. Or else crowd
the hogs in a corner and sprinlde crude petroleum . on them.
For treating cats and dogs the
U. S. Department of Agriculture
recommends fresh pyrethrum
powder, or derris. A teaspoonful of derris is sufficient to kill
every flea on a big dog.
The Best Way to Mark
Calves
"

A humane and effective way
to mark your calves so as to be
able to identify them from the
property of others is to tatoo
them. Tatooing is done by
thoroughly washing and cleansing the inside of the ear with
alcohol and then allowing it to
dry. A series of letters composed of needle points mounted
on blocks and placed in a tatoo
marker are then pressed deep
into the ear. The tatoo ink or
oil is then rubbed into these perforations with the finger tip.
To Save Fruit Trees from
Mice

Orchards are being destroyed
at an appalling rate by pine
mice and meadow mice. These
· •

, .

s.r-> .. •

pests kill young tre·e s by gnawing entirely around them at the
base. The Agricultural Department recommends the following
poison as being one of the very
best ways to put an end to this
des~ruction. Mix together dry
one-eighth ounce of powdered
strychnine and one-eighth ounce
of baking soda. Sift the strichnine-soda mixture over 1 quart
of rolled oats, stirring constantly to insure even distribution of
the poison through the grain.
poisoned
warm
Thoroughly
rolled oats in an , oven and
sprinkle over them 6 tablespoons full of a mixture of 3
parts of melted beef fat and one
part of melted paraffin, mixing
until the oats are evenly coated.
When the grain is cool it is
ready for use. Prepare "poison
stations" and place at base of
threatened trees with covering
of straw over all but openings
in front. Put teaspoon full of
poison in each station. Poison
station may consist of piece of
glass tube, tile pipe, wide mouth
glass bottle, or jar, or a tin can.
The best poison station is made
with wooden blocks-lower
board, or floor, 6 inches square.
Upper board or roof, 8 inches
square, separated by end strips
Make a
1 ;'2 inches thick.
groove in floor for poisoned
oats.
How to Eradicate Wild
Garlic

Wild garlic, the pasture pest
of dairymen · and farmers, because it gives a persistent, disagreeable flavor to milk, can be
killed out permanently by proper cultivation of the land. Plow
the land fairly deep in November or December for the purpose of destroying the plants
from the soft shelled bulbs
which usually sprout in late

summer or early fall and for the
further purpose of killing the
weak plants from recently germinated aerial bulblets. Spring
plowi,n1g kills many of the plants
from the hard shelled bulbs
that have lain in the ground
over winter. Other plants from
the hard shelled bulbs appear
in the late spring and summer
and are killed by growing some
in~ertilled crop like corn or soybeans. Even with this program
it sometimes takes three years
to get rid of wild garlic entirely. Small areas of wild garlic
can be eradicated by pouring
about four thimblefuls of coal
tar creosote oil ( crude carbolic
acid) on each clump of plants.
Crude carbolic acid is a caustic
poison and must be handled
with care.
How to Make Harness
Last Many Years

Some farmers will wear out
a good harness in five years,
others make their harnesses last
30 years and longer. The secret 'of long life for a harness is
frequent washing and oiling.
For washing use tepid water, a
neutral soap, such as Castile or
white toilet soap, and a sponge
or fairly stiff bursh. Scrape off
hardened grease with dull knife
before washing. Rinse in clean
'
tepid water and then let harness
hang in a warm place until it is
no longer wet, but still damp.
Then oil it and leave it in a
warm place until the oil is absorbed. Be sure to oil it while
it is still damp, otherwise, it will
take up too much oil. Oil it well
but not enough to make it look
greasy. The best grease recomm~nded by the Bureau of Crops
and Soils is neat's foot, or castor
oil, or a mixture of these two
with wool grease.
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_Complete Electrical and Radio Course
·

By N. Baker

Month by Month Lessons for Beginners
( Copyrighted, 1929, by N. Baker.

Lesson VI

Full rights reserved.)

wheel would represent each individual
line of force.
No matter which direction the wire
is bent the circular lines of force are
always present. If the wire is wound
in the shape of a spring, as shown in
figure 2, and a battery connected to it
with a switch, when the current passes
through the wire the magnetic lines of
force are present as in the form shown
by the dotted line. · One end is known
as the north pole and the other as the
south pole. Instead of the lines of force ·
circling around each wire they combine as a whole with those produced

In that branch of electrics pertaining to radio the student comes in contact with the sort of magnetic field
caused by a current passing through
a wire and should become familiar with
its characteristics. An easy way to do
this is to hold a pencil vertically in the
right hand with the thumb pointing towards the top and the fingers wrapped
around the pencil. This gives an illustration one does not forget. If the
current is worked through the wire in
the direction that the thumb points the
. magnetic field will circle around the
wire and will be in the direction the
fingers point. _In other words, if you
had a wire standing straight upon the
floor and the current · was coming in
the bottom and going out of the top,
the magnetic field would circle around
the wire in the direction of the hands
of the clock; in other words, flow to
the right. If the current comes in the
top and goes out of the bottom, 0 r in
other words you reverse the direction
of flow, the magnetic field lines reverse and flow to the left or in the
opposite direction from the hands orf
the clock.
One may trace the direction of the
magnetic field by using a small compass, as shown in figure 1. The dotted
lines show the magnetic field and the
smal1 circle with the L represents the
compass needle. You will note the
magnetic field lines are in the form
of concentric circles about the wire.
Natura11y, the strongest magnetic field
is close to the wire, and the farther we
go from the wire the more feeble the
magnetic field becomes and the more
sensitive is the apparatus needed to
detect it. The moment the · current
stops flowing through the wire the
magnetic field disappears. The moment
the current is turned on again the
magnetic field re-appears, starting at
the wire and rushing outward in all
directions from the wire.
This disappearing of the magnetic
field when the current is shut off and
its rebuilclir..g again when the current
is turned on again is a condition that
we will describe later in connection with
by the next turn and give the effect of
some important characteristics in radio
solid, uniform magnetic lines of force
circuits called self-inductance.
thro·ugh
the center of the coil, as shown.
It should be remembered that the
Of
course
there cannot be magnetic
magnetic lines of force that circle
lines
of
force
or a current of electricity
around a wire are continuous the full
unless
it
is
complete
in itself, that is,
length of the wire that carries the curmagnetic lines of force out of the north
rent, and a peculiar thing is that each
pole win go around and enter _the south
circular line of force completes its own _ pole in a complete circuit.
circuit around the wire and does not
Imagine two parallel wires placed
cross the path of another or inter£ er
near each other, as shown in figure 3.
Picture yourself hol'ding each of these
with the one beside it. In other words,
wir~s in the hand parallel . to one anit is as though a bunch of wheels were
other with positive currents flowing
spinning freely upon the wire. Each
1

from the hand out to the end of each
wire, and the current flowing through
each in the same direction. Each wire
would have a magnetic field produced
around it.
Around each of these
intensified
magnetic
fields around
each
wire
there
would
be a
larger field combining both.
However, if currents in the wires were going in opposite directions, running from
the hand into one and from a battery
toward the hand into the other, then
one wire would be positive and the
other negative. The magnetic lines of
force around the positive wire would
assume the direction to the right and
the magnetic lines around the negative
wire would be directed to the left, as
shown by the arrow.
These opposite
currents would show repulsion instead
of
attraction,
as
shown
in figure 4, and there would be no out- .
side field of force linking the two together, but each would set up a separate field by itself fighting the other.
THE SOLENOID-ELECTRO-MAGNET-When wires are wound closely
as shown in figure 2 around any round
tubular material, this is called a
"solenoid." The magnetic lines of force
are nearly solid or uniform in the
center of the coil, as shown. While it .
is true that this solenoid with the current passing through it has the properties of a bar magnet, it is possible to
use this same coil, wrapped around an
insulated hollow tube, to generate a
current with a closed circuit, by simply inserting a bar magnet inside the
coil. Of course the wire would need to
be insulated so that it would not have
an electrical connection with the bar
magnet placed inside the coil.
In figure 5 is shown this coil with
the galvanometer. If the bar magnet,
as shown at A, is pushed inside of the
closed coil the galvanometer will show
indications of a current flowing the
moment the end of the bar magnet enters the coil. When the magnet is
drawn out away from the coil the current is induced in the opposite direction, which will be referred to in other
lessons.
It must be remembered that the intensity of the magnetic field and the
magnetic flux density within the
solenoid depend entirely upon the
strength of the current in amperage
and the number of turns o.f wire around
the coil. The same strength, of course,
can be secured with a great number of
turns and a weak current, as with a
few turns and a strong current, provided only that the product of wire
turns-amperes of current-is the same
in each case. This product is called the
"ampere-currents."
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Corr ect Behavior
Public Manner s
The most important side of
politeness is politeness in public
life, where most of one's human
contacts are and whe,:-e most
of one's contacts are casualon the stre·e ts, in places of business and amusemen t, on the
highways of travel.
-TNT-

BeCaUSe the majority of our
public contacts are momentar y
and casual, this public side of
our personalit ies are often the
worst side. Because we do not
expect to meet most of these
people again and, · therefore,
feel that we are immune from
criticism and punishmen t, we
often lack principle as well as
politeness.
-TNT-

A great many of us, under
such circumstan ces, are like
hit-and-ru n automobil e drivers,
who have been known to run
over little children or aged
women and rush on to avoid
punishmen t leaving them floundering in the mud and perishing
in the cold where a little decency and humanity might have
saved them.
-TNT-

Men and women who are polite and considerat e in their own
families and social circles because they fear criticism, social
punishmen t or ostracism, are
selfish bores and vulgarians and
are almost devoid of principles
among strangers. Yet how vain
is etiquette, how futile are manners if they do not reach out
and include everybody ! No man
or woman, boy or girl can lay
claim to true gentility until he
or she becomes instinctive ly considerate and polite everywher e
to everybody .
-TNT-

One of the commones t and
meanest violations of public
manners is the monopoly of the
sidewalk by a group, either
standing idly and talking, or
walking three or four abreast
and crowding others into the
gutter. Such exhibition s are not
wholly selfish or stupid- they
are both. Never stand with

groups on the street unless you
are out of the stream of traffic
and never permit yourself to be
seen walking with others three
or four abreast on the sidewalk.
Two abreast is the limit.
-TNT-

Another common practice
that is the limit in stupidity and
selfishness is group cluttering
up of doorways and passages.
Often one encounter s persons
who show less sense than domestic animals, which have at
least intelligenc e enough to
keep from getting stepped on.
-TNT-

The manners of a very large
proportion of the public at
shows is abominabl e.
One of
the most stupid and selfish practices is group conversati ons at
picture shows.
Many persons
who attend shows go there for
the purpose of seeing the show.
They are not only annoyed, but
are painfully tortured by talkative people. Persons who are
so stupid or so far lacking in
co'nsiderat ion for others that
they persist in talking at shows
can be reformed and made to
act decently only by being summarily ejected from such places.
Such a proceedur e would be
justified.
-TNT-

A very extensive public practice is eating peanuts, popcorn
or candy or chewing gum at
shows or other places of amusement. These habits are extremely selfish, stupid, inconsiderate and impolite, yet they
are practiced extensivel y by

young and old. When one sees
the large number of boys who
are permitted to do these things
one wonders what kind of parents they must have.
Eating
and chewing in public places
other than eating houses is extremely annoying to others, and
if the guilty party had ever
been trained in the first principles of
considerat ion for
others they would not do this.
-TNT-

One of the worst public habits in America is crowding to get
ahead of each other in entering
street cars, busses, show houses
and other public places. Men
and women who in their homes
and among their friends would
never think of trying to crowd
ahead of others or of trying to
take &dvantage of others, are
indiscrimi nately guilty of this
public vice.
Men will p_u sh
ahead of women to grab a seat
first. Women will elbow men
back. Politeness and principle
are thrown to the winds and an
animal scramble
results in
which most of the participan ts
would be heartily ashamed to
be caught by esteemed friends
and acquaintan ces. Never permit yourself to join in such public scrambles. They are disgraceful and degrading .
Let
the scrambler s go ahead of you
while you keep your self-respect. In the long run you will
be the winner and they the losers. This condition can be
cured only by the voluntary
sacrifices of real ladies and gentlemen.

KEEP PEPPY WITH PEPPERMINT
Peppermint will Brighten your eyes-Sweeten your breath-Promot e healthful and restful
sleep-Give you pep-a clear brain-a sweet stomach-And make you feel years younger
every day-Sovereign remedy for indigestion and colic in baby or adult.

Peppermint is a delightful beverage and is much more healthful to drink
than coffee or tea. It furnishes the much needed MANGANE SE for the
system which feeds the white fibres of the brain, making it efficient and
keen. Manganese is also found in each red blood corpuscle.
This makes it necessary to the system. We feed our field
soil mangan~se to increase the amount in our mint. Then
it is preserved so as to retain all chemicals in it. Peppermint helps to relieve constipation, while coffee incrceases it. Peppermint also contains POTASSIUM . This produces suppleness and helps to keep you young and active. We have ~ / ,/
hundreds of clients who use it continually. Our NEW CROP - ~ ~
is now ready. Send for a quart box, prepared, for $1.15, and
leaflet No. 10, FREE, with full instruction$ h()w to use it.
··
Address Mail desk TNT., NATURAL FOODS COMPANY St. Joseph, Michigan
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Investigators Fearless?
(Continued from Page 31)

flavors. Iron has long been
known to do so, and we find
similar results with tin, alumi·
num , tl.nplate, cop p e r an d n1cWe have proved, howkle.
ever, that it is possible to detect
aluminum infusions which have

d
l
h
.
been cook e d 1n t e meta, an

there is no reason to disbelieve
that when other metals are employed the salts of these metals
would be detected by analytical procedures."

In all his exhaustive research
about coffee in which he even
tells of its effects on animals
that never use it, Prof. Prescott
does not attempt to settle one
way or the other the fundamental question of whether or not
coffee cooked the way most of
the people of the United States
cook it-in metal-is poisonous.
How is that for an "investigation?" Prof. Prescott ought to
run for the United States Senate and join a committee investigating the -aluminum trust.

Tricks of Mediums
(Continued from Page 20)

sons so seriously. When writing my question I tore the slip
of paper given me in halves, and
wrote on half of it. I later saw
the medium with half a slip in
her hand while giving another
test. When she laid down this
half slip and took up another,
she gave my test. I thus verified

what I already knew in regard
to the manner in which she read
the questions.
On both occasions, after the
meetings, when guests were departing, I noticed the manager
gather up the questions and
place them carefully in his
pocket. I knew that this was in
order that next day they might
be studied and catalog-ed.
How Mediums Get Information

I might mention that at the
Sunday night meeting some
tests were given before the
medium began her regular tests.
She merely said that certain
spirits came to her, gave their
names and other details, and
said they wished to communi-

cate with some one in the room.
The medium asked for whom
each test was; and as certain
spectators recognized each test,
the effect was very fine on the
.

audience.
gentleman
these tests
um asked,
---?"

In one case after a
had identified one of.
as for him, the medi"Is your name Mr.
The spectator re-

"Correct"
plied that it was.
said the medium, "I see that
name written above your head."
These tests were ·in the nature ·
of "Blue Book" tests, but I do
d'
. k th'
18 me ium had a
no t th in
book of Omaha. I think she got
her information from questions
·t
f
.
asked her On s1ips
o paper a
th e previous meetings, seances,
all d private readings; also from
gossiping with different persons
who called during the daytime
for different readings. I underst00 d she frequently visited with
such persons after giving them
a reading, and that she was accounted a very friendly and sociable person.
That this method is generally
used I know from the fact that
some time ago a certain medium
came to grief in Omaha. The
police confiscated his paraphernalia, in which was found a
"Blue Book" of Omaha. The
public was invited to call and
see this book; and believers
could go and read· their own
questions, written in this book
with their own names signed to
them. Yet, notwithstanding all
this, the persons of that faith
are ready to be duped again, so
great in the ordinary man is the
love of the occult and the desire
for positive proof of individual
immortality.
Another article in this series
will appear in our January TNT.

Making America Safe
(Continued from Page 23)
study of Muscle Shoals prepared by
you that the Smithsonian printed?"
Mr. Wyer: "I would have gotten to
the point of that by this time if I had
not been interrupted."
Commissioner Healy: "Well, after
all __,,
Mr. Wyer (interposing): "The difficulty was, when I got down there a
cub newspaper reporter, who had not
yet learned ethics, listened in to a conversation between myself and Mr.
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Fiske, in which a number of confidential things had been mentioned."
Commissioner Healy: "Well, I think
we are going outside the scope of this
investigation in this particular."
Mr. Wyer: "I think I am not. Let
me proceed. Immediately a newspaper
story sprung up on that, with the net
-result that Dr. Walcott thought that
th
st
ings should be opped immediately.
And later on I secured permission to
use what has been used here because
there is not anything confidential in
the material."
Commissioner Healy: "No."
Mr. Wyer: "No. And that I could
use th at in the way I wanted to to
dovetail in the general power situation
in Pennsylvania. It was then, after
the cub newspaper story had upset tr.e
whole situation, that we went ahead
on the other basis."

Who Runs the Government?
Do you get this lovely picture ? The
secretary of the Smithsonian Institution plotted with the utility magnates
"behind the scenes" to issue another
authoritative "Smithsonian Monogram"
that would put the final quietus on the
Muscle Shoals project. The trust agent
was paid $3,400 by a private corporation to do the job. President Calvin
Coolidge cleared the way for this paid
trust representative to use confidential
government reports against a public
en~erprise! Then when· a newspaper
prmted part of the truth about this
shameful plot the participants guilti~y
abandoned the whole scheme and rushed
to cover! Later, in a government investigation, when the trust agent tried
to make a full confession about this affair, he was shut off by government. investigators and not permitted to tell
the whole truth!
Now, ask yourselves, who are running this government: the people or
the trusts?
The next installment of this series
will appear in our January TNT.
1

For the Kiddies
( Continued from Page 37)

eat it yet, they have a big time
playing with it and pretending
they are big cats."
"Just like we pretend we are
laughed
people,"
grownup
Charlotte.
They played with the little
cannibal kittens a long while.
"We'll be missionaries every
day and come back to see how
they grow," said Charlotte as
she patted the old mother cat
goodbyeA
"And then we'll be Eskimos
while we slide down the hay "
'
said Donald, "for now I hear
mother calling us to lunch."

.
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Aluminum Experience
( Continued from Page 17)
Cushman's article is remarkable only
for three things :

Damaging Admissions
Dr. Cushman admits that
( 1)
aluminum does corrode from cooking
utensils and enters into foods. Here
is one of these admissions:
"The actual loss in weight suffered
by the aluminum ware in these experiments, as the average of a separate
number of tests was equal to about 0.3
of a grain of aluminum per pound of
the acid water used, and about 0.35 of
a grain per pound of the salted acid
water used."
"Upon being boiled for one hour in a
o:ae-half per cent solution of alkali, the
alkaline liquid showed an attack upon
the aluminum metal JUST FOUR
TIMES GREATER THAN THAT
PRODUCED BY THE ACID LIQUIDS."
Ye Gods! The critics of aluminum
have never said more than this!

More Fatal Admissions
(2) Dr. Cushman admits that alumiium IN LARGE ENOUGH QUANTITIES may be injurious to the body.
Here is a typical quotation from his
article:
"It is well known that on boiling
very dilute solutions of aluminum salts,
the insoluble hydroxid is precipitated,
which is held by the leading authorities
on toxology to be non-poisonous in its
nature. If, however, ANY CONSIDERABLE QUANTITY OF ALUMINUM was taken into solution, this
point might be considered as open to
debate, A'S IT HAS BEEN HELD
THAT IT IS REDISSOLVED BY THE
HYDROCHLORIC OF THE GASTRIC
JUICE, FORMING CHLORIDE OF
ALUMINUM, some of which might be
absorbed."
Dr. Cushman fails to tell us anywhere in his article that aluminum
chloride is a deadly poison, producing
death when taken in not so very large
quantities. We wonder why? He also
failed to tell the readers of Good
Housekeeping that the active hydrochloric acid of the stomach is quite
likely to change many aluminum compounds to chlorides; that merely boiling pure water in aluminum produces
aluminum hydroxid, in quantities that
make the water distinctly cloudy. He
fails to explain why a small quantity
of aluminum will fail to poison in the
same proportion as a large quantity.
These are strange omissions, indeed, on
the part of a "disinterested" scientist
seeking only the truth!
(3) His sole defense of aluminum
i_s that it is not corroded from cooking
utensils in large enough quantities to
do any harm. The entire implication
of his article is that if aluminum dissolved in larger quantities from cooking utensils, it might be poisonous.
Here are typical statements:

"In vie,w of th~ fact, therefore, that
aluminum salts ARE NOT CONSIDERED AS POISONOUS AS THE
SALTS OF TIN, it can readily be seen
that even under the condition of these
tests with comparatively extreme acid
liquors, the attack upon the aluminum
was of such small magnitude that it
could not be considered as dangerous
or deleterious to health."
After showing that alkalis dissolve
away four times as much aluminum as
acids, Dr. Cushman tries to laugh off
this damaging fact in this bland and
cheerful manner: "These results indicate that even with these strong alkaline solutions, the solubility of aluminum is not excessive TO THE POINT
WHERE ANY DANGER IN THE USE
OF AL UMIN UM VESSELS IS INDICATED."

Aluminum Argument Collapses
Right at this point Dr. Cuslhman
runs up against a fact that clearly
worries him. Aluminum discolors very
badly in contact with alkalis. This "disinterested" scientist apparently has
quite a job explaining this to the satis faction of the trust. After having
shown that alkalis dissolve aluminum
very rapidly, he finds that this black
or brown discoloration of aluminum
utensils from alkalis is really caused
by the iron in the aluminum. Now, as
Dr. Cushman admits that iron occurs
in aluminum cooking ware only in minute traces, one may gather from his
investigation the immense amount of
aluminum that is dissolved by alkalis.
'lie also admits that alkali waters, especially those caused l;>y the presence
of lime, are frequent all over the country. One may judge then the magniIn fact all the
tude of the danger.
housewife has to remember on this
point is that her aluminum ware gets
thin and has to be discarded more
quickly than any other kind of cooking ware. In other words, ALUMINUM WARE GROWS THIN FASTER
-THAT IS DISSOLVES FASTERTHAN ANY OTHER KIND OF
METAL COOKING WARE. And that
one fact knocks into a cocked hat the
only defense for aluinum that this
"scientist" apologist for the trust is
able to offer!
Dr. Cushman's argument finally
leads him just where one would expect
-into the kitchen sink where he advises housewives as to best ways of
removing corrosive compounds from the
surface of aluminum cooking utensils.
He winds up with this significant admission: "It has been shown that there
is no danger in the use of aluminum
cooking utensils, particularly if EXTREME cleanliness is used in their
care."

Case Demands Swift Action
The following is the best argument
aluminum defenders offer in favor of
this trust-controlled metal for the
kitchen-ALUMINUM WON'T HURT
YOU IF YOU DON'T EAT TOO
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MUCH OF IT. How do they know
even this ? Dr. Cushman does not indicate, and we have not found a proaluminum writer who has yet indicated,
that he has made any investigations
whatever as to the actual effects of
aluminum compounds in the body. Because every person does not suffer immediate illness, or sudden death who
consumes aluminum compounds proves
nothing. Many compounds, such as
lead compounds, have cumulative efThe.fr immediate effects are in
fects.
inverse proportion to the health and
strength of the constitution that absorbs them. The bad effects of metal
poisons, may not appear for years. In
other cases, they may soon appear. In
some cases they may be swift and violent. If aluminum is of this nature,
and THE FACTS THAT HA VE COME
TO THIS MAGAZINE IN THE LAST
SIX MONTHS INDICATE THAT IT
IS, THEN, THE AMERICAN NATION IS BEING SLOWLY POIISONED AND PHYSICALLY UNDERMINED BECAUSE THE ALUMINUM
INTERESTS WILL NOT PERMIT
THE TRUTH TO REACH THE PEOPLE.
The people should demand a thorough
investigation of aluminum by the most
impartial public agency that can be
set up for that purpose. Let us find out
once and for all time the absolute truth
about this, metal.

Cleaning Back Yard
(Continued from Page 13)

that will enable them to fulfill
their function. This need not,
and should not, however, stand
in th~ way of the proper beautifying of the city entrance-its
front yard. In the case of cities
like Muscatine, where the railroad has land facilities sufficient for fifty more years, it
would be foolish to give more
land to the railroad. In such
cases, if there is any land to
spare after the city is properly
supplied with a front yard, it
should be held in reserve for
any new road that might come
in the future. Railroads are in
the habit of grabbing all available land in order to block the
entrance of new roads. A wise
policy in such cases is to block
this game and use what land the
city needs for beautifying.

NORMALIZER
will positively cure valvular or other heart
disease if under 45. If over 50 will greatly
If the pulse skips
mitigate the trouble.
every third beat, Normalizer will extend the
skip to the eleventh beat in one minute.
Send 4 cents for Free literature.

D. S. Fraser

25 Burlington St., Providence, R. I.
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The Modern Note in Fabrics and Colors
By Marguerite Herzog
which have earned for themselves great
popularity this year come in all colors
and styles, and simulate the heavier
materials so cleverly that one can only
tell them apart by the differences in
weight. ''Tweedy'' silk is used effectively in frock No. 5891, and bandings
of harmonizing plain silk lend interest
with the geometric patterns they form.
'I1he silks of tweed designs also come in
novelty plaid effects, and illustration
No . 5877 makes good use of the
''darned'' type of f abric. This design
creates a truly smart gown for the
cool days of autumn, adding a fur
piece to give the finishing t ouches to
an already smart ensemble. Y mi will
find a dress of this type simply invaluable for those in-between days of
autumn which are too warm for heavy
coats, and too cool for silk coats. For
daytime wear we have numerous colors
and color harmonies to choose from.
Black which some women wear almost
to the exclusion of all other colors reWith the new femininity and exBlack
·
t a1ns
Printedd Patterns
li. McCall
. d ress t h"1s year, perhaps '1l!l
1·t s great popular 1·ty •
N
........,.__
__
travagance 111
5877
5891
1
tweeds are a new and chic note;
an
os.
it was only natural that our piece
goods should reflect all this originality of thought. browns, dark greens, and the new Independence blue,
There are silks, tweeds, novelty weaves and woolens for are all favored shades this season.
Black broadcloth continues to be one of the smartest
daytime wear. Lustrous sparkling lames, chiffons,
fabrics and holds its popularity each year. Coat No.
of
fabdamasked
and
crepe de chines, velvets, brocaded
rics designed for evening wear. The new "tweedy" silks 5886 use; it most effectively supplementing luxurious
fur cuffs and collar to give the coat a more formal
appearance. Tweeds are splendid for your sport
coats and are very swaggery when trimmed with
some sporty fur; lapin, beaver or racoon. Coats
are longer this year, as they would necessarily have
to be to cover the traily ends of our dresses. PerMr:CalJ
Printed
haps you have noticed the clever manipulation of
Pa tern
the coat length illustrated here, flaring from a
No.
geometric cut line, the sides and back dip longer
6886
than the front.

Haven't you found it much more
fun this year to shop for your dresses.
ensembles and coats, in fact your entire winter's wardrobe? For not only
do the new novel trends lend additional interest to our shopping hours,
but the textile designers seem to have
collaborated to make this year the most
luxuriously beautiful of any fabric
year ! Literally reams and reams of
lovely material are to be bought and it
is a difficult matter to make up one's
mind just which design to select. From
the most gossamer like materials to the
heaviest wolliest wollens, we have a
range of color and texture that has
never before been equalled. While in
previous years it has always been the
foreign made fabrics that were most
popular, this season our own American
designers have come to the fore with:
many marked successes, delightful 1•-..--~
original designs which captivated
.
all.

us:

In No. 5897 charmingly different lines give this
fr·ock a clever chic while the skirt flares in interesting pleats from a simulated jacket line. One of
the ''tweedy'' silks or new jerseys would be excellent to work 'this design in. Jerseys are very different this year, much more interesting than the
o~d fabric we once designated as jersey. This year,
it has literally been inspired by masters into a truly
lovely material. There are thin ones, thick ones,
tweed jerseys, lace jerseys; oh, it's difficult to enumerate all of them and it's hard to believe that they
are all jerseys, so gorgeous do they appear in their
new disguise.

McCall
Printed
Pattern
No .
6897

•
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By Dr. Charles Gearing of the Baker Institute
I am asked to write something along
the line of dietetics. It seems to me
to be a very difficult task to write anything new as there are so many magazines, books and papers together with
lecturers and institutions all over the
land dealing with the subject of diet,
either directly or indirectly.
This being the case, there surely
must be something very important
a bout it. Otherwise there would not
be so many interested in it. Yet with
all that is written ·or said about it by
conflicting writers, lecturers and physicians, many are led to ask, Is there
any actual truth in the many claims
about diE;'!tetics? Is it a solid foundation upon which we may build our physical structure ?

Importance of Proper Diet
It is quite natural and reasonable to
ask these questions, for in almost any
subject of public interest there are
diversity of opinion and distortion of
facts. However, we are not interested
in opinions at this time, but rather in
The Naked Truth. For just as soon as
we are convinced that there is something in proper diet and that our health
and happiness depends upon it, we are
ready to accept and follow its teachings.
Now if I can succeed in convincing
you that your health and happin,e ss, as
well as the health and happiness of
those who come after you, depend
upon what and. how you eat and how
you live, I shall be amply repaid for my
· time and trouble in writing this article,
and you will be prepared to read and
put into practice the advice given in
this department in the succeeding issues of TNT.

The Blood the Source of Health
I am not going to preach a sermon,
but I am going to quote you a part of
a verse from the Bible: "The life of all
flesh is in the blood thereof." Men have
searched the world to find health. It
is strange, indeed, that we have been
groping in the dark and clutching at
straws like drowning men to save ourselves, when not s·o long ago physicians
would draw the blood from patients
suffering from pneumonia and other
diseases, thinking in this way to lesson
the blood impurities, and now they
pump more blood into the patient by
transfusion, showing that they believed
that the trouble was in the blood-,either that there was too much blood,
or too little, or that it was too poor in
quality, 9r c<mtained injurious impurities, '

Pure Blood Will End Disease
Without doubt every sickness we
lnve in childhood and as adults leave
some impurities in the blood stream
added to those we inherited at birth.
The wonderful Mississippi river begins
as a small stream 2,000 miles from the
ocean , but it gathers a mighty lot of
inipur ities before it reaches the ocean
and is purified by it. I think we might
compare it, without a great stretch of
the imagination, to our blood stream
as we go through life absorbing the
impurities of the air of large cities
contaminated with .c arbon dioxide,
dust, sputum, and refuse of all kinds
from factories and other sources, tog ether with other impurities transmitted by insect bites, disease germs,
wrong eating and other _bad habitsall resulting in the contamination of
the blood stream. The wonder is that
we live as long as we do.
With one hundred percent inervation
and pure blood no disease can exist
within the body.
Indeed, no pandemics, epidemics or endemics could
exist at all. But when the blood is im•
pure it is useless to expect good health.
It cannot be. The blood being the only
means by which we live, move and have
a being, our health, happiness and life
itself depend upon what the blood
stream contains. If we eat things that
make pure blood, the blood in turn will
make good health.
The question is, do we believe this?
Do we believe it. strong enough to put
into practice the things required by
nature to produce this effect?
Of
course I am convinced that people do
not willfully ruin their constitutions in
eating, but ignorantly eat and mostly
the wrong combination. It has been
said, and I am prepared to accept it,
that "it is not the food we do eat that
bring s on our physical troubles, but the
thing s we ·do not eat."

How We Are Poisoned by Foods
If this is the case, then it is very important that we know what to eat. I
have noticed when people take a common cold that they spend a lot of time
thinking and wondering- how they
caught it and ver y little time trying to
get rid of it. The fact is they broke
n ature's laws in some way; perhaps by
exposure to cold air or a draft after
being overheated. With lowered vitality congestion takes place; the poison
in the body is retained; a cold is the
natur al consequence. The same holds
good in the case of major diseases,
such as tuber culosis, cancer, diabetes,
and many other diseases. They have
all been produced by the same cause:

namely, wrong eating and bad habits.
Take cancer, for instance: it is purely
a nutritional disease. If any one reading this a-rticle should be so unfortunate
as to be afflicted with this dread
disease, let me say, you brought it on
yourself. In the first place you ate
the things that produced the primary
cause; nam~ly, too much sweet stuffpies, cakes, candies, malted milk,
sweetdrinks with an abundance of
sugar in your oatmeal and cereals and
coffee. Besides this, mashed potatoes,
white bread, meats with lots of brown
gravy and not one bit of raw green
vegetables of any kind, and to top it
off you took a large piece of pumpkin
pie and coffee. No doubt the evening
meal consisted of fried potatoes, white
bread, a pork chop with sweet potatoes
thrown in for good measure, two more
cups of -coffee, with jam, syrup or preserves. Now, if this were carried on
only for one day one might overcome
the bad effects of it and not suffer
from it except that one might have
plenty of gas on the stomach, accompanied with constipation and a general lazy feeling. But when you continue this kind of diet with little variation you are storing up disease. If
you continue it for years, if you happen to have a vigorous 'digestion you
may become fat. I am sorry to say
that many people take it for granted
that fatness is a token of health. It
is just the opposite: it is a true sign of
disease. Every pound of flesh you
have above your normal weight is a
burden to you and will . use up your
vitality to carry it around with you,
and last but not_least it is concentrated
disease.

Cancer from Food Poisoning
The foregoing diet mentioned produces an acid condition of the stomach,
or what is called a sour stomach accompanied by gas conditions, belching, etc.
This condition continued and added to
from month to month, year in and year
out produces what is known as acidosis.
When this condition has gone on for a .
time the whole body becomes sour and
you can even detect a sour odor in many
cases. Acid has a tendency to produce
crystalization in the body and there
is the beginning of cancer. Don't forget that an abundance of mucom, and
slime is created in the system by the
diet I have just mentioned. These are
really poisons and when constipation is
present are carried into the blood·
stream. When such a condition continues for months and years with a little increase each dav it leads to the
next stage, called toxicosis.
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Expo-s es T. B. Testing
Dear Mr. Baker: In the July-August
issue of TNT on the Bats and Roses
pages was an editorial by a farmer on
the farmer's viewpoint on T. B. testing of cattle, ref erring to the tricks
of the trade. I have known close to
four years that something underhand
like this was going on, but to unearth
the truth and get to know this business
is worse than bootlegging, because it
is done under cover. There is no evidence unless a person i:s caught redhanded at it. Anybody who has done
it will keep it to himself.
The whole T. B. bu~iness is nothing
but bunk, anyway. The dealer in cattle uses the tricks of the trade to put
that bunk over on the farmer, so that
the farmer gets stung with those cattle. The cattle dealer uses for his own
protection a method that prevents the
cattle from showing the T. B. reaction.
The farmer who know1s the tricks of
the trade does likewise.
By the looks
of things, it is a bunk game all around.
I will mention one of the best methods now in use. When the state veterinarian uses his squirt gun un the cattle, using the tail method, and after
he is gone, Denver mud is put vn a rag
and applied to the tail where the injection· was made. This is usua:lly done
at night. This draws out the poison
and prevents swelling.
Even after
swellng starts the Denver mud remedy
will cause the swelling· to go down.
After this all traces are washed off,
the veterinarian comes along and the
cow is O. K. even if she has T. B.
Some persons dip a sack i:a hot water
and vinegar causing the swelling to
go down.
Anybody with brains can see that
someone some way is bound to invent
a way to get around the swelled tail
method of the veterinarians for detecting tuberculosis. The sooner this game
is exposed the better it will be for
everybody.-A Farmer, Wilton, Iowa.

About California Justice
Dear Mr. Baker: I have been reading your article on the Mooney case. I
took some interest in that case, because
I had a friend who was sent to San
Quentin for life for something that
never ·happened.
I investigated his case and found him
innocent, but it took me two years to
get him released. I went to the Governor who preceded Hiram Johnson.
Then I went to Governor Johnson and
put the case before him. This prisoner's case was a frame-up very much
like Mooney's. He was convicted by

false testimony. The witness who testified falsely, afterward confessed she
had lied. Yet it took me two years to
get this victim of injustice released
and when I got him out, he was brought
out on a stretcher, a cripple. The main
reason he was convicted was because
he was a socialist. Prejudice and false
testimony put him in prison.
I got hhh out only by camping in
Sacramento and never letting up on
my work. Every day I was where the
Governor had to see me. ' Finally, the
Governor told me that if I would go
back to my home in Pomona he would
see to the case of Dr. Duncanson, the
prisoner. I went home. A friend afterward told me that my presistence got
on the Governor's nerves, who, declared
he could not stand to see Ramage every
day. Now, I am sure similar persistence, patience and determination on
the part of Mooney's friends will get
Mooney out, and nothing else will.C. E. Ramage, Pomona, California.

Thinks Girls Are to Blame
Dear Mr. Baker: In your article,
"Who,' s to Blame," you speak about the
danger to girls from men and boys.
How about the danger to boys f:r;om
girls? I think if a mother wants to
bring up a good, clean boy she has a
hard time of it. The way the girls
dress now days-go half naked-is a
great temptation to the boys. It isn't
the boy who goes, half naked; it's the
girl. Why, it makes a person blush to
see how some of them dress. I wouldn't
have any one around me, if I had to
hire one of them. They are far more
evil than a boy is who drinks a little
wine.
I always warned my nephew about
the gir1s,. I told him that when I was
young the mothers had to do most of
their worrying about the dangers their
girls were in from the boys, but now
it was turned around the other way.
Father used to tell us that the best
sheep you would find were in the stable,
but conditions have changed since those
days and have gone from bad to worse,
but we can expect this, for the end . is
coming predicted in the Bible. The
Bible tells us that gros s darkness will
cover the earth, wd this is surely
coming to pass, so we know that the
end is near. May God bless your good
work.-Mr. and Mrs. George Wilz,
Burlington, Iowa.
1

More Aluminum Poisoning
Dear Mr. Baker: Please find our
check for $2 for one year's subscription
to TNT for the enclosed name and adStart him with No. 3, as his
dress.

wife and daughter are here in my
sanitarium suffering from the effects
of aluminum poisoning. A few years
ago they bought a new cook stove and
the dealer kindly sold them a complete
aluminum cooking outfit. Soon after
this the wife was suffering from obstinate constipation. The home physician did not recognize the source of the
trouble and continued administering
bromides until she lost her speech and ·
required constant care. I gave the
mother your magazine to read. She is
so much interested that she wishes her
husband to become a subscriber.
You are doing just what should have
been done years ago in regard to aluminum cooking ware. For the good of humanity you can't hit too hard.--JI.
Nevins, M. D., Peoria, Illinois . .

Predicts Success for TNT
Dear Mr. Baker: As I look at it, you
are on the right line for a big circulation and will be a great benefit to the
people. The kind of subjects you are
discussing will wake the people up. I
have had some experience during my
life and have investigated along the
lines you are following, such as treated
in· "Who's to Blame," "Power of Mind
Over Body," etc.
On January 28, 1928, I had an experience which demonstrated the value
of relaxation to my satisfaction. Being
at the top of the stairs, I made a misstep, plunged and fell nineteen steps.
Realizing that I was in danger of serious injury, I relaxed every muscle so
as to neutralize the effects of the fall.
While I received coru;iderable of a jolt,
I firmly believe I saved myself from a
broken neck.
I believe it would be a good plan
later if you would put "Who's to
Blame" out as a small book.-C. E.
Ramage, Pomona, California.

More Praise
Dear Mr. Baker: We enjoy reading
TNT. The only fault we find is that
we do not get it often enough. It
should be printed every week instead
of once a month. Well, anyway, it is
a good magazine and we hope your subscription list will soon be doubled.-Mr.
and Mrs. Gus Wendel, Walkins, Iowa.

Likes Our Subjects
Dear Mr. Baker:
Am enclosing
small sum for sample copies of TNT. I
like the contents of your magazine.
Subjects of this nature appeal to me.
I myself write on philosophical subjects
of an educational character.. Adolph
Krafft, San Francisco, California.
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High Praise for Magazine
Dear Mr. Baker: It would seem to
me. as though I were doing you an injustice if I did not write and tell you
and your associate editor bow well we
like TNT. We think it well worth the
subscription price, for when we read
it we know we are reading the truth.
And permit me to say you improved
it by changing the color of the cover.
You are making w onderful improvements in the magazine each montl). I
shall be a reader of TNT as long as you
continue to print it. It is a magazine
that everybody should read. At present I have all my back numbers loaned
out trying to get a few subscribers.Mrs. Ella Byers, Olin, Iowa.

· Agrees with TNT
Dear Mr. Baker: I am reading this
month's TNT and can say "amen" to
every article. It is a pity you haven't
a couple of million subscribers.-W. E.
Lawhead, Burlington, Iowa.

' Hits Insurance Graft
Dear Mr. Baker: I am a constant
reader of TNT and agree with it in all
the matters that you have given an
. . e goal -to airing, both ways, (pun ) • Th
ward which we in this country are
Jiellded and have been since the begin::.
ning of Mr. Harding's administration
is plainly to be seen.

nual payments for 30 years. Would
like to have your comment on this article.-J. D. Ferguson, Decatur, Illinois.

Flays Daily Newspapers
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wonderful. More power to you. Your
spine must be the right shape to speak
out as you do.-Dr. H. J. Bateman,
Momence, Illinois.

Discusses

Uses of Radio

Dear Mr. Baker: I submit the folDear Mr. Baker: As you invite dislowing correspondence with the govby your readers in your Bats
cussion
. ernor of my state for the Bats and
columns, I will take this opRoses
and
Roses columns.
portunity to d:scuss the radio problem
A grea:t metropolitan daily used a
as I see it.
halLp'a ge\to exhibit the pictures of the
Does the good we realize from the
:farhili, · the ·auto, the house and the
radio outweigh its e:vil possibilities? I
police captain ,jn connection with the
think even Marconi, its inventor, reacapture of th·e ''g~ng" in a recent kidlized that it had two sides-a bad side
napping case. I addressed the followand a good side.
ing letter to the governor:
Take the use , f the radio on Sunday
"Permit me to direct your attention
believe the bad _features as well as
I
renet
the
and
pictures
attached
to the
'the good are very apparent. We are
suit of their publication as a police
ch:mging very rapidly in our notions
measure: Detective Lieutenant N orval
about the o·b servance of the Sabbath,
Marlett is hereby marked, posted, adand undoubtedly the rac.io is one of
vertised and tagged for murder by the
the biggest causts of this change. For
kidnapping gang and their friends. The
example, when the Puritans first came
boy and his parents ar ~ marked for furto this country they thought that even
ther outrages by the same crew, as a
entertaining reading on Sunday would
matter of revenge for reporting the
send the soul to the devil-to eternal
matter to the police. Their location,
he11 fire. . we today have traveled a
habits and business are given in dend
th
th
th
long way;, from such a state of mind.
e
at
exact direction,
wi
tail a
· f 1
·
·d
·
d
crooks may have no difficulty in their i.
attempt. The crooks are given ·'th~- ,;_.. e · '-~o. n()t even cons1 er 1t sm u to
- - , · ·tt11sten to bands play all kinds of secular
.. >The Lord sa1·d, "Make a J'oyful
they are proud ';•4-·u nes:•w.
and
. notoriety
•
·· · publicity
·
th
th
over all the earth." I think that,
nofae
of. The · pa,per at does all ese fav·
a·
h
d
ors for the underworld and its gangs
ue to t e ra 10, the biggest share of
is their friend; _. The evidence is that
the popular music broadcasted on Sun·· · · ·
day is nothing but joyful noise.
the paper prosp~r_s'.'.'for its complicity
w·

l,

·:-~n~-,~~~~-

Old fashioned people today do not
what about the government
In you r November issue I see that
think that listening to such music is
which passes it all by unnoticed ?
you touched up the legal reserve f elright, although they do not class this
Which rul'es, the gang, the newspaper
lows just a little. Oh, how I wish that
as a sin. I will leave it to the readers
or the governm-::nt? Is any one reevery station in this country could be
of TNT whether or not the broadcastsponsible? Does any one care?"
turned loose on this greatest of all
ing of so much jazz on Sunday is for
To which the governor replied a:.; folgrafts upon the public that there is in
the best.
lows:
this country to'day. I am sending in a
But there is a good side, even to
"I have read carefully your strong
copy of an article that came out a f,ew
Sunday broadcasting. It enables us to
indictment against the handling of this
years ago in Mr. Ford's paper. It shows
hear the very best sacred music and the
case by the newspaper and I agree
the terrible robbery practiced daily by
sermons of the greatest preachers of
with you that your grounds are well
th.em in a better and plainer way than
the country at little or no cost. We are
taken. The newspaper's answer is that
anything I have ever read upon the subthus enabled to learn all about the great
they merely furnish news that is of
ject.
spiritual progress that is going on in
law
no
is
interest to the people. There
.., _ Had it not been for these grafters
the world today and hear the greatest
governing the manner in which they
int ei'f ering with the plan of Booker Life
shall handle case:; of ,this !:jndt··; ~-- . : :-.~~-c~oir:s::and.:i!g{);'~~l .:°J:>(?"tliesi n the. country.
As~ociation of your state, which they
Evidently the ~daily::c'. newspaj5'Elr. :ha~ }}~:;:J.f · •:' ·'Jt~~:~~~~lhly · ip§:pired by
were unable to do so long as its
t d termonif:;and ;·"'riiiisterpieces
no ni''iral code. Thefe is '.no .ctV'ILtZ-- ·:'J;_b~~.i
founder, Mr. Temple, lived, and this
association had been left alone to con- -::ING.''.REST<RAINTS in conhol '·of. · the
tinue on ·its -same old plan and basis, · ·.·'front · tiagf. ·Under the rule -ei -ANY- ·~,< .. -Thlii?bifogs'· :fue to the point ·of this
discussion. Much that is injurious and
THING FOR MONEY they have no reit would have been today an example
much that is beneficial is broad casted
gard for the general welfare. This
of what good honest life insurance
over the radio, but choice of selecting
rule blinds them_ to any vision of their
could be had for, and a kno1k out for
this material is in the hands of the
OWN RESPONSIBILITY, or any reThey
the "legal reserve" fellows.
people. They can turn off the bad and
spect for humanity's need. They feel
were smart and anticipated just such a
turn on the good any time they choose.
no deference to public opinion which
thing coming to pass. That is why the
Like almost everything else, the radio
an
Only
pocket.
their
affect
not
s
e
do·
acted
Temple
Mr.
officers succeeding
full of destructive and constructive
is
will
evade
cannot
iron law which they
as though they were bought off. We
possibilities almost limitless in their
prevent them from selling- h0nor, civilh~ve no proof that they were bought
scope. We can shut off the destrucization and the eternal destiny of the
off, but every well-informed life intive and turn on the uplifting, as we
race, for a price. Yet, to attempt to
surance man at that time felt certain
choose. If the people use the radio
pass such a law would jeopardize the
that this was a fact.
only to uplift and benefit themselves,
freedom of the press, our charter of
I am in the life insurance business
they will in the end control the kinds of
libPrty.
myself, which business I have been in
The only remedy is to ·refui;-e to, pat- '-~.; · pro'i{t~'.t'Ns that are broadcasted, for the
for 30 years, but I sell life insurance
ronize such papers. - :Roward L. . owner pf the broadcasting stations
for protection only. Not a single frill
·· .,,: :?n,.-0st' .· cer tainly will not continue to
Holmes, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan.
do I have to my contracts-no "C"
broadcast programs that are not Usvalue, or anything of that kind wh_ere
t ene d to. -J oh n M. Kucera (address not
Calls TNT Wonderful
to quit paying is at once to quit gettmg,
given).
Dear Mr. Baker: Your magazine is
even if you hav~ been paying your an-
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Electric RadiQs--"Custom Built''

DEALERS' PRICES TO YOU
Don't Buy a·Set
•
Unless It Will Pass
THIS UNUSUAL TEST
Saturday, November 9, 1929, Radio Station KTNT desired to re-broadcast the Football game at Iowa City, from
station WSUI.
No lines being available for remote control, one of our
Baker Super All-Electric 8 Sets was installed at Station
KTNT within a few feet of the powerfui transmitter, where
over 10,000 watts of power is generated. For an aerial 75
feet of ordinary rubber covered wire was thrown out over
the grou·nd.
Four Chicago stations were tuned in at the
noon hour while KTNT was on the air with 5,000 watts of
power. We tuned out KTNT in 5 points. We tuned in
WSUI, set the microphone in front of the loud spea ker
and re-broadcast the football game (Iowa vs. Minnesota).
Think of it; a set so selective that it will tune out
10,000 watts in 5 points (inside of station) and 2 points a
few blocks away.
We believe positively, that no other set regardless of
price, can duplicate this test. We challenge all.
If the Baker Super 8 fails to tune out a local station,
we will refund all money after a week's trial. They
custom built-that's why they are selective.

Console llodel "A"

are

With Dynamic Speaker

''Nothing Else To Buy"

Super Dynamic All
Electric ''8'' $98.00
Includes All Tubes

Baker A ll - Elect r ic 8 tube. Designed for TONE, VOLUME SELECTIVITY and HUMLESS QUALITIES.
Built
rugged and stron g to withstand shipping. The very latest ir: improved construction.
Has four Tuned Stag es of Radio frequency using the 227 Heater type· tubes, with the 277 detector tube, two 245
power tubes in push pull for power and tone in the audio stages. These features are found only in the better and higher priced R a dios.
The power unit is so designed that no excess voltage Will pass through the tubes on ordinary fluctuations of your
city line current. If c ity line exceeds 120 volts, we recommend voltage regulator be used.
Coils are completely
shielded, special fi lt er condenser to eliminate undesirable noises, antenna trimmer to compensate for low and high
wave lengths a n d a mple volume on both, extra heavy Audio Transformers in push pull arrangement to deliver ample
faultless Tone purity and desirable volume by using the two 245 power tubes, with a reserve of power in excess of
ordinary requirem ent s.
The g raduated volume control permits exact degree of tone desired. The Super Dynamic
Speaker brings in a ll tones.
This Period Console design is distinctive and striking in appearance, of the finest materials and finish. A gem
of the furnitu re cra f tsman's art. Has drop door arranged to slip inside and under when open, giving more strength
instead of old style m etal hangers at the side.
Regardless of p rice, this set combines more superior features, and we sell it to you at Dealer's Price.

REMEMBER, OUR PRICE INCLUDES ALL TUBES--Nothing else to buy

ALL ELECTRIC ''8''--Don't be fooled and pay more
As shown on t he r ight this modern 1930 Radio is encased in a smart case of
Brown Cryst a l Enamel finish. It is the most selective All-Electric set on the
market, beca use the meta l case means extra shielding from outside noises. It is
18¾ in. w ide, 7 ¾ in. high, 12 ¼ in. deep. Top lid removes for complete accessibility. L ike the console shown above it uses five 227 heater type tubes, two 245
power tubes, and one 280 rectifier tube and can be used with either Dynamic or
Magnetic spE:aker. It is of the one dial construction with illuminated dial, and
h as t he add ition of the antenna trimmer to compensate for the volume on high
and low wave lengths. This feature is found only on the best radios on the market.
. Th is A LL - ELECTRIC 8 furnished co1hplete with five 227
tubes~ t wo 245 tubes and one 280 rectifier tube, everytbings 5 9
ready to attach to your light socket and tune in, excepting
Sp eaker. Can fur n ish Table Cabinet Dynamic Speaker for this
Set for S26.95 extra.
COM'PLETE WITH TUBES.
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NORMAN BAKER ENTERPRISES
Muscatine
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